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·1· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·1:45 p.m.
·2· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · January 25, 2018
·3· · · · · ·(Exhibit 1 and 2 marked for identification.)
·4· · · · · · · · · · DOUGLAS SKINNER, DVM,
·5· · ·having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, the
·6· · ·whole truth, and nothing but the truth relating to
·7· · ·said matter, was examined and testified as follows:
·8· · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Yes.
·9· DIRECT EXAMINATION,
10· QUESTIONS BY MR. SUMMERLIN:
11· Q.· ·Dr. Skinner, we met just a moment ago.· My name's
12· · · ·Gene Summerlin.· You understand you're here to have
13· · · ·your deposition taken today in connection with a
14· · · ·lawsuit that was filed in Sioux City.
15· A.· ·Yes.
16· Q.· ·Have you ever been deposed before?
17· A.· ·Do what?· Yes, I have.
18· Q.· ·Okay.· How many times?
19· A.· ·I -- it was one time in my clinic where I worked.
20· · · ·It was on a case that involved a lawsuit with
21· · · ·somebody.· I was deposed then.· I also testified in
22· · · ·a court case here in Lafayette but there was no
23· · · ·deposition.· We just kind of went straight in.
24· Q.· ·Went straight to trial?
25· A.· ·Yeah.
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·1· Q.· ·Okay.· I'm gonna' ask you some questions today
·2· · · ·about the opinions you've expressed in this case
·3· · · ·and the basis for those opinions.
·4· A.· ·Uh-huh.
·5· Q.· ·If I ask you a question that doesn't make any sense
·6· · · ·to you, just let me know --
·7· A.· ·Okay.
·8· Q.· ·-- that you're not following me, and I'll try and
·9· · · ·rephrase it.
10· A.· ·Fine.
11· Q.· ·I'm gonna' start by handing you what's been marked
12· · · ·as Exhibit 1.· And that is a report that we were
13· · · ·provided by the attorneys for Sioux City.
14· A.· ·Uh-huh.
15· Q.· ·So take a look at that.· And then let me know
16· · · ·whether this contains the opinions that you intend
17· · · ·to express.
18· A.· ·Okay.· I will mention, on the first paragraph, that
19· · · ·is based not on living with and training pit bulls.
20· · · ·It is on research that I've read --
21· Q.· ·Okay.
22· A.· ·-- from different specialists that are, I guess,
23· · · ·Ph.D.s or DVMs.· Okay?
24· Q.· ·Okay.
25· A.· ·Okay.· Yeah.· I'm -- I'm okay with that, yeah.
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·1· Q.· ·Okay.· And then Exhibit 2 is a copy of your
·2· · · ·curriculum vitae.· Is that current?
·3· A.· ·Three and five are about the same.
·4· Q.· ·Yeah.
·5· A.· ·Yes.· I'm okay.
·6· Q.· ·Okay.· So I want to -- I want to talk to you about
·7· · · ·the last paragraph in your CV.
·8· A.· ·In my what?
·9· Q.· ·The last paragraph on your CV.
10· A.· ·Okay.
11· Q.· ·Says you've taken several dog behavior classes.
12· A.· ·Uh-huh.
13· Q.· ·Tell me about those.
14· A.· ·Those would have been at national meetings; they
15· · · ·were quite a few years ago.· And they were geared
16· · · ·towards training.· They were abbreviated.· They're
17· · · ·not -- not a whole lot to them.
18· Q.· ·Were these at, like, the AVMA meetings?
19· A.· ·Yeah.· It was a -- I believe that one was the
20· · · ·Florida meeting in Orlando.· And I -- and the other
21· · · ·was the Ohio State meeting.
22· Q.· ·Okay.
23· A.· ·Okay?· But none of it at the time had to do with
24· · · ·pit bulls.
25· Q.· ·Right.· And those are essentially, like, when you
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·1· · · ·go to Orlando, it's a veterinary conference --
·2· A.· ·Yes.
·3· Q.· ·-- where you're getting continuing --
·4· A.· ·Yes.· Continuing education.
·5· Q.· ·-- education but continuing --
·6· A.· ·Yeah.
·7· Q.· ·-- medical education.
·8· A.· ·Yeah.
·9· Q.· ·Classes last from an hour to --
10· A.· ·Right.· Right.
11· Q.· ·-- maybe half a day?
12· A.· ·Yeah.· It's nothing that's degreed.
13· Q.· ·Right.
14· A.· ·Nothing that's a certificate.
15· Q.· ·Okay.· It also says that you studied the
16· · · ·epidemiology, frequency and severity of dog bites
17· · · ·in the US?
18· A.· ·Yes.
19· Q.· ·Okay.· Tell me about that.
20· A.· ·Well, there's a site called dogsbite.org, which is
21· · · ·not a official site.· But they have peer-reviewed
22· · · ·articles from places like the Annals of -- of
23· · · ·Surgery.· They have reports from level-one trauma
24· · · ·centers, all peer reviewed.· They have articles in
25· · · ·there by Dr. Beck, by Dr. Lockwood and some others
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·1· · · ·that talk about -- talk about basically how severe
·2· · · ·things are.
·3· · · · · ·And it corresponds with some of the instances
·4· · · ·I've seen either in the news reports locally or in
·5· · · ·cases that I have seen or in cases I read about in
·6· · · ·the newspaper.
·7· Q.· ·Okay.· Have you had any training as an
·8· · · ·epidemiologist?
·9· A.· ·No.
10· Q.· ·Okay.
11· A.· ·And that's why I referred to -- that's why I refer
12· · · ·to the -- the results of the specialists, the
13· · · ·people who are.· Because I'm not an ophthalmologist
14· · · ·either.· But if I go to an ophthalmology class,
15· · · ·then I learn more about ophthalmology.
16· Q.· ·Sure.
17· A.· ·If I go to a renal -- renal disease, then I learn
18· · · ·more about that.· And because in veterinary school
19· · · ·we took a curriculum that was -- that covered
20· · · ·everything, at that time a lot of large animal as
21· · · ·well.· But we'd study virology, bacteriology,
22· · · ·ophthalmology, cardiology, soft-tissue surgery,
23· · · ·orthopedic surgery, ophthalmology, internal
24· · · ·medicine, cardiology maybe.
25· · · · · ·And in -- and in one of the -- one of the
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·1· · · ·disciplines we studied was public health.· Because
·2· · · ·as a veterinarian we are responsible to the public
·3· · · ·for public health.
·4· Q.· ·Okay.
·5· A.· ·And therefore to me, as a practitioner, when I
·6· · · ·started to see -- let's just say we had mange or --
·7· · · ·or some other disease like leptospirosis come into
·8· · · ·the area.· And -- and I go to a meeting or I read
·9· · · ·about it in the veterinary journals, and I go, So
10· · · ·we're starting to see that; maybe we ought to
11· · · ·vaccinate for that more.· Maybe we ought to do this
12· · · ·more.· Maybe hunting dogs need it, and maybe the
13· · · ·other dogs don't.
14· · · · · ·So that does not make me an epidemiologist.
15· · · ·But it makes me an aware veterinarian to go -- know
16· · · ·what resources to go to so I can protect the public
17· · · ·health and the animal's health.· And those diseases
18· · · ·I mentioned are diseases that are communicable to
19· · · ·humans.
20· Q.· ·Okay.
21· A.· ·Leptospirosis.· Dog bites are very important to be
22· · · ·knowledgeable of because of my lay staff for
23· · · ·workmen's compensation.· You know, if you get a
24· · · ·couple dog bites, you can lose your workmen's
25· · · ·compensation.· You lose that you may go out of
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·1· · · ·business because you just -- you can't self insure.
·2· Q.· ·Okay.· Let me ask you some more specific questions.
·3· A.· ·Uh-huh.
·4· Q.· ·Have you authored any peer-reviewed
·5· · · ·epidemiological --
·6· A.· ·No, no.
·7· Q.· ·I should explain.· Because the court reporter's
·8· · · ·writing everything --
·9· A.· ·Sure.
10· Q.· ·-- that we say down and we're going to use that
11· · · ·transcript --
12· A.· ·Sure.
13· Q.· ·-- for some purposes, it's important that you let
14· · · ·me finish my question --
15· A.· ·Absolutely.
16· Q.· ·-- before you state your answer --
17· A.· ·Yeah.
18· Q.· ·-- so that when we read it it's not like --
19· A.· ·Talk, talk.
20· Q.· ·-- doob, doob, blah, blah, yeah.
21· A.· ·Okay.
22· Q.· ·Okay?
23· A.· ·All right.
24· · · · · ·MR. SUMMERLIN:· And, now, do you have write
25· · · ·down doob, doob, blah, blah.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. VONDRAK:· Did you get that?
·2· · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· I thought you were finished.
·3· · · · · ·MR. SUMMERLIN:· Do you need me to spell that?
·4· · · · · ·THE REPORTER:· You're killing me.
·5· QUESTIONS BY MR. SUMMERLIN:
·6· Q.· ·Have you authored any peer-reviewed epidemiological
·7· · · ·papers addressing dog bites?
·8· A.· ·No.
·9· Q.· ·When you were in vet school -- let's see, what
10· · · ·years was that?
11· A.· ·I was -- graduated '72.· So I've been here for '68
12· · · ·to '72.
13· Q.· ·How old are you?
14· A.· ·Seventy.
15· Q.· ·You look great.
16· A.· ·Next week.
17· Q.· ·I don't look that good and I'm 20 years younger.
18· · · ·I'm going home.
19· A.· ·Shouldn't have been a lawyer.· Thank you.
20· Q.· ·Actually -- well, I was an animal science major.
21· · · ·And I planned to go to vet school --
22· A.· ·Uh-huh.
23· Q.· ·-- and then had to take --
24· A.· ·Well --
25· Q.· ·-- an organic chemistry and --
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·1· A.· ·-- I wanted to go to law school.· I wanted to go to
·2· · · ·law school, but I couldn't stand IU.· So --
·3· Q.· ·You state that you belong to two groups whose
·4· · · ·purpose is to stop human deaths and injuries by
·5· · · ·vicious, large-breed dogs.· What are those groups?
·6· A.· ·One of them was The Pit Bull Propaganda Machine
·7· · · ·Exposed.· And the other one I can -- they keep
·8· · · ·adding more names to it.· I can't remember the name
·9· · · ·right now.· I can get it to you.· But they're just
10· · · ·Facebook groups.
11· Q.· ·Oh, okay.
12· A.· ·Yeah.
13· Q.· ·These aren't, like, official organizations.
14· A.· ·No, no.
15· Q.· ·All right.
16· A.· ·Although I've been contacted by a group of
17· · · ·pediatric surgeons to -- to start a group.
18· Q.· ·Okay.· You say that you've testified in court
19· · · ·regarding the dangers of pit bulls.
20· A.· ·Uh-huh.
21· Q.· ·What case was that?
22· A.· ·That was in this city, in Lafayette.· And it was a
23· · · ·child custody case.· And the child, they didn't
24· · · ·like -- the mother did not like the daughter being
25· · · ·around the pit bull.· It played rough with her,
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·1· · · ·scratched her a couple times.· So I presented
·2· · · ·information to the Court.
·3· · · · · ·And at the end of the day the Court said,
·4· · · ·Well, we can't tell from Dr. Skinner's testimony
·5· · · ·whether or not this dog is gonna' bite.· But as --
·6· · · ·but the ex-husband was supposed to keep the dog
·7· · · ·away from the child and had not done that.· So he
·8· · · ·said, Since you broke that rule, you've got to
·9· · · ·kennel the dog.· And, of course, the child did get
10· · · ·a bad face scratch in the interim.
11· Q.· ·All right.· What courses have you taken on
12· · · ·behavioral genetics?
13· A.· ·None.
14· Q.· ·Okay.· What courses have you taken on genetics at
15· · · ·all?
16· A.· ·Nothing except college.· Nothing to do with this.
17· Q.· ·Okay.· All right.· I may have asked you this
18· · · ·already, but what courses have you taken on
19· · · ·epidemiology?
20· A.· ·None.
21· Q.· ·What courses have you taken on animal behavior?
22· A.· ·I took them here in -- at veterinary school for a
23· · · ·semester taught by Dr. Clinghammer.
24· Q.· ·So one course, one semester?
25· A.· ·One semester, yes.
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·1· Q.· ·And that covered all breeds?
·2· A.· ·Well, that covered all -- all species.
·3· Q.· ·All species.
·4· A.· ·Yes.
·5· Q.· ·Okay.
·6· A.· ·Dog behavior wasn't such a -- a big deal then
·7· · · ·because we weren't seeing some of the controversy
·8· · · ·we're seeing now.
·9· Q.· ·Okay.
10· A.· ·And you have to admit there is a controversy.
11· Q.· ·And other than -- what was your undergrad?
12· A.· ·I got in at two years.· So I didn't have --
13· Q.· ·What was your degree in?· Oh, you didn't get a --
14· A.· ·I didn't get a degree before I went in.
15· Q.· ·Okay.
16· A.· ·I got in in two years.
17· Q.· ·Okay.· So your only degree is --
18· A.· ·DVM.
19· Q.· ·-- DVM?
20· A.· ·Uh-huh.
21· Q.· ·Where you say state that you've studied the
22· · · ·epidemiology, frequency and severity of dog bites
23· · · ·in the United States, I believe what you said is
24· · · ·you've reviewed articles that you found on
25· · · ·dogbites --
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·1· A.· ·Yes.
·2· Q.· ·-- .org.
·3· A.· ·Yes.
·4· Q.· ·How many articles do you think you've read?
·5· A.· ·Oh, I'll bet twenty.
·6· Q.· ·Twenty?
·7· A.· ·Yeah.· Some of them were peer-reviewed medical, as
·8· · · ·far as how severe bites were, what percent were pit
·9· · · ·bulls, what percent were something else, what
10· · · ·percent resulted in death, what percent --
11· Q.· ·Sure.
12· A.· ·You know, all that.· So --
13· Q.· ·Have you reviewed any articles that you obtained
14· · · ·from sites other than dogbite.org?
15· A.· ·Yeah.· I can't remember what they were;
16· · · ·dogbites.org is one of them because it just -- it
17· · · ·covered a large spectrum.· I also went to the
18· · · ·pro-pit site which seemed to be less scientific or
19· · · ·not scientific at all, a lot more emotional.· Not
20· · · ·anything that --
21· Q.· ·Yeah, I --
22· A.· ·-- that was -- that seemed credible.
23· Q.· ·I -- I'm talking not Facebook groups or things like
24· · · ·that or -- or --
25· A.· ·Google, right.
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·1· Q.· ·Yeah.· I'm asking whether you've conducted a
·2· · · ·thorough literature research to review all of the
·3· · · ·epidemiological articles related to dog bites, not
·4· · · ·just those from dogbite.org.
·5· A.· ·Yes.· I -- I even talked to the AVMA, Emily Kane,
·6· · · ·K-a-n-e, who made the AVMA proposal or made -- she
·7· · · ·did the research for the AVMA stance on pit bulls.
·8· · · ·So I actually corresponded with her after reading
·9· · · ·her material.· Which, as far as the AVMA position,
10· · · ·it just doesn't get any higher than talking to her
11· · · ·because she is the one that authored the research.
12· Q.· ·Okay.· I'm not being very clear.
13· A.· ·Well, I mean, I haven't answered that area.· So I'm
14· · · ·just trying to get you something that might be
15· · · ·similar.
16· Q.· ·Okay.· Have you ever published any peer-reviewed,
17· · · ·scientific articles?
18· A.· ·No.
19· Q.· ·Okay.· Are you familiar with the technical
20· · · ·definition of a literature review?
21· A.· ·No.
22· Q.· ·Okay.· Have you done anything to ensure that you
23· · · ·have reviewed all of the epidemiological
24· · · ·peer-reviewed studies on dog bites?
25· A.· ·No.
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·1· Q.· ·Okay.
·2· A.· ·I would say that they're constantly changing.· And
·3· · · ·I would say that what I have read from some points
·4· · · ·of view to others seem to vary --
·5· Q.· ·Okay.
·6· A.· ·-- all over the place.· Seems to be some
·7· · · ·consistency when I read the medical, as far as
·8· · · ·injuries and as far as the breed.
·9· Q.· ·Okay.
10· A.· ·And --
11· Q.· ·What are your -- what research have you done into
12· · · ·the accuracy of visual identification of breeds?
13· A.· ·I have two that I did.· One of them was by
14· · · ·University of Florida, Gainesville.· If you want to
15· · · ·take a university review.· And it said that
16· · · ·17.6 percent of the time you can identify a pit
17· · · ·bull.· I also read one that was by the ASPCA.· And
18· · · ·it said -- and they used the Wisdom Panel, which is
19· · · ·by the Mars Company.
20· · · · · ·The Mars Company now has expanded from candy
21· · · ·into being the largest owner of veterinary clinics
22· · · ·in the world.· And they also are doing a DNA tests
23· · · ·called the Wisdom test.· And they used the Wisdom
24· · · ·test and compared that to what the lay staff felt
25· · · ·was pit versus what really were.· And -- and the
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·1· · · ·results, they were 96 percent.· And that was by an
·2· · · ·ASPCA facility.
·3· Q.· ·Where was that study published?
·4· A.· ·I think I have it down here.
·5· Q.· ·Yeah.· Would you grab it?
·6· A.· ·Okay.· Which I thought was very different from what
·7· · · ·Dr. Lockwood said of 17 percent.· And -- Vice
·8· · · ·President of Equine Welfare.· And -- and you may
·9· · · ·get a different take on that than I did.· But that
10· · · ·is what I took from it.
11· Q.· ·So it appears that this was printed off of a Web
12· · · ·site.· And it's just a report from someone at the
13· · · ·ASPCA and --
14· A.· ·Fairly high up.· Fairly high up.· Vice president.
15· Q.· ·Yeah.· This is --
16· A.· ·The Wisdom test also is -- okay.· Yeah, I know it's
17· · · ·not peer reviewed.· I know it's not --
18· Q.· ·Yeah, it's garbage.
19· A.· ·Is what?
20· Q.· ·Never mind.
21· A.· ·Okay.· All right.
22· Q.· ·Um --
23· A.· ·Listen, I don't like the mocking, number one.
24· · · ·Number two, I came here as a veterinary
25· · · ·practitioner, so what I have seen in clinical
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·1· · · ·practice --
·2· Q.· ·Okay.
·3· A.· ·-- not as an -- not as an epidemiologist.
·4· Q.· ·All right.· Let's go through your report, this one.
·5· A.· ·Okay.
·6· Q.· ·Where did you get your information about the
·7· · · ·history of the two Staffordshire breeds?
·8· A.· ·I probably got that from the AKC.· And I probably
·9· · · ·got it from other reports online that seem to be
10· · · ·credible sites.
11· Q.· ·Like?
12· A.· ·I can't remember right now.· I don't know of any
13· · · ·peer-reviewed articles or anything that has to do
14· · · ·with the background of the breed.· These peer
15· · · ·reviews have been researched.· I do know, from
16· · · ·Dr. Lockwood's reading, that they are a very
17· · · ·aggressive breed that don't know when to stop.
18· Q.· ·Okay.· And where did you find that in a publication
19· · · ·by Dr. Lockwood?
20· A.· ·I have it over there.
21· Q.· ·Okay.· Let's grab that one.
22· A.· ·(Witness complies.)
23· Q.· ·Thank you.
24· A.· ·I believe he's one of your expert witnesses.
25· Q.· ·He is.· And this is a chapter of a book that he
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·1· · · ·wrote.· I was just looking to see if -- do you know
·2· · · ·what edition this one is?
·3· A.· ·No.
·4· Q.· ·Okay.
·5· A.· ·Do you want a copy or you --
·6· Q.· ·I've got it.
·7· A.· ·Okay.
·8· Q.· ·Do you recall when you obtained that?
·9· A.· ·I'm sorry?
10· Q.· ·Do you recall when you obtained that?
11· A.· ·Oh, about four days ago I copied it off.· But I'd
12· · · ·read it before.
13· Q.· ·Okay.
14· A.· ·I didn't know what all would be required.· So --
15· Q.· ·And the document that we were referring to was a
16· · · ·chapter in The Domestic Dog:· Its Evolution,
17· · · ·Behavior and Interactions with People.· It was
18· · · ·written by -- that particular chapter on the
19· · · ·ethe -- ethology, ecology and epidemiology of
20· · · ·canine aggression was written by Dr. Lockwood.
21· · · · · ·So -- and, you know, I apologize.· I didn't
22· · · ·mean to be mocking you --
23· A.· ·We're good.
24· Q.· ·-- when I --
25· A.· ·But -- but those --
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·1· Q.· ·-- out there.
·2· A.· ·Yeah.
·3· Q.· ·But here's what I -- I want to be very careful
·4· · · ·about.· When you're offered as an expert witness --
·5· A.· ·Uh-huh.
·6· Q.· ·-- you know, certainly if we were talking about
·7· · · ·standards of practice for veterinarians --
·8· A.· ·Uh-huh.· Right.
·9· Q.· ·-- or what meets the standard of care in the
10· · · ·treatment of a given disease or injury, there's no
11· · · ·question that you're qualified for that.
12· · · · · ·My concern is that you're being offered to
13· · · ·give opinions about behavior, genetics, behavioral
14· · · ·traits related to specific breeds.· And it doesn't
15· · · ·appear that you have an education or a background
16· · · ·that uniquely qualifies you to know more about that
17· · · ·area than any other intelligent individual that's
18· · · ·read a number of studies.· Would you agree with
19· · · ·that?
20· A.· ·I agree with that.
21· Q.· ·Okay.· And so I want to --
22· · · · · ·MR. SUMMERLIN:· Actually, can we -- could we
23· · · ·take a two-minute break and let you and I talk?
24· · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Can I -- can I disagree with
25· · · ·that for one small point?· And that is, some of the
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·1· ·things I see in this here is mirrored in -- in the
·2· ·medical practice --
·3· · · ·MR. SUMMERLIN:· Sure.
·4· · · ·THE WITNESS:· -- that I see.
·5· · · ·MR. SUMMERLIN:· I understand.
·6· · · ·THE WITNESS:· The public health part.
·7· · · ·MR. SUMMERLIN:· Yeah.· Got you.
·8· · · ·(After a recess from 2:12 p.m. to 2:13 p.m.,
·9· · · · the following proceedings were had:)
10· · · ·MR. VONDRAK:· Back on the record?· Okay.
11· ·We're back on the record.· I'll just go on the
12· ·record to state that Mr. Skinner's testimony merely
13· ·is being offered for his 40-plus years of
14· ·experience in the real world of treating many, many
15· ·animals, many of which were pit bulls.· I believe
16· ·Mr. Skinner has a wealth of knowledge from the
17· ·clinical side of that, and that is what his
18· ·testimony we will portray to show.
19· · · ·He is not here to testify that he has had any
20· ·training or any educational background regarding
21· ·genetic testing of pit bulls or anything along the
22· ·lines of the genomic testing of dogs.
23· · · ·MR. SUMMERLIN:· So I'm -- he is solely going
24· ·to be talking about his own personal experience in
25· ·handling pit bull dogs as part of his veterinary
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·1· · · ·practice.
·2· · · · · ·MR. VONDRAK:· Exactly.
·3· · · · · ·MR. SUMMERLIN:· Got you.
·4· · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· That's what I thought it was
·5· · · ·coming in.· But still I have to -- I -- I -- if I
·6· · · ·see an ophthalmology case, if I see a -- I have to
·7· · · ·go somewhere to get the information.· And -- and
·8· · · ·the amount of information out there boils down to
·9· · · ·statistics.· And what I'm seeing are bite wounds
10· · · ·and -- and killings and that type of thing.
11· · · · · ·MR. SUMMERLIN:· Okay.
12· · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Yeah.
13· QUESTIONS BY MR. SUMMERLIN:
14· Q.· ·So let's start off with that.· From your clinical
15· · · ·experience, what information do you have?
16· A.· ·From my clinical experience with pit bulls first
17· · · ·started back in the 1990s.· There were not very
18· · · ·many pit bulls around.· And I read about two pit
19· · · ·bulls attacking a woman in Indianapolis.· With it
20· · · ·being a dog and an attack case, it kind of piqued
21· · · ·my interest.
22· · · · · ·And then I had several come in to my clinic.
23· · · ·One of them I remember very well, Susie, which is
24· · · ·just a beautiful, sweet, nice dog.· There was
25· · · ·another owned by a Mr. Goldman.· I believe it was a
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·1· · · ·Staffordshire Terrier.· Nice dog, white dog.· And
·2· · · ·the man would dress up as George Patton and go to
·3· · · ·the air shows with his white dog.· White dog turned
·4· · · ·on him and bit the hell out of him.· That just kind
·5· · · ·of awakened me a little bit more.
·6· · · · · ·Then I had an Asian man who was supposed to
·7· · · ·come in to the clinic.· And he had two no-shows.
·8· · · ·The next thing I know he's in the paper because the
·9· · · ·city dog pound had confiscated his dog, and he
10· · · ·threatened to burn the place down and cut off the
11· · · ·manager's head.
12· · · · · ·And then the next incidence was a dog in the
13· · · ·parking lot that was a client of mine.· And he had
14· · · ·a pit bull.· And had people come in and complain
15· · · ·that they couldn't get out of their car because the
16· · · ·man was walking around with this dog intimidating
17· · · ·all of them.· So it seemed to be a status thing.
18· · · ·And it seemed to be like something that I didn't
19· · · ·want in my clinic, neither the people nor the dogs.
20· · · · · ·So based on my computer, I could go in and
21· · · ·pick out pit bulls.· And I sent all -- every pit
22· · · ·bull I had, which probably weren't very many, that
23· · · ·we will no longer see you.
24· Q.· ·Okay.· And so that was -- again, this is all taking
25· · · ·place sometime in the '90s?
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·1· A.· ·Yeah.
·2· Q.· ·And if my notes are correct, you had the pit bull
·3· · · ·Susie that was a nice dog.· You had the
·4· · · ·Staffordshire Terrier, that was a white dog, that
·5· · · ·ended up biting its owner.
·6· A.· ·Severely, yeah.
·7· Q.· ·Another client who had a pit bull and threatened to
·8· · · ·cut off the manager's head.· And then a client that
·9· · · ·had a pit bull who used it to essentially threaten
10· · · ·other people?
11· A.· ·Yeah.· And on the Asian man, I remember him.· But
12· · · ·he had made two appointments; he never showed up.
13· Q.· ·Yeah.
14· A.· ·So he was never a client.· But they just stuck
15· · · ·out --
16· Q.· ·So --
17· A.· ·-- pretty strongly.
18· Q.· ·-- were those the only pit bulls that you treated
19· · · ·as a -- as a veterinarian?
20· A.· ·Those were until I sold my practice in 2000.
21· Q.· ·Okay.
22· A.· ·And then, you know, the new boss came into town,
23· · · ·and we did what they said.· And I really didn't see
24· · · ·that many pit bulls --
25· Q.· ·Okay.
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·1· A.· ·-- at that time.
·2· Q.· ·Just over the course of your career could you
·3· · · ·estimate for me the number of pit bulls that you
·4· · · ·treated?
·5· A.· ·Well, most of them have been in the last six years.
·6· Q.· ·Okay.
·7· A.· ·I've seen an explosion.· And, once again, we're
·8· · · ·talking my identification.· Okay?
·9· Q.· ·Okay.
10· A.· ·Which I think is fairly accurate.· And I would
11· · · ·think probably 300.· Sometimes if I work at certain
12· · · ·clinics, I might see five a day that are mixes,
13· · · ·pits or mixes.
14· Q.· ·Okay.· You think total number 300?
15· A.· ·I'd say that would be minimum.
16· Q.· ·Oh, I'm sorry.· Did I miss-hear you?· Did you say a
17· · · ·different number?
18· A.· ·I'd say 300 would probably be --
19· Q.· ·Okay.
20· A.· ·-- yeah, a minimum.
21· Q.· ·Okay.
22· A.· ·What happened was, when I sold my practice, or my
23· · · ·last practice, I took a year off for medical
24· · · ·reasons, cancer and that type of thing.· And so
25· · · ·when I came back to practice in two years, I was
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·1· · · ·doing relief work.· I was working different --
·2· · · ·different demographics.
·3· Q.· ·Yeah.
·4· A.· ·Rural, suburban, urban.· And in that period of
·5· · · ·time, when I had left practice, the no-kill thing
·6· · · ·was coming up at that time.· And now it just seems
·7· · · ·to be an explosion of them in the past six years.
·8· Q.· ·Yeah.· It's a breed that's grown in popularity --
·9· A.· ·Yeah.
10· Q.· ·-- in your, I guess, geographic area where you --
11· · · ·where you see animals?
12· A.· ·I'm sorry?
13· Q.· ·In your geographic area where you see animals.
14· A.· ·Areas.
15· Q.· ·Areas.
16· A.· ·Okay.· Well --
17· Q.· ·Where do you practice?
18· A.· ·Well, primarily I'm in -- in Central Indiana.· And
19· · · ·I will do a rural community, and I will do a
20· · · ·suburban community and an urban community in the
21· · · ·Indianapolis area.· One of them is even a -- then
22· · · ·one is a rural community east of Indianapolis.· And
23· · · ·then one of them was up in the Mishawaka area,
24· · · ·which is completely different demographics.· All --
25· · · ·all of them are different demographics.
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·1· Q.· ·All right.· Of the animals that you've seen, do you
·2· · · ·know what percentage of those were purebred and
·3· · · ·registered --
·4· A.· ·No.
·5· Q.· ·-- the pit bull animals?
·6· A.· ·No.· They don't -- they don't bring the
·7· · · ·registration with them when they come.
·8· Q.· ·Okay.· And that's not something that you would --
·9· A.· ·No.
10· Q.· ·-- typically ask.
11· A.· ·No.· And there's UKC and there's AKC.· And then
12· · · ·there's the American Bulldog, which I think is only
13· · · ·registered with the UKC.· And so, no, we don't ask
14· · · ·for registration.
15· Q.· ·Okay.· When you use the term "pit bull," what
16· · · ·breeds or mixes are you including within that
17· · · ·designation?
18· A.· ·Well, first of all, like I say, pit bulls aren't
19· · · ·the only breed that are a problem.· Okay?· But they
20· · · ·seem to be predominant, what we're seeing now.· And
21· · · ·I would say that -- you know, I would say most of
22· · · ·them are -- or go ahead and ask the question again
23· · · ·'cause I --
24· Q.· ·Okay.· When you use the term "pit bull" --
25· A.· ·Uh-huh.
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·1· Q.· ·-- what breeds --
·2· A.· ·Okay.
·3· Q.· ·-- or mixes are you including within that
·4· · · ·designation?
·5· A.· ·I would say American Bulldog, Staffordshire
·6· · · ·Terrier, American Staffordshire Terrier.· And I
·7· · · ·believe there's one that's actually called American
·8· · · ·Pit Bull.
·9· Q.· ·Okay.· And you've already testified you don't ask
10· · · ·the registration status --
11· A.· ·No.
12· Q.· ·-- of the animals that your clients bring in.
13· A.· ·No.
14· Q.· ·But based on your visual inspection of the dogs
15· · · ·that you've treated, these 300 --
16· A.· ·Uh-huh.
17· Q.· ·-- do you have a sense of what percentage of those
18· · · ·were mixed breeds versus what would appear to be
19· · · ·more --
20· A.· ·I -- I would --
21· Q.· ·-- purebred type?
22· A.· ·-- I would think that most of them were mix.
23· Q.· ·Okay.
24· A.· ·The American Bulldog is one that stands out far
25· · · ·away from the others.
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·1· Q.· ·Yeah.· So are there -- what traits did you see in
·2· · · ·the animals that -- the pit bull animals that you
·3· · · ·provided clinical services to?
·4· A.· ·Well, a lot of them I saw -- if you looked at a
·5· · · ·American Pit Bull, not the big ones that are bred
·6· · · ·for big musculature, but the ones who weigh in the
·7· · · ·45- to 55-pound range, they all had a sleek body.
·8· · · ·They all had big jowls.· They all had eyes that --
·9· Q.· ·I'm sorry.· I didn't -- I didn't mean physical
10· · · ·traits.
11· A.· ·Okay.
12· Q.· ·I meant, like, where -- what behavior did you see
13· · · ·from those dogs?
14· A.· ·Aggression.
15· Q.· ·Okay.· And tell me about that.
16· A.· ·The aggression is -- is exhibited several different
17· · · ·ways.· They'll either come up and push their --
18· · · ·their muzzle against your leg.· Or if you want
19· · · ·to -- if you want to go to approach them, they turn
20· · · ·sideways and don't look at you, which is kind of
21· · · ·one of their traits, you know, of before they
22· · · ·attack.· You don't know what they're gonna' do.
23· · · · · ·The other things would be growling.· But
24· · · ·usually they didn't -- they did not say much.· They
25· · · ·either pushed against you or they hid under chairs
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·1· · · ·or they stood sideways.· And then as you tried to
·2· · · ·do things like put a leash around them, then they
·3· · · ·start spinning and snapping.· They up the game.
·4· · · · · ·And I might mention that with these dogs come
·5· · · ·owners, which I would like to talk about a little
·6· · · ·bit.
·7· Q.· ·Okay.· Were these traits -- so, you know, pushing
·8· · · ·against you, hiding under a chair, standing
·9· · · ·sideways --
10· A.· ·Uh-huh.
11· Q.· ·-- did every one of the 300 exhibit one or more of
12· · · ·those traits or --
13· A.· ·I would say a significant number.· I would -- we
14· · · ·don't like to see them come in.
15· · · · · ·I had one clinic I worked at.· And she went to
16· · · ·put the dog up after he muzzled, put it up on the
17· · · ·table.· And of course every demographics has
18· · · ·different staff.· This particular staff member,
19· · · ·she's physical, very pretty.· Just went to pick him
20· · · ·up on the table, and he started scratching and
21· · · ·clawed her right across the face.· And she goes, I
22· · · ·wish I ran that f-ing shelter; I wouldn't adopt
23· · · ·these out to anybody.· Nobody knows how to handle
24· · · ·them.
25· Q.· ·Okay.
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·1· A.· ·And that's -- I work at a clinic that,
·2· · · ·que sera sera, they welcome the pit bulls.· They
·3· · · ·muzzle them but they welcome them.· But they muzzle
·4· · · ·them.
·5· Q.· ·Are these --
·6· A.· ·That you won't find in the stats.
·7· Q.· ·Are these traits traits that you see in other
·8· · · ·breeds of dogs?
·9· A.· ·Not that near percentage, no.
10· Q.· ·I'm sorry?
11· A.· ·Not even close to that percent.· In other words,
12· · · ·how many do we need to muzzle and how many give us
13· · · ·a hard time?· And we try to go slow.· But we have
14· · · ·to worry about getting bit ourselves or the staff
15· · · ·or the owner.· Because those are a liability.
16· Q.· ·Uh-huh.
17· A.· ·You know, those are expensive things to handle.· So
18· · · ·we have to err on the side of caution.· Most of the
19· · · ·other dogs that we see -- I would think all the
20· · · ·other dogs combined are maybe half of what pits
21· · · ·are, maybe at the most.· All the other breeds
22· · · ·combined give us as much trouble as the pits.
23· Q.· ·Okay.
24· A.· ·There would be clinics that don't have that.· There
25· · · ·would be clinics that deny it.· I've worked a lot
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·1· · · ·of them.
·2· Q.· ·And then you said that there were owner issues as
·3· · · ·well.
·4· A.· ·Uh-huh.
·5· Q.· ·So tell me about those.
·6· A.· ·Owners' issues will revolve around three things.
·7· · · ·They'll deny, they'll blame and they'll be
·8· · · ·deceitful.
·9· Q.· ·Okay.
10· A.· ·And that's where you -- when you have these
11· · · ·particular dogs that I think in my clinical
12· · · ·experience, and I've seen the trend, when I -- when
13· · · ·I see these dogs with these people, it's like a
14· · · ·perfect storm for something ready to happen.
15· · · · · ·The average dog owner does not know anything
16· · · ·about training a dog.· Okay?· They think they do.
17· · · ·Oh, I've raised -- I've been around dogs all my
18· · · ·life.· Oh, he won't hurt you.· Okay.· They are
19· · · ·the -- they are not to be trusted.· And I'm just
20· · · ·advising you of that personally.· Just be careful.
21· · · · · ·What happens is they will come in and they
22· · · ·will say, He's -- he won't bite anybody; he's a
23· · · ·good dog.· Not all of them are pets.· I'm just
24· · · ·talking about owners now.
25· Q.· ·Uh-huh.
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·1· A.· ·And one of them is a Saint Bernard.· And I go in --
·2· · · ·this is in the last year.· And I look at the
·3· · · ·record.· And on the outside it said, Tried to bite
·4· · · ·Dr. Vincent, who's a woman.· And tried to do this,
·5· · · ·must muzzle, be careful, all over the front of the
·6· · · ·card.· Okay?
·7· · · · · ·So I go -- and I know what's gonna' happen;
·8· · · ·it's not my first rodeo.· So I go in and I go, Hi,
·9· · · ·Mr. Whatever.· How's Brutus today?· Oh, he's fine.
10· · · ·I go, Are we going to have any trouble with him?
11· · · ·No, no, no; he loves people.· I got the card.
12· · · ·Okay?
13· · · · · ·And so I said, Okay, that's fine.· And I -- I
14· · · ·knew what was coming.· I try to be polite, try to
15· · · ·see -- gradually work into, Why don't we muzzle
16· · · ·him.· And I give the dog a chance to maybe do
17· · · ·something.· All I say is, How are you today,
18· · · ·Brutus?· And the dog leaps at me, jumps up.· I'm --
19· · · ·the exam table is here.· Jumps at me and is
20· · · ·snapping and biting at me.· So I give the man an
21· · · ·education in -- in responsibility.· We go ahead and
22· · · ·see the dog.· And he's bound and determined that
23· · · ·that dog's a good dog, and he's gonna' be -- be
24· · · ·able to get a heartworm test on it and everything.
25· · · ·And so that's an instance.
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·1· · · · · ·I have another instance where I saw 110-pound
·2· · · ·Mastiff on Saturday, I believe it was, 130-pound
·3· · · ·one.· And he was in a muzzle.· Thank you very much,
·4· · · ·sir; I appreciate that.· That doesn't mean he's not
·5· · · ·going to be nice when he goes home, but in my world
·6· · · ·the man was responsible.
·7· · · · · ·I saw 110-pound female, probably 45 minutes
·8· · · ·later, very fearful, lowered her head, get in the
·9· · · ·corner.· You don't want to corner them.· You know,
10· · · ·there's a sixth sense you develop.· You can't
11· · · ·statistically put it.· But in 45 years I've only
12· · · ·been bitten once, and that was by a kitten.· Okay?
13· · · ·And I handled all the dogs because I don't want my
14· · · ·girl getting bit.
15· · · · · ·So what happens is, as I'm looking at the
16· · · ·dog -- I find out later -- the dog's fearful, and I
17· · · ·go out of the room.· And the girl says the man had
18· · · ·a shock collar on it and was shocking it as I was
19· · · ·looking at it.· It's idiot.· It's idiot.
20· · · · · ·I had another one who told the staff, Make
21· · · ·sure the doctor knocks the pit bull -- make sure
22· · · ·the doctor knocks on the door before he comes in
23· · · ·because I'm afraid the dog will attack him.· That's
24· · · ·not a way to live.
25· Q.· ·Right.
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·1· A.· ·It's not a way to practice.· Reverse it with you.
·2· · · ·You know, in your profession what would be, you
·3· · · ·know, physical harm if you went in a room or
·4· · · ·something.· And maybe you have and it's not fun.
·5· · · · · ·And that's the tip of the iceberg.· Okay?· Not
·6· · · ·laying it all on pits.· This part's owners and
·7· · · ·owners don't know anything.· Owners don't know
·8· · · ·anything.· If you want to have an owner train a
·9· · · ·dog, get a good trainer.· Who's a good trainer?
10· · · · · ·You know, America's been on a diet for
11· · · ·50 years, and they've gained 30 pounds.· People
12· · · ·don't have the discipline to follow through with a
13· · · ·dog that comes out of a shelter, that's antisocial,
14· · · ·who doesn't have socialization skills, that has the
15· · · ·power and the jaws that some of these dogs have,
16· · · ·pit bull or whatever, and -- and be trusted to
17· · · ·train them.
18· · · · · ·It's -- it's -- you have to be dedicated, and
19· · · ·the dog and the owner both have to be motivated.  I
20· · · ·don't know what motivates a dog.· You know, you
21· · · ·can't talk to him.· You can't communicate with him.
22· · · ·There's no dog whisperer.· And so now what happens,
23· · · ·you have an awful lot of moving parts there.
24· · · ·Something's gonna' happen.
25· Q.· ·Okay.· The -- so when you say, you know, we
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·1· · · ·identified three owner issues, deny, blame,
·2· · · ·deceitful, are these owner issues that are just
·3· · · ·related to pit bull owners?· Or are these owner
·4· · · ·issues generally, no matter what the breed?
·5· A.· ·I -- I see them across the board.· But I see more
·6· · · ·pits that have aggressive or fearful behavior.· And
·7· · · ·I see a lot of people making excuses for them;
·8· · · ·that's where we come into denial.
·9· · · · · ·Deceit was when the man was shocking the dog
10· · · ·as I was looking at it.· And, you know, there's --
11· · · ·I -- I deal with it three or four times a day.
12· · · ·Cats or dogs or whatever.· So, no, it's not -- I'm
13· · · ·not laying it all on pit bulls.· But their owners
14· · · ·tend to be a bit more denial.· It's like they have
15· · · ·a chip on their shoulder a little bit almost when
16· · · ·you question them about it.
17· Q.· ·Okay.· You've never been bitten by a pit bull?
18· A.· ·Huh-uh.
19· Q.· ·Have any of your staff?
20· A.· ·I haven't been bit by anything.· And I did -- and I
21· · · ·did all the work for 25 years.· I would not let the
22· · · ·staff get any cat or dog out of a cage except me.
23· · · ·And, of course, back then, that first 25 years,
24· · · ·there weren't as many pit bulls.· Okay?· And we
25· · · ·didn't have technicians.· So I handled all that so
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·1· · · ·nobody would get bit.· I didn't want anybody to get
·2· · · ·bit.
·3· · · · · ·When I sold and when I went into relief
·4· · · ·practice, there were more veterinary technicians
·5· · · ·who could do basic handling of cats and dog.· The
·6· · · ·pits came on the scene and I go, I'm not getting
·7· · · ·bit.· So I let them handle them.· I let them get
·8· · · ·scratched.· That's their job.· That's what they
·9· · · ·went to school for is to handle the animals and
10· · · ·basically nursing and care.
11· · · · · ·And the -- when, 25 years ago, we -- we didn't
12· · · ·have the technicians.
13· Q.· ·Okay.· So other than what you've told me so far,
14· · · ·based on your personal experience of dealing with
15· · · ·pit bulls, are there any other things that --
16· A.· ·There are other experiences.· There are --
17· Q.· ·-- that you plan to testify to?
18· A.· ·I'm sorry?
19· Q.· ·Other experiences that you plan to testify to?
20· A.· ·Oh, no.· I'm sorry.· I interrupted you.· No.· Other
21· · · ·experiences that -- that I had with pit bulls, yes.
22· Q.· ·Okay.· So tell me about those.
23· A.· ·Okay.· And that would be on your notes.· One is,
24· · · ·and this was in the last year, was an 18-week-old
25· · · ·pit bull that was biting and very viscous, very --
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·1· ·very hard to handle.· And I don't think we allowed
·2· ·it to come back where I was working.· Because it
·3· ·was aggressive, trying to bite you.· And there was
·4· ·nothing we could do for it.
·5· · · ·When -- when I had a -- a litter of ten Chows,
·6· ·which is another breed that gets a wrap, at six
·7· ·weeks of age -- and this kind of dispelling a
·8· ·little bit, that that's how you raise them -- and
·9· ·all -- every one of the ten tried to bite me at six
10· ·weeks of age.
11· · · ·We just had a -- 200 yards from where I worked
12· ·in one particular town where two pit bulls attacked
13· ·and killed a miniature horse -- this was, like, in
14· ·the last three weeks -- that was, I believe, taken
15· ·care of the veterinarian I work for, where I do
16· ·relief work.
17· · · ·We had a -- just had a recent neck injury of a
18· ·pit bull attacking a dog in the neck.· I had an
19· ·open chest wound to die in front of the little girl
20· ·where the chest was just ripped open.· That was,
21· ·you know, about 15 years ago.
22· · · ·I had another dog, pit bull -- this is just
23· ·like in the '90s when they were starting to come
24· ·around.· And it attacked a dog that my clients were
25· ·walking.· They were -- they were mentally slow
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·1· · · ·people.· They weren't -- they're the ones we should
·2· · · ·look after, the ones we should take care of.· And
·3· · · ·their dog got attacked by a pit bull.· And I had to
·4· · · ·clean it up and help them with the bill.· And then
·5· · · ·I went to the Town of Beech Grove and said, We need
·6· · · ·to get that pit bull out of town, which they did.
·7· · · ·And they enacted the vicious dog law, which is part
·8· · · ·of Indianapolis.
·9· · · · · ·I mentioned the Saint Bernard.· Boy, I might
10· · · ·-- I might have to have you help me with some of
11· · · ·this reading.
12· Q.· ·I think it's apartment letter below that?
13· A.· ·Let's see here.· Oh, yeah, yeah.· I'm sorry, yeah.
14· · · ·I had summarized a bit in the back.
15· · · · · ·What we do is -- is we get a -- people coming
16· · · ·in and they want us to sign off that the dog
17· · · ·doesn't have pit bull in it.· And on the form it
18· · · ·says, The apartment building assumes no liability
19· · · ·for this identification; the veterinarian does.· So
20· · · ·what they're doing, they're coming in and trying to
21· · · ·get veterinarians to sign off that this is not a
22· · · ·pit bull or have any pit bull in it, leaving us --
23· Q.· ·Uh-huh.
24· A.· ·-- hanging.· Once again, I'm going to err on the
25· · · ·side of caution.· That's why, you know, I had one
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·1· · · ·or two work comp claims in a couple -- in all those
·2· · · ·years.· I've had people -- dogs bite me.· Basically
·3· · · ·I thought he would bite is what they said.· We had,
·4· · · ·you know, a number of newspaper cases in the area.
·5· Q.· ·Okay.· I'm only interested in what you --
·6· A.· ·When -- within --
·7· Q.· ·-- personally know of.
·8· A.· ·-- the clinic, within the clinic.· I had a dog at
·9· · · ·my house and stayed there for a while.· It was part
10· · · ·pit bull; looked almost all pit bull.· And I raise
11· · · ·German Short-Hair Pointers; they're German
12· · · ·Short-Hair Pointer mixes.· I have German Short-Hair
13· · · ·Pointers that really have a lot of those traits.
14· · · · · ·He bit a neurosurgeon friend of mine on the
15· · · ·hand without warning.· He attacked my dog's throat,
16· · · ·my German Short-Hair Pointer, without warning --
17· · · ·although there probably was a standoff -- and
18· · · ·grabbed him by the throat.· And my wife could
19· · · ·barely get him to go.· And then my wife took him
20· · · ·out to walk one day on the leash.· He kept pulling
21· · · ·to the yard worker that was helping me like he
22· · · ·wanted to play and meet him.· The guy bends down to
23· · · ·meet him, and he lunges at his face.· My wife jerks
24· · · ·back just in time or he would have bit his face.
25· Q.· ·Okay.
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·1· A.· ·I've seen enough.
·2· Q.· ·All right.· And with those dogs that you've just
·3· · · ·described --
·4· A.· ·Uh-huh.
·5· Q.· ·-- did you know the breed of the dog based on
·6· · · ·genetic verification?
·7· A.· ·I did not, no.
·8· Q.· ·Just based on visual identification.
·9· A.· ·Visual ID, yeah.
10· Q.· ·Okay.
11· A.· ·And there seemed to be a consistency.· If you see
12· · · ·enough Chows, they look like Chows.· If you see
13· · · ·enough Labradors -- if I'm -- if I'm allowed to
14· · · ·identify a Lab mix, I think I can be allowed to
15· · · ·identify a Pit mix based on my --
16· Q.· ·Yeah.
17· A.· ·-- think.· And the reason why that's important,
18· · · ·because some breeds have certain anesthetic or
19· · · ·whatever qualities or -- or heart problems or
20· · · ·something like that that we need to look for.
21· Q.· ·Okay.· And you feel confident in your ability -- in
22· · · ·your ability to identify had breeds of a
23· · · ·mixed-breed dog based --
24· A.· ·Not -- but I feel very comfortable.· Because it
25· · · ·seems like phenotype, which is the way they look,
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·1· · · ·versus genotype --
·2· Q.· ·Right.
·3· A.· ·Phenotype, of what I see, tends to correlate with
·4· · · ·this action.
·5· Q.· ·Okay.
·6· A.· ·That's not saying they're all pit bulls I have
·7· · · ·trouble with.
·8· Q.· ·Right.
·9· A.· ·Not saying that all pit bull owners I have trouble
10· · · ·with.· But the owners of any dog, be it a pit bull
11· · · ·or anything that's an aggressive, unsocialized
12· · · ·breed, is an accident waiting to happen.
13· Q.· ·Okay.· So when -- when you make a visual
14· · · ·identification of a dog's breed, recognizing that
15· · · ·you feel confident to do that --
16· A.· ·Uh-huh.· Uh-huh.
17· Q.· ·Have you ever tested the accuracy of --
18· A.· ·No.· No.
19· Q.· ·So you don't -- you don't know --
20· A.· ·We don't do DNA testing, no.
21· Q.· ·We can't talk at the same time.
22· · · · · ·Although you feel confident to identify a
23· · · ·dog's primary breed based on visual identification,
24· · · ·you've never tested whether you're actually correct
25· · · ·in that breed determination.
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·1· A.· ·I have not.· But some of the owners put -- a large
·2· · · ·majority of them put Pit or Pit mix on the
·3· · · ·registration form when they sign in.
·4· Q.· ·Okay.· Okay.· But, again, in terms of your
·5· · · ·identification of the primary breed of a
·6· · · ·mixed-breed dog, you've never said, Okay, I -- I
·7· · · ·think it's this, and now I'm gonna' get a Wisdom
·8· · · ·Panel test and see --
·9· A.· ·No.
10· Q.· ·-- what is the actual genetic makeup of that dog?
11· A.· ·No.· But the ones that I --
12· Q.· ·So answer that question first.· Have you ever --
13· A.· ·No --
14· Q.· ·-- done that?
15· A.· ·-- no, I have not.
16· Q.· ·Okay.· Now give me your explanation.
17· A.· ·What has -- the ones that come in that say they're
18· · · ·Pit or Pit mix, those are the ones that probably
19· · · ·are predominant number of those 30 -- of those 300
20· · · ·minimum.
21· Q.· ·Okay.
22· A.· ·Are owner signed.
23· Q.· ·Right.· Owners identify the breed.
24· A.· ·Yeah.· But I don't know that they're any better at
25· · · ·identifying than I am.
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·1· Q.· ·Right.· Do you know where those dogs are coming
·2· · · ·from?· Are they shelter dogs?· Are they rescue
·3· · · ·dogs?· Are they purchased?
·4· A.· ·I'm seeing a lot more shelter dogs now.· And there
·5· · · ·are -- there are breeders in Indianapolis.· And my
·6· · · ·nephew is a law student and an insurance adjuster,
·7· · · ·and also had a pit bull that just bought a -- bit a
·8· · · ·lady in the face.· And he had handled the case of
·9· · · ·-- of a pit bull breeder.· And -- and -- which I
10· · · ·wasn't aware there were that many in town.
11· · · · · ·But there are some pit bulls that are just,
12· · · ·like, mega huge.· I don't see anything like that.
13· · · ·But they just almost seem like they're on steroids.
14· · · ·I think I got away if your question.
15· Q.· ·Yeah.· Well, that's actually interesting though.
16· · · ·Are you -- so do they appear to be double muscled?
17· A.· ·Yeah.· Almost like they're on steroids, almost.
18· Q.· ·Do you know what double muscling is as a genetic
19· · · ·condition?
20· A.· ·Well, it's a term that they use in weight lifters
21· · · ·and a term that they use in cattle.
22· Q.· ·Well, no.· I'm -- I'm talking about the genetic
23· · · ·condition --
24· A.· ·No.
25· Q.· ·-- of double muscling.
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·1· A.· ·No.· No.
·2· Q.· ·Okay.· Are you aware of a breed of dogs that has
·3· · · ·that genetic double-muscling condition --
·4· A.· ·No, I do not.
·5· Q.· ·-- that is a -- roughly looks like a pit bull?
·6· A.· ·I do not.
·7· Q.· ·Okay.
·8· A.· ·No.· They look like a dog that would have anabolic
·9· · · ·steroids given to them.
10· Q.· ·That's exactly what they look like.· Let' see.
11· · · ·Okay.· Are there other examples of your personal
12· · · ·experience dealing with pit bulls that we haven't
13· · · ·talked about?
14· A.· ·Well, there's one I just mentioned there which was
15· · · ·my -- my nephew who adopted a what the shelter
16· · · ·called a pit bull mix.· And I advised him against
17· · · ·it.· And he got it.· And within a week it got into
18· · · ·a fight with his mother's dog.· And, once again,
19· · · ·denial.· Well, they were fighting over food.· Okay.
20· · · ·Food aggression.· And then about two weeks later he
21· · · ·bit some woman in the face.· And from what he told
22· · · ·me, you know, she filed a claim on his insurance.
23· · · ·And he continued to keep the dog.
24· · · · · ·See if there's any others here.· I had the
25· · · ·neighbor dog.· Did I mention that one, the American
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·1· · · ·Bulldog come over?
·2· Q.· ·Yeah.
·3· A.· ·Okay.· So that would be it -- that would be it on
·4· · · ·the personal.
·5· Q.· ·Based on your experience and as a -- as a
·6· · · ·clinician, how important is owner behavior and
·7· · · ·training of a dog to result in an animal that is
·8· · · ·well socialized with humans?
·9· A.· ·Well, the -- the only shot they have, and that
10· · · ·certainly is very important.· But I think there's
11· · · ·nature and -- and there's nurture.· And I don't
12· · · ·know that the -- even the above-average pet owner
13· · · ·is intelligent enough or dedicated enough or aware
14· · · ·enough to overcome anything with nature that might
15· · · ·be -- that might be aggressive tendencies.
16· · · · · ·I think that when -- I can give an example of
17· · · ·when I'm -- usually you do good dog as a reward.
18· · · ·And you're talking.· And then so we're on the
19· · · ·table.· The dog's on the table.· And the dog's
20· · · ·growling; the dog's trying to bite us.· And the
21· · · ·owner keeps going, Good dog, good dog.· You know,
22· · · ·they don't know anything.· They don't -- they --
23· · · ·not only do they not know anything, they don't try.
24· · · ·They're not gonna' go to class.
25· · · · · ·If they do go to class, there's all different
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·1· · · ·kinds of dog trainers out there.· Whether it's for
·2· · · ·obedience or socialization or hunting or anything
·3· · · ·like that.· All kinds of trainers out there.· And
·4· · · ·-- and eventually you find a good one, which I did,
·5· · · ·for a hunting dog.· Eventually you find one.· And
·6· · · ·there's a lot of -- a lot of bad ones.
·7· · · · · ·So I -- I think that if you even could get the
·8· · · ·owner to the training class, then that's dependent
·9· · · ·on how good the trainer is.
10· Q.· ·Okay.· Are you familiar with the pit bull
11· · · ·population in Sioux City, Iowa?
12· A.· ·In where.
13· Q.· ·Sioux City, Iowa?
14· A.· ·No.· I'm sorry.· I didn't -- I honestly didn't --
15· Q.· ·No.· I said, Are you familiar with the pit bull
16· · · ·population in Sioux City, Iowa?
17· A.· ·No.
18· Q.· ·Okay.· And I take it that's true for both the pit
19· · · ·bull population prior to the enactment of their
20· · · ·breed-specific ban and after?
21· A.· ·I would not have that.
22· Q.· ·Okay.· Have you ever personally observed or
23· · · ·interacted with any pit bulls in Sioux City, Iowa?
24· A.· ·No.
25· Q.· ·Okay.· This is kind of out of left field here.· But
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·1· · · ·based on your experience, do dog owners, or people
·2· · · ·that are gonna' get a dog, tend to get a dog from,
·3· · · ·you know, some geographic radius that's fairly
·4· · · ·close to where they live?
·5· A.· ·It -- I get a lot of feedback on that.· And if
·6· · · ·they're pure breads, they go where the pure breads
·7· · · ·are.
·8· Q.· ·Right.
·9· A.· ·Okay?· And that's -- that's it.· And if they are
10· · · ·shelter dogs, you know, which a lot of people now,
11· · · ·it's -- it's the promotion to get a shelter dog,
12· · · ·save a dog instead of getting a purebred.· And --
13· · · ·and I've had both, and they're both nice.  I
14· · · ·haven't had a shelter dog, but I've had a -- you
15· · · ·know, mutts.· But I find that there are some number
16· · · ·of them that are looking for a particular type
17· · · ·dog --
18· Q.· ·Sure.
19· A.· ·-- that will -- and with the availability of the
20· · · ·internet might go to Louisville and get one.· Or --
21· · · ·or they may just go local.· There tends to seem to
22· · · ·be a little bit that they want the -- the boy look.
23· Q.· ·Yeah.· And I get it.· You know, if I'm looking for
24· · · ·a specific kind of hunting dog, I may go to a
25· · · ·breeder that's done field trials and go wherever.
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·1· · · ·But for -- for someone looking for the average
·2· · · ·family pet, mixed-breed family pet --
·3· A.· ·Well --
·4· Q.· ·-- are they -- are they going to tend to get that
·5· · · ·dog locally?
·6· A.· ·They're going to tend to.· But people buy dogs for,
·7· · · ·like, four reasons.· You know, hunting or use.
·8· · · ·Okay?· Protection, status and love.
·9· · · · · ·And I -- I don't know how you can love a dog
10· · · ·online other than looking at its eyes.· You know
11· · · ·what I mean, make you fall in love.· I mean, I fell
12· · · ·in love two weeks ago with a dog that I just -- I
13· · · ·really wanted it.· I just wanted that dog.· And
14· · · ·they may -- that may catch them and they're willing
15· · · ·to drive that far for it.· But I think most of them
16· · · ·are going to be local.
17· Q.· ·Okay.· And so there's no reason to think that the
18· · · ·specific lines of pit bull mixes that you see in
19· · · ·Central Indiana are gonna' be genetically the same
20· · · ·lines that you would see in --
21· A.· ·Oh, they certainly could be.· Yeah.· Yeah.· With
22· · · ·the no-kill shelters, they move them all over the
23· · · ·state, all over the country.· Some of them from
24· · · ·Martinsville, Indiana were going out to Vermont or
25· · · ·Connecticut.
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·1· Q.· ·Okay.
·2· A.· ·So if the shelter gets full, they'll take them
·3· · · ·wherever they -- wherever they've got room for
·4· · · ·them.
·5· Q.· ·Are you aware of any dogs from -- pit bull mixes
·6· · · ·from Central Indiana being sent to --
·7· A.· ·No.· But I work with --
·8· Q.· ·-- Sioux City, Iowa?
·9· A.· ·No.
10· Q.· ·Okay.
11· A.· ·Sorry.· I almost interrupted.
12· Q.· ·All right.· So -- and I think I may be about done
13· · · ·here.
14· A.· ·Okay.
15· Q.· ·I just want to make sure that I haven't
16· · · ·misunderstood anything that you've said.
17· · · · · ·Your personal knowledge about the behavior of
18· · · ·pit bulls and pit bull mixes is based on your
19· · · ·experience as a veterinarian since 19 -- well, you
20· · · ·said roughly --
21· A.· ·Mid '90s.
22· Q.· ·-- mid '90s is when you started seeing pit bulls.
23· · · ·And involves about 300 animals that you've treated.
24· A.· ·Minimum.
25· Q.· ·Okay.· And for those animals that you've treated
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·1· · · ·that you've identified as pit bull or pit bull
·2· · · ·mixes, you don't know whether they're pure breads,
·3· · · ·correct?
·4· A.· ·Correct.
·5· Q.· ·And you've never had them genetically tested to
·6· · · ·determine their breed --
·7· A.· ·Correct.
·8· Q.· ·You've got to let me finish -- to determine their
·9· · · ·breed makeup.
10· A.· ·Correct.
11· Q.· ·And I don't think I've asked you this.· But other
12· · · ·than your interaction with those owners while
13· · · ·they're at the clinic, you don't know the
14· · · ·environment those dogs are kept in.
15· A.· ·Most of them are house dogs --
16· Q.· ·Okay.
17· A.· ·-- they tell me.· Or -- or fenced, most of them.
18· Q.· ·Okay.· And you found that among the group of owners
19· · · ·that own the pit bull mixes they tend to deny,
20· · · ·blame other things on their dog's behavior, and
21· · · ·they're deceitful.
22· A.· ·I would say that's across the board for any dog
23· · · ·that's unsocial or aggressive.
24· Q.· ·Okay.
25· A.· ·Okay?· He's never done that before.· He doesn't
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·1· · · ·like you, you know.
·2· · · · · ·Among the pit bull owners I -- I think there
·3· · · ·is a bit more of that because they may have a --
·4· · · ·maybe think they have to explain themselves.· You
·5· · · ·know, you go out and buy a Kia, and your dad works
·6· · · ·for GM, you've kind of got to defend yourself.· And
·7· · · ·some of them just won't hear that they're anything
·8· · · ·but great.
·9· · · · · ·And I tell you what, I've been around a pit
10· · · ·bull and he was fantastic.· He was great.· He was
11· · · ·loving.· But I'd never let him get on the sofa with
12· · · ·me and get on top of me.· I would never let him do
13· · · ·that.· Okay?· And there's just certain things
14· · · ·that -- there's a sixth sense about behavior.· And
15· · · ·they're great dogs until they're not.· And he was a
16· · · ·great dog until he bit a neurosurgeon on the hand.
17· · · ·He was a great dog until he grabbed my dog by the
18· · · ·throat.· He was a great dog until he lunged at the
19· · · ·gardener.
20· Q.· ·Okay.· What -- how did you end up with that dog?
21· A.· ·A client privilege.· But it was my son's dog and --
22· · · ·and he came to live with us for a while.
23· Q.· ·Okay.
24· · · · · ·MR. SUMMERLIN:· I think that's all I've got.
25· · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Okay.
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·1· · · ·MR. VONDRAK:· I have no follow up.
·2· · · ·(An off-the-record discussion was held.)
·3· · · ·THE REPORTER:· Signature?
·4· · · ·MR. VONDRAK:· Yes.· You will have the
·5· ·opportunity, Doctor, to review this deposition,
·6· ·make any corrections or any changes --
·7· · · ·THE WITNESS:· Okay.
·8· · · ·MR. VONDRAK:· -- as you see fit.· And then
·9· ·have the ability to sign it.
10· · · ·THE WITNESS:· Okay.
11· · · ·MR. VONDRAK:· So I will get that to you for
12· ·your review.
13· · · ·THE WITNESS:· And you depose me any today or
14· ·just -- just him?
15· · · ·MR. SUMMERLIN:· Just me.
16· · · ·THE WITNESS:· Okay.
17· · · ·THE REPORTER:· Same orders as the other one?
18· · · ·MR. SUMMERLIN:· Yes.
19· · · ·MR. VONDRAK:· Yes.
20
21
22
23
24
25
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·1· ·AND FURTHER DEPONENT SAITH NOT.

·2· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·(2:55 p.m.)

·3

·4· · · · · · · · ________________________

·5· · · · · · · · · DOUGLAS SKINNER, DVM
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·1· STATE OF INDIANA· · )

·2· · · · · · · · · · · ) SS:

·3· COUNTY OF HAMILTON· )

·4

·5· · · · · ·I, Lisa C. Pierce, a Notary Public in and for

·6· · · ·the County of Hamilton, State of Indiana at large,

·7· · · ·do hereby certify that DOUGLAS SKINNER, DVM, the

·8· · · ·deponent herein, was by me first duly sworn to tell

·9· · · ·the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

10· · · ·truth in the aforementioned matter;

11· · · · · ·That the foregoing deposition was taken on

12· · · ·behalf of the Plaintiffs at the Purdue University

13· · · ·Veterinary Pathology Building, 725 Harrison Street,

14· · · ·Room 109, West Lafayette, Tippecanoe County,

15· · · ·Indiana, on January 25, 2018, commencing at the

16· · · ·hour of 1:45 p.m., pursuant to Rules of Applicable

17· · · ·Procedure;

18· · · · · ·That said deposition was taken down in

19· · · ·stenographic notes and afterwards reduced to

20· · · ·typewriting under my direction, and that the

21· · · ·typewritten transcript is a true record of the

22· · · ·testimony given by said deponent; and thereafter

23· · · ·presented to said deponent for his signature;

24· · · · · ·That the parties were represented by their

25· · · ·aforementioned counsel.
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·1· · · · · ·I do further certify that I am a disinterested

·2· · · ·person in this cause of action; that I am not a

·3· · · ·relative or attorney of any party, or otherwise

·4· · · ·interested in the event of this action, and am not

·5· · · ·in the employ of the attorneys for any party.

·6· · · · · ·IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my

·7· · · ·hand and affixed my notarial seal this _____ day of

·8· · · ·__________, 2018.

·9

10

11

12

13· · · · · · · · · · · · ____________________________

14· · · · · · · · · · · · · N O T A R Y· P U B L I C

15

16

17· My Commission Expires:

· · March 14, 2021

18

19· County of Residence:

· · Hamilton

20
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22
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24
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		237						LN		9		4		false		           4  Q.   Okay.				false

		238						LN		9		5		false		           5  A.   And therefore to me, as a practitioner, when I				false

		239						LN		9		6		false		           6       started to see -- let's just say we had mange or --				false

		240						LN		9		7		false		           7       or some other disease like leptospirosis come into				false

		241						LN		9		8		false		           8       the area.  And -- and I go to a meeting or I read				false

		242						LN		9		9		false		           9       about it in the veterinary journals, and I go, So				false

		243						LN		9		10		false		          10       we're starting to see that; maybe we ought to				false

		244						LN		9		11		false		          11       vaccinate for that more.  Maybe we ought to do this				false

		245						LN		9		12		false		          12       more.  Maybe hunting dogs need it, and maybe the				false

		246						LN		9		13		false		          13       other dogs don't.				false

		247						LN		9		14		false		          14           So that does not make me an epidemiologist.				false

		248						LN		9		15		false		          15       But it makes me an aware veterinarian to go -- know				false

		249						LN		9		16		false		          16       what resources to go to so I can protect the public				false

		250						LN		9		17		false		          17       health and the animal's health.  And those diseases				false

		251						LN		9		18		false		          18       I mentioned are diseases that are communicable to				false

		252						LN		9		19		false		          19       humans.				false

		253						LN		9		20		false		          20  Q.   Okay.				false

		254						LN		9		21		false		          21  A.   Leptospirosis.  Dog bites are very important to be				false

		255						LN		9		22		false		          22       knowledgeable of because of my lay staff for				false

		256						LN		9		23		false		          23       workmen's compensation.  You know, if you get a				false

		257						LN		9		24		false		          24       couple dog bites, you can lose your workmen's				false

		258						LN		9		25		false		          25       compensation.  You lose that you may go out of				false
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		260						LN		10		1		false		           1       business because you just -- you can't self insure.				false

		261						LN		10		2		false		           2  Q.   Okay.  Let me ask you some more specific questions.				false

		262						LN		10		3		false		           3  A.   Uh-huh.				false

		263						LN		10		4		false		           4  Q.   Have you authored any peer-reviewed				false

		264						LN		10		5		false		           5       epidemiological --				false

		265						LN		10		6		false		           6  A.   No, no.				false

		266						LN		10		7		false		           7  Q.   I should explain.  Because the court reporter's				false

		267						LN		10		8		false		           8       writing everything --				false

		268						LN		10		9		false		           9  A.   Sure.				false

		269						LN		10		10		false		          10  Q.   -- that we say down and we're going to use that				false

		270						LN		10		11		false		          11       transcript --				false

		271						LN		10		12		false		          12  A.   Sure.				false

		272						LN		10		13		false		          13  Q.   -- for some purposes, it's important that you let				false

		273						LN		10		14		false		          14       me finish my question --				false

		274						LN		10		15		false		          15  A.   Absolutely.				false

		275						LN		10		16		false		          16  Q.   -- before you state your answer --				false

		276						LN		10		17		false		          17  A.   Yeah.				false

		277						LN		10		18		false		          18  Q.   -- so that when we read it it's not like --				false

		278						LN		10		19		false		          19  A.   Talk, talk.				false

		279						LN		10		20		false		          20  Q.   -- doob, doob, blah, blah, yeah.				false

		280						LN		10		21		false		          21  A.   Okay.				false

		281						LN		10		22		false		          22  Q.   Okay?				false

		282						LN		10		23		false		          23  A.   All right.				false

		283						LN		10		24		false		          24           MR. SUMMERLIN:  And, now, do you have write				false

		284						LN		10		25		false		          25       down doob, doob, blah, blah.				false
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		286						LN		11		1		false		           1           MR. VONDRAK:  Did you get that?				false

		287						LN		11		2		false		           2           THE WITNESS:  I thought you were finished.				false

		288						LN		11		3		false		           3           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Do you need me to spell that?				false

		289						LN		11		4		false		           4           THE REPORTER:  You're killing me.				false

		290						LN		11		5		false		           5  QUESTIONS BY MR. SUMMERLIN:				false

		291						LN		11		6		false		           6  Q.   Have you authored any peer-reviewed epidemiological				false

		292						LN		11		7		false		           7       papers addressing dog bites?				false

		293						LN		11		8		false		           8  A.   No.				false

		294						LN		11		9		false		           9  Q.   When you were in vet school -- let's see, what				false

		295						LN		11		10		false		          10       years was that?				false

		296						LN		11		11		false		          11  A.   I was -- graduated '72.  So I've been here for '68				false

		297						LN		11		12		false		          12       to '72.				false

		298						LN		11		13		false		          13  Q.   How old are you?				false

		299						LN		11		14		false		          14  A.   Seventy.				false

		300						LN		11		15		false		          15  Q.   You look great.				false

		301						LN		11		16		false		          16  A.   Next week.				false

		302						LN		11		17		false		          17  Q.   I don't look that good and I'm 20 years younger.				false

		303						LN		11		18		false		          18       I'm going home.				false

		304						LN		11		19		false		          19  A.   Shouldn't have been a lawyer.  Thank you.				false

		305						LN		11		20		false		          20  Q.   Actually -- well, I was an animal science major.				false

		306						LN		11		21		false		          21       And I planned to go to vet school --				false

		307						LN		11		22		false		          22  A.   Uh-huh.				false

		308						LN		11		23		false		          23  Q.   -- and then had to take --				false

		309						LN		11		24		false		          24  A.   Well --				false

		310						LN		11		25		false		          25  Q.   -- an organic chemistry and --				false

		311						PG		12		0		false		page 12				false

		312						LN		12		1		false		           1  A.   -- I wanted to go to law school.  I wanted to go to				false

		313						LN		12		2		false		           2       law school, but I couldn't stand IU.  So --				false

		314						LN		12		3		false		           3  Q.   You state that you belong to two groups whose				false

		315						LN		12		4		false		           4       purpose is to stop human deaths and injuries by				false

		316						LN		12		5		false		           5       vicious, large-breed dogs.  What are those groups?				false

		317						LN		12		6		false		           6  A.   One of them was The Pit Bull Propaganda Machine				false

		318						LN		12		7		false		           7       Exposed.  And the other one I can -- they keep				false

		319						LN		12		8		false		           8       adding more names to it.  I can't remember the name				false

		320						LN		12		9		false		           9       right now.  I can get it to you.  But they're just				false

		321						LN		12		10		false		          10       Facebook groups.				false

		322						LN		12		11		false		          11  Q.   Oh, okay.				false

		323						LN		12		12		false		          12  A.   Yeah.				false

		324						LN		12		13		false		          13  Q.   These aren't, like, official organizations.				false

		325						LN		12		14		false		          14  A.   No, no.				false

		326						LN		12		15		false		          15  Q.   All right.				false

		327						LN		12		16		false		          16  A.   Although I've been contacted by a group of				false

		328						LN		12		17		false		          17       pediatric surgeons to -- to start a group.				false

		329						LN		12		18		false		          18  Q.   Okay.  You say that you've testified in court				false

		330						LN		12		19		false		          19       regarding the dangers of pit bulls.				false

		331						LN		12		20		false		          20  A.   Uh-huh.				false

		332						LN		12		21		false		          21  Q.   What case was that?				false

		333						LN		12		22		false		          22  A.   That was in this city, in Lafayette.  And it was a				false

		334						LN		12		23		false		          23       child custody case.  And the child, they didn't				false

		335						LN		12		24		false		          24       like -- the mother did not like the daughter being				false

		336						LN		12		25		false		          25       around the pit bull.  It played rough with her,				false

		337						PG		13		0		false		page 13				false

		338						LN		13		1		false		           1       scratched her a couple times.  So I presented				false

		339						LN		13		2		false		           2       information to the Court.				false

		340						LN		13		3		false		           3           And at the end of the day the Court said,				false

		341						LN		13		4		false		           4       Well, we can't tell from Dr. Skinner's testimony				false

		342						LN		13		5		false		           5       whether or not this dog is gonna' bite.  But as --				false

		343						LN		13		6		false		           6       but the ex-husband was supposed to keep the dog				false

		344						LN		13		7		false		           7       away from the child and had not done that.  So he				false

		345						LN		13		8		false		           8       said, Since you broke that rule, you've got to				false

		346						LN		13		9		false		           9       kennel the dog.  And, of course, the child did get				false

		347						LN		13		10		false		          10       a bad face scratch in the interim.				false

		348						LN		13		11		false		          11  Q.   All right.  What courses have you taken on				false

		349						LN		13		12		false		          12       behavioral genetics?				false

		350						LN		13		13		false		          13  A.   None.				false

		351						LN		13		14		false		          14  Q.   Okay.  What courses have you taken on genetics at				false

		352						LN		13		15		false		          15       all?				false

		353						LN		13		16		false		          16  A.   Nothing except college.  Nothing to do with this.				false

		354						LN		13		17		false		          17  Q.   Okay.  All right.  I may have asked you this				false

		355						LN		13		18		false		          18       already, but what courses have you taken on				false

		356						LN		13		19		false		          19       epidemiology?				false

		357						LN		13		20		false		          20  A.   None.				false

		358						LN		13		21		false		          21  Q.   What courses have you taken on animal behavior?				false

		359						LN		13		22		false		          22  A.   I took them here in -- at veterinary school for a				false

		360						LN		13		23		false		          23       semester taught by Dr. Clinghammer.				false

		361						LN		13		24		false		          24  Q.   So one course, one semester?				false

		362						LN		13		25		false		          25  A.   One semester, yes.				false

		363						PG		14		0		false		page 14				false

		364						LN		14		1		false		           1  Q.   And that covered all breeds?				false

		365						LN		14		2		false		           2  A.   Well, that covered all -- all species.				false

		366						LN		14		3		false		           3  Q.   All species.				false

		367						LN		14		4		false		           4  A.   Yes.				false

		368						LN		14		5		false		           5  Q.   Okay.				false

		369						LN		14		6		false		           6  A.   Dog behavior wasn't such a -- a big deal then				false

		370						LN		14		7		false		           7       because we weren't seeing some of the controversy				false

		371						LN		14		8		false		           8       we're seeing now.				false

		372						LN		14		9		false		           9  Q.   Okay.				false

		373						LN		14		10		false		          10  A.   And you have to admit there is a controversy.				false

		374						LN		14		11		false		          11  Q.   And other than -- what was your undergrad?				false

		375						LN		14		12		false		          12  A.   I got in at two years.  So I didn't have --				false

		376						LN		14		13		false		          13  Q.   What was your degree in?  Oh, you didn't get a --				false

		377						LN		14		14		false		          14  A.   I didn't get a degree before I went in.				false

		378						LN		14		15		false		          15  Q.   Okay.				false

		379						LN		14		16		false		          16  A.   I got in in two years.				false

		380						LN		14		17		false		          17  Q.   Okay.  So your only degree is --				false

		381						LN		14		18		false		          18  A.   DVM.				false

		382						LN		14		19		false		          19  Q.   -- DVM?				false

		383						LN		14		20		false		          20  A.   Uh-huh.				false

		384						LN		14		21		false		          21  Q.   Where you say state that you've studied the				false

		385						LN		14		22		false		          22       epidemiology, frequency and severity of dog bites				false

		386						LN		14		23		false		          23       in the United States, I believe what you said is				false

		387						LN		14		24		false		          24       you've reviewed articles that you found on				false

		388						LN		14		25		false		          25       dogbites --				false

		389						PG		15		0		false		page 15				false

		390						LN		15		1		false		           1  A.   Yes.				false

		391						LN		15		2		false		           2  Q.   -- .org.				false

		392						LN		15		3		false		           3  A.   Yes.				false

		393						LN		15		4		false		           4  Q.   How many articles do you think you've read?				false

		394						LN		15		5		false		           5  A.   Oh, I'll bet twenty.				false

		395						LN		15		6		false		           6  Q.   Twenty?				false

		396						LN		15		7		false		           7  A.   Yeah.  Some of them were peer-reviewed medical, as				false

		397						LN		15		8		false		           8       far as how severe bites were, what percent were pit				false

		398						LN		15		9		false		           9       bulls, what percent were something else, what				false

		399						LN		15		10		false		          10       percent resulted in death, what percent --				false

		400						LN		15		11		false		          11  Q.   Sure.				false

		401						LN		15		12		false		          12  A.   You know, all that.  So --				false

		402						LN		15		13		false		          13  Q.   Have you reviewed any articles that you obtained				false

		403						LN		15		14		false		          14       from sites other than dogbite.org?				false

		404						LN		15		15		false		          15  A.   Yeah.  I can't remember what they were;				false

		405						LN		15		16		false		          16       dogbites.org is one of them because it just -- it				false

		406						LN		15		17		false		          17       covered a large spectrum.  I also went to the				false

		407						LN		15		18		false		          18       pro-pit site which seemed to be less scientific or				false

		408						LN		15		19		false		          19       not scientific at all, a lot more emotional.  Not				false

		409						LN		15		20		false		          20       anything that --				false

		410						LN		15		21		false		          21  Q.   Yeah, I --				false

		411						LN		15		22		false		          22  A.   -- that was -- that seemed credible.				false

		412						LN		15		23		false		          23  Q.   I -- I'm talking not Facebook groups or things like				false

		413						LN		15		24		false		          24       that or -- or --				false

		414						LN		15		25		false		          25  A.   Google, right.				false

		415						PG		16		0		false		page 16				false

		416						LN		16		1		false		           1  Q.   Yeah.  I'm asking whether you've conducted a				false

		417						LN		16		2		false		           2       thorough literature research to review all of the				false

		418						LN		16		3		false		           3       epidemiological articles related to dog bites, not				false

		419						LN		16		4		false		           4       just those from dogbite.org.				false

		420						LN		16		5		false		           5  A.   Yes.  I -- I even talked to the AVMA, Emily Kane,				false

		421						LN		16		6		false		           6       K-a-n-e, who made the AVMA proposal or made -- she				false

		422						LN		16		7		false		           7       did the research for the AVMA stance on pit bulls.				false

		423						LN		16		8		false		           8       So I actually corresponded with her after reading				false

		424						LN		16		9		false		           9       her material.  Which, as far as the AVMA position,				false

		425						LN		16		10		false		          10       it just doesn't get any higher than talking to her				false

		426						LN		16		11		false		          11       because she is the one that authored the research.				false

		427						LN		16		12		false		          12  Q.   Okay.  I'm not being very clear.				false

		428						LN		16		13		false		          13  A.   Well, I mean, I haven't answered that area.  So I'm				false

		429						LN		16		14		false		          14       just trying to get you something that might be				false

		430						LN		16		15		false		          15       similar.				false

		431						LN		16		16		false		          16  Q.   Okay.  Have you ever published any peer-reviewed,				false

		432						LN		16		17		false		          17       scientific articles?				false

		433						LN		16		18		false		          18  A.   No.				false

		434						LN		16		19		false		          19  Q.   Okay.  Are you familiar with the technical				false

		435						LN		16		20		false		          20       definition of a literature review?				false

		436						LN		16		21		false		          21  A.   No.				false

		437						LN		16		22		false		          22  Q.   Okay.  Have you done anything to ensure that you				false

		438						LN		16		23		false		          23       have reviewed all of the epidemiological				false

		439						LN		16		24		false		          24       peer-reviewed studies on dog bites?				false

		440						LN		16		25		false		          25  A.   No.				false

		441						PG		17		0		false		page 17				false

		442						LN		17		1		false		           1  Q.   Okay.				false

		443						LN		17		2		false		           2  A.   I would say that they're constantly changing.  And				false

		444						LN		17		3		false		           3       I would say that what I have read from some points				false

		445						LN		17		4		false		           4       of view to others seem to vary --				false

		446						LN		17		5		false		           5  Q.   Okay.				false

		447						LN		17		6		false		           6  A.   -- all over the place.  Seems to be some				false

		448						LN		17		7		false		           7       consistency when I read the medical, as far as				false

		449						LN		17		8		false		           8       injuries and as far as the breed.				false

		450						LN		17		9		false		           9  Q.   Okay.				false

		451						LN		17		10		false		          10  A.   And --				false

		452						LN		17		11		false		          11  Q.   What are your -- what research have you done into				false

		453						LN		17		12		false		          12       the accuracy of visual identification of breeds?				false

		454						LN		17		13		false		          13  A.   I have two that I did.  One of them was by				false

		455						LN		17		14		false		          14       University of Florida, Gainesville.  If you want to				false

		456						LN		17		15		false		          15       take a university review.  And it said that				false

		457						LN		17		16		false		          16       17.6 percent of the time you can identify a pit				false

		458						LN		17		17		false		          17       bull.  I also read one that was by the ASPCA.  And				false

		459						LN		17		18		false		          18       it said -- and they used the Wisdom Panel, which is				false

		460						LN		17		19		false		          19       by the Mars Company.				false

		461						LN		17		20		false		          20           The Mars Company now has expanded from candy				false

		462						LN		17		21		false		          21       into being the largest owner of veterinary clinics				false

		463						LN		17		22		false		          22       in the world.  And they also are doing a DNA tests				false

		464						LN		17		23		false		          23       called the Wisdom test.  And they used the Wisdom				false

		465						LN		17		24		false		          24       test and compared that to what the lay staff felt				false

		466						LN		17		25		false		          25       was pit versus what really were.  And -- and the				false

		467						PG		18		0		false		page 18				false

		468						LN		18		1		false		           1       results, they were 96 percent.  And that was by an				false

		469						LN		18		2		false		           2       ASPCA facility.				false

		470						LN		18		3		false		           3  Q.   Where was that study published?				false

		471						LN		18		4		false		           4  A.   I think I have it down here.				false

		472						LN		18		5		false		           5  Q.   Yeah.  Would you grab it?				false

		473						LN		18		6		false		           6  A.   Okay.  Which I thought was very different from what				false

		474						LN		18		7		false		           7       Dr. Lockwood said of 17 percent.  And -- Vice				false

		475						LN		18		8		false		           8       President of Equine Welfare.  And -- and you may				false

		476						LN		18		9		false		           9       get a different take on that than I did.  But that				false

		477						LN		18		10		false		          10       is what I took from it.				false

		478						LN		18		11		false		          11  Q.   So it appears that this was printed off of a Web				false

		479						LN		18		12		false		          12       site.  And it's just a report from someone at the				false

		480						LN		18		13		false		          13       ASPCA and --				false

		481						LN		18		14		false		          14  A.   Fairly high up.  Fairly high up.  Vice president.				false

		482						LN		18		15		false		          15  Q.   Yeah.  This is --				false

		483						LN		18		16		false		          16  A.   The Wisdom test also is -- okay.  Yeah, I know it's				false

		484						LN		18		17		false		          17       not peer reviewed.  I know it's not --				false

		485						LN		18		18		false		          18  Q.   Yeah, it's garbage.				false

		486						LN		18		19		false		          19  A.   Is what?				false

		487						LN		18		20		false		          20  Q.   Never mind.				false

		488						LN		18		21		false		          21  A.   Okay.  All right.				false

		489						LN		18		22		false		          22  Q.   Um --				false

		490						LN		18		23		false		          23  A.   Listen, I don't like the mocking, number one.				false

		491						LN		18		24		false		          24       Number two, I came here as a veterinary				false

		492						LN		18		25		false		          25       practitioner, so what I have seen in clinical				false

		493						PG		19		0		false		page 19				false

		494						LN		19		1		false		           1       practice --				false

		495						LN		19		2		false		           2  Q.   Okay.				false

		496						LN		19		3		false		           3  A.   -- not as an -- not as an epidemiologist.				false

		497						LN		19		4		false		           4  Q.   All right.  Let's go through your report, this one.				false

		498						LN		19		5		false		           5  A.   Okay.				false

		499						LN		19		6		false		           6  Q.   Where did you get your information about the				false

		500						LN		19		7		false		           7       history of the two Staffordshire breeds?				false

		501						LN		19		8		false		           8  A.   I probably got that from the AKC.  And I probably				false

		502						LN		19		9		false		           9       got it from other reports online that seem to be				false

		503						LN		19		10		false		          10       credible sites.				false

		504						LN		19		11		false		          11  Q.   Like?				false

		505						LN		19		12		false		          12  A.   I can't remember right now.  I don't know of any				false

		506						LN		19		13		false		          13       peer-reviewed articles or anything that has to do				false

		507						LN		19		14		false		          14       with the background of the breed.  These peer				false

		508						LN		19		15		false		          15       reviews have been researched.  I do know, from				false

		509						LN		19		16		false		          16       Dr. Lockwood's reading, that they are a very				false

		510						LN		19		17		false		          17       aggressive breed that don't know when to stop.				false

		511						LN		19		18		false		          18  Q.   Okay.  And where did you find that in a publication				false

		512						LN		19		19		false		          19       by Dr. Lockwood?				false

		513						LN		19		20		false		          20  A.   I have it over there.				false

		514						LN		19		21		false		          21  Q.   Okay.  Let's grab that one.				false

		515						LN		19		22		false		          22  A.   (Witness complies.)				false

		516						LN		19		23		false		          23  Q.   Thank you.				false

		517						LN		19		24		false		          24  A.   I believe he's one of your expert witnesses.				false

		518						LN		19		25		false		          25  Q.   He is.  And this is a chapter of a book that he				false

		519						PG		20		0		false		page 20				false

		520						LN		20		1		false		           1       wrote.  I was just looking to see if -- do you know				false

		521						LN		20		2		false		           2       what edition this one is?				false

		522						LN		20		3		false		           3  A.   No.				false

		523						LN		20		4		false		           4  Q.   Okay.				false

		524						LN		20		5		false		           5  A.   Do you want a copy or you --				false

		525						LN		20		6		false		           6  Q.   I've got it.				false

		526						LN		20		7		false		           7  A.   Okay.				false

		527						LN		20		8		false		           8  Q.   Do you recall when you obtained that?				false

		528						LN		20		9		false		           9  A.   I'm sorry?				false

		529						LN		20		10		false		          10  Q.   Do you recall when you obtained that?				false

		530						LN		20		11		false		          11  A.   Oh, about four days ago I copied it off.  But I'd				false

		531						LN		20		12		false		          12       read it before.				false

		532						LN		20		13		false		          13  Q.   Okay.				false

		533						LN		20		14		false		          14  A.   I didn't know what all would be required.  So --				false

		534						LN		20		15		false		          15  Q.   And the document that we were referring to was a				false

		535						LN		20		16		false		          16       chapter in The Domestic Dog:  Its Evolution,				false

		536						LN		20		17		false		          17       Behavior and Interactions with People.  It was				false

		537						LN		20		18		false		          18       written by -- that particular chapter on the				false

		538						LN		20		19		false		          19       ethe -- ethology, ecology and epidemiology of				false

		539						LN		20		20		false		          20       canine aggression was written by Dr. Lockwood.				false

		540						LN		20		21		false		          21           So -- and, you know, I apologize.  I didn't				false

		541						LN		20		22		false		          22       mean to be mocking you --				false

		542						LN		20		23		false		          23  A.   We're good.				false

		543						LN		20		24		false		          24  Q.   -- when I --				false

		544						LN		20		25		false		          25  A.   But -- but those --				false

		545						PG		21		0		false		page 21				false

		546						LN		21		1		false		           1  Q.   -- out there.				false

		547						LN		21		2		false		           2  A.   Yeah.				false

		548						LN		21		3		false		           3  Q.   But here's what I -- I want to be very careful				false

		549						LN		21		4		false		           4       about.  When you're offered as an expert witness --				false

		550						LN		21		5		false		           5  A.   Uh-huh.				false

		551						LN		21		6		false		           6  Q.   -- you know, certainly if we were talking about				false

		552						LN		21		7		false		           7       standards of practice for veterinarians --				false

		553						LN		21		8		false		           8  A.   Uh-huh.  Right.				false

		554						LN		21		9		false		           9  Q.   -- or what meets the standard of care in the				false

		555						LN		21		10		false		          10       treatment of a given disease or injury, there's no				false

		556						LN		21		11		false		          11       question that you're qualified for that.				false

		557						LN		21		12		false		          12           My concern is that you're being offered to				false

		558						LN		21		13		false		          13       give opinions about behavior, genetics, behavioral				false

		559						LN		21		14		false		          14       traits related to specific breeds.  And it doesn't				false

		560						LN		21		15		false		          15       appear that you have an education or a background				false

		561						LN		21		16		false		          16       that uniquely qualifies you to know more about that				false

		562						LN		21		17		false		          17       area than any other intelligent individual that's				false

		563						LN		21		18		false		          18       read a number of studies.  Would you agree with				false

		564						LN		21		19		false		          19       that?				false

		565						LN		21		20		false		          20  A.   I agree with that.				false

		566						LN		21		21		false		          21  Q.   Okay.  And so I want to --				false

		567						LN		21		22		false		          22           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Actually, can we -- could we				false

		568						LN		21		23		false		          23       take a two-minute break and let you and I talk?				false

		569						LN		21		24		false		          24           THE WITNESS:  Can I -- can I disagree with				false

		570						LN		21		25		false		          25       that for one small point?  And that is, some of the				false

		571						PG		22		0		false		page 22				false

		572						LN		22		1		false		           1       things I see in this here is mirrored in -- in the				false

		573						LN		22		2		false		           2       medical practice --				false

		574						LN		22		3		false		           3           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Sure.				false

		575						LN		22		4		false		           4           THE WITNESS:  -- that I see.				false

		576						LN		22		5		false		           5           MR. SUMMERLIN:  I understand.				false

		577						LN		22		6		false		           6           THE WITNESS:  The public health part.				false

		578						LN		22		7		false		           7           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Yeah.  Got you.				false

		579						LN		22		8		false		           8           (After a recess from 2:12 p.m. to 2:13 p.m.,				false

		580						LN		22		9		false		           9            the following proceedings were had:)				false

		581						LN		22		10		false		          10           MR. VONDRAK:  Back on the record?  Okay.				false

		582						LN		22		11		false		          11       We're back on the record.  I'll just go on the				false

		583						LN		22		12		false		          12       record to state that Mr. Skinner's testimony merely				false

		584						LN		22		13		false		          13       is being offered for his 40-plus years of				false

		585						LN		22		14		false		          14       experience in the real world of treating many, many				false

		586						LN		22		15		false		          15       animals, many of which were pit bulls.  I believe				false

		587						LN		22		16		false		          16       Mr. Skinner has a wealth of knowledge from the				false

		588						LN		22		17		false		          17       clinical side of that, and that is what his				false

		589						LN		22		18		false		          18       testimony we will portray to show.				false

		590						LN		22		19		false		          19           He is not here to testify that he has had any				false

		591						LN		22		20		false		          20       training or any educational background regarding				false

		592						LN		22		21		false		          21       genetic testing of pit bulls or anything along the				false

		593						LN		22		22		false		          22       lines of the genomic testing of dogs.				false

		594						LN		22		23		false		          23           MR. SUMMERLIN:  So I'm -- he is solely going				false

		595						LN		22		24		false		          24       to be talking about his own personal experience in				false

		596						LN		22		25		false		          25       handling pit bull dogs as part of his veterinary				false

		597						PG		23		0		false		page 23				false

		598						LN		23		1		false		           1       practice.				false

		599						LN		23		2		false		           2           MR. VONDRAK:  Exactly.				false

		600						LN		23		3		false		           3           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Got you.				false

		601						LN		23		4		false		           4           THE WITNESS:  That's what I thought it was				false

		602						LN		23		5		false		           5       coming in.  But still I have to -- I -- I -- if I				false

		603						LN		23		6		false		           6       see an ophthalmology case, if I see a -- I have to				false

		604						LN		23		7		false		           7       go somewhere to get the information.  And -- and				false

		605						LN		23		8		false		           8       the amount of information out there boils down to				false

		606						LN		23		9		false		           9       statistics.  And what I'm seeing are bite wounds				false

		607						LN		23		10		false		          10       and -- and killings and that type of thing.				false

		608						LN		23		11		false		          11           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Okay.				false

		609						LN		23		12		false		          12           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.				false

		610						LN		23		13		false		          13  QUESTIONS BY MR. SUMMERLIN:				false

		611						LN		23		14		false		          14  Q.   So let's start off with that.  From your clinical				false

		612						LN		23		15		false		          15       experience, what information do you have?				false

		613						LN		23		16		false		          16  A.   From my clinical experience with pit bulls first				false

		614						LN		23		17		false		          17       started back in the 1990s.  There were not very				false

		615						LN		23		18		false		          18       many pit bulls around.  And I read about two pit				false

		616						LN		23		19		false		          19       bulls attacking a woman in Indianapolis.  With it				false

		617						LN		23		20		false		          20       being a dog and an attack case, it kind of piqued				false

		618						LN		23		21		false		          21       my interest.				false

		619						LN		23		22		false		          22           And then I had several come in to my clinic.				false

		620						LN		23		23		false		          23       One of them I remember very well, Susie, which is				false

		621						LN		23		24		false		          24       just a beautiful, sweet, nice dog.  There was				false

		622						LN		23		25		false		          25       another owned by a Mr. Goldman.  I believe it was a				false

		623						PG		24		0		false		page 24				false

		624						LN		24		1		false		           1       Staffordshire Terrier.  Nice dog, white dog.  And				false

		625						LN		24		2		false		           2       the man would dress up as George Patton and go to				false

		626						LN		24		3		false		           3       the air shows with his white dog.  White dog turned				false

		627						LN		24		4		false		           4       on him and bit the hell out of him.  That just kind				false

		628						LN		24		5		false		           5       of awakened me a little bit more.				false

		629						LN		24		6		false		           6           Then I had an Asian man who was supposed to				false

		630						LN		24		7		false		           7       come in to the clinic.  And he had two no-shows.				false

		631						LN		24		8		false		           8       The next thing I know he's in the paper because the				false

		632						LN		24		9		false		           9       city dog pound had confiscated his dog, and he				false

		633						LN		24		10		false		          10       threatened to burn the place down and cut off the				false

		634						LN		24		11		false		          11       manager's head.				false

		635						LN		24		12		false		          12           And then the next incidence was a dog in the				false

		636						LN		24		13		false		          13       parking lot that was a client of mine.  And he had				false

		637						LN		24		14		false		          14       a pit bull.  And had people come in and complain				false

		638						LN		24		15		false		          15       that they couldn't get out of their car because the				false

		639						LN		24		16		false		          16       man was walking around with this dog intimidating				false

		640						LN		24		17		false		          17       all of them.  So it seemed to be a status thing.				false

		641						LN		24		18		false		          18       And it seemed to be like something that I didn't				false

		642						LN		24		19		false		          19       want in my clinic, neither the people nor the dogs.				false

		643						LN		24		20		false		          20           So based on my computer, I could go in and				false

		644						LN		24		21		false		          21       pick out pit bulls.  And I sent all -- every pit				false

		645						LN		24		22		false		          22       bull I had, which probably weren't very many, that				false

		646						LN		24		23		false		          23       we will no longer see you.				false

		647						LN		24		24		false		          24  Q.   Okay.  And so that was -- again, this is all taking				false

		648						LN		24		25		false		          25       place sometime in the '90s?				false

		649						PG		25		0		false		page 25				false

		650						LN		25		1		false		           1  A.   Yeah.				false

		651						LN		25		2		false		           2  Q.   And if my notes are correct, you had the pit bull				false

		652						LN		25		3		false		           3       Susie that was a nice dog.  You had the				false

		653						LN		25		4		false		           4       Staffordshire Terrier, that was a white dog, that				false

		654						LN		25		5		false		           5       ended up biting its owner.				false

		655						LN		25		6		false		           6  A.   Severely, yeah.				false

		656						LN		25		7		false		           7  Q.   Another client who had a pit bull and threatened to				false

		657						LN		25		8		false		           8       cut off the manager's head.  And then a client that				false

		658						LN		25		9		false		           9       had a pit bull who used it to essentially threaten				false

		659						LN		25		10		false		          10       other people?				false

		660						LN		25		11		false		          11  A.   Yeah.  And on the Asian man, I remember him.  But				false

		661						LN		25		12		false		          12       he had made two appointments; he never showed up.				false

		662						LN		25		13		false		          13  Q.   Yeah.				false

		663						LN		25		14		false		          14  A.   So he was never a client.  But they just stuck				false

		664						LN		25		15		false		          15       out --				false

		665						LN		25		16		false		          16  Q.   So --				false

		666						LN		25		17		false		          17  A.   -- pretty strongly.				false

		667						LN		25		18		false		          18  Q.   -- were those the only pit bulls that you treated				false

		668						LN		25		19		false		          19       as a -- as a veterinarian?				false

		669						LN		25		20		false		          20  A.   Those were until I sold my practice in 2000.				false

		670						LN		25		21		false		          21  Q.   Okay.				false

		671						LN		25		22		false		          22  A.   And then, you know, the new boss came into town,				false

		672						LN		25		23		false		          23       and we did what they said.  And I really didn't see				false

		673						LN		25		24		false		          24       that many pit bulls --				false

		674						LN		25		25		false		          25  Q.   Okay.				false

		675						PG		26		0		false		page 26				false

		676						LN		26		1		false		           1  A.   -- at that time.				false

		677						LN		26		2		false		           2  Q.   Just over the course of your career could you				false

		678						LN		26		3		false		           3       estimate for me the number of pit bulls that you				false

		679						LN		26		4		false		           4       treated?				false

		680						LN		26		5		false		           5  A.   Well, most of them have been in the last six years.				false

		681						LN		26		6		false		           6  Q.   Okay.				false

		682						LN		26		7		false		           7  A.   I've seen an explosion.  And, once again, we're				false

		683						LN		26		8		false		           8       talking my identification.  Okay?				false

		684						LN		26		9		false		           9  Q.   Okay.				false

		685						LN		26		10		false		          10  A.   Which I think is fairly accurate.  And I would				false

		686						LN		26		11		false		          11       think probably 300.  Sometimes if I work at certain				false

		687						LN		26		12		false		          12       clinics, I might see five a day that are mixes,				false

		688						LN		26		13		false		          13       pits or mixes.				false

		689						LN		26		14		false		          14  Q.   Okay.  You think total number 300?				false

		690						LN		26		15		false		          15  A.   I'd say that would be minimum.				false

		691						LN		26		16		false		          16  Q.   Oh, I'm sorry.  Did I miss-hear you?  Did you say a				false

		692						LN		26		17		false		          17       different number?				false

		693						LN		26		18		false		          18  A.   I'd say 300 would probably be --				false

		694						LN		26		19		false		          19  Q.   Okay.				false

		695						LN		26		20		false		          20  A.   -- yeah, a minimum.				false

		696						LN		26		21		false		          21  Q.   Okay.				false

		697						LN		26		22		false		          22  A.   What happened was, when I sold my practice, or my				false

		698						LN		26		23		false		          23       last practice, I took a year off for medical				false

		699						LN		26		24		false		          24       reasons, cancer and that type of thing.  And so				false

		700						LN		26		25		false		          25       when I came back to practice in two years, I was				false

		701						PG		27		0		false		page 27				false

		702						LN		27		1		false		           1       doing relief work.  I was working different --				false

		703						LN		27		2		false		           2       different demographics.				false

		704						LN		27		3		false		           3  Q.   Yeah.				false

		705						LN		27		4		false		           4  A.   Rural, suburban, urban.  And in that period of				false

		706						LN		27		5		false		           5       time, when I had left practice, the no-kill thing				false

		707						LN		27		6		false		           6       was coming up at that time.  And now it just seems				false

		708						LN		27		7		false		           7       to be an explosion of them in the past six years.				false

		709						LN		27		8		false		           8  Q.   Yeah.  It's a breed that's grown in popularity --				false

		710						LN		27		9		false		           9  A.   Yeah.				false

		711						LN		27		10		false		          10  Q.   -- in your, I guess, geographic area where you --				false

		712						LN		27		11		false		          11       where you see animals?				false

		713						LN		27		12		false		          12  A.   I'm sorry?				false

		714						LN		27		13		false		          13  Q.   In your geographic area where you see animals.				false

		715						LN		27		14		false		          14  A.   Areas.				false

		716						LN		27		15		false		          15  Q.   Areas.				false

		717						LN		27		16		false		          16  A.   Okay.  Well --				false

		718						LN		27		17		false		          17  Q.   Where do you practice?				false

		719						LN		27		18		false		          18  A.   Well, primarily I'm in -- in Central Indiana.  And				false

		720						LN		27		19		false		          19       I will do a rural community, and I will do a				false

		721						LN		27		20		false		          20       suburban community and an urban community in the				false

		722						LN		27		21		false		          21       Indianapolis area.  One of them is even a -- then				false

		723						LN		27		22		false		          22       one is a rural community east of Indianapolis.  And				false

		724						LN		27		23		false		          23       then one of them was up in the Mishawaka area,				false

		725						LN		27		24		false		          24       which is completely different demographics.  All --				false

		726						LN		27		25		false		          25       all of them are different demographics.				false

		727						PG		28		0		false		page 28				false

		728						LN		28		1		false		           1  Q.   All right.  Of the animals that you've seen, do you				false

		729						LN		28		2		false		           2       know what percentage of those were purebred and				false

		730						LN		28		3		false		           3       registered --				false

		731						LN		28		4		false		           4  A.   No.				false

		732						LN		28		5		false		           5  Q.   -- the pit bull animals?				false

		733						LN		28		6		false		           6  A.   No.  They don't -- they don't bring the				false

		734						LN		28		7		false		           7       registration with them when they come.				false

		735						LN		28		8		false		           8  Q.   Okay.  And that's not something that you would --				false

		736						LN		28		9		false		           9  A.   No.				false

		737						LN		28		10		false		          10  Q.   -- typically ask.				false

		738						LN		28		11		false		          11  A.   No.  And there's UKC and there's AKC.  And then				false

		739						LN		28		12		false		          12       there's the American Bulldog, which I think is only				false

		740						LN		28		13		false		          13       registered with the UKC.  And so, no, we don't ask				false

		741						LN		28		14		false		          14       for registration.				false

		742						LN		28		15		false		          15  Q.   Okay.  When you use the term "pit bull," what				false

		743						LN		28		16		false		          16       breeds or mixes are you including within that				false

		744						LN		28		17		false		          17       designation?				false

		745						LN		28		18		false		          18  A.   Well, first of all, like I say, pit bulls aren't				false

		746						LN		28		19		false		          19       the only breed that are a problem.  Okay?  But they				false

		747						LN		28		20		false		          20       seem to be predominant, what we're seeing now.  And				false

		748						LN		28		21		false		          21       I would say that -- you know, I would say most of				false

		749						LN		28		22		false		          22       them are -- or go ahead and ask the question again				false

		750						LN		28		23		false		          23       'cause I --				false

		751						LN		28		24		false		          24  Q.   Okay.  When you use the term "pit bull" --				false

		752						LN		28		25		false		          25  A.   Uh-huh.				false

		753						PG		29		0		false		page 29				false

		754						LN		29		1		false		           1  Q.   -- what breeds --				false

		755						LN		29		2		false		           2  A.   Okay.				false

		756						LN		29		3		false		           3  Q.   -- or mixes are you including within that				false

		757						LN		29		4		false		           4       designation?				false

		758						LN		29		5		false		           5  A.   I would say American Bulldog, Staffordshire				false

		759						LN		29		6		false		           6       Terrier, American Staffordshire Terrier.  And I				false

		760						LN		29		7		false		           7       believe there's one that's actually called American				false

		761						LN		29		8		false		           8       Pit Bull.				false

		762						LN		29		9		false		           9  Q.   Okay.  And you've already testified you don't ask				false

		763						LN		29		10		false		          10       the registration status --				false

		764						LN		29		11		false		          11  A.   No.				false

		765						LN		29		12		false		          12  Q.   -- of the animals that your clients bring in.				false

		766						LN		29		13		false		          13  A.   No.				false

		767						LN		29		14		false		          14  Q.   But based on your visual inspection of the dogs				false

		768						LN		29		15		false		          15       that you've treated, these 300 --				false

		769						LN		29		16		false		          16  A.   Uh-huh.				false

		770						LN		29		17		false		          17  Q.   -- do you have a sense of what percentage of those				false

		771						LN		29		18		false		          18       were mixed breeds versus what would appear to be				false

		772						LN		29		19		false		          19       more --				false

		773						LN		29		20		false		          20  A.   I -- I would --				false

		774						LN		29		21		false		          21  Q.   -- purebred type?				false

		775						LN		29		22		false		          22  A.   -- I would think that most of them were mix.				false

		776						LN		29		23		false		          23  Q.   Okay.				false

		777						LN		29		24		false		          24  A.   The American Bulldog is one that stands out far				false

		778						LN		29		25		false		          25       away from the others.				false

		779						PG		30		0		false		page 30				false

		780						LN		30		1		false		           1  Q.   Yeah.  So are there -- what traits did you see in				false

		781						LN		30		2		false		           2       the animals that -- the pit bull animals that you				false

		782						LN		30		3		false		           3       provided clinical services to?				false

		783						LN		30		4		false		           4  A.   Well, a lot of them I saw -- if you looked at a				false

		784						LN		30		5		false		           5       American Pit Bull, not the big ones that are bred				false

		785						LN		30		6		false		           6       for big musculature, but the ones who weigh in the				false

		786						LN		30		7		false		           7       45- to 55-pound range, they all had a sleek body.				false

		787						LN		30		8		false		           8       They all had big jowls.  They all had eyes that --				false

		788						LN		30		9		false		           9  Q.   I'm sorry.  I didn't -- I didn't mean physical				false

		789						LN		30		10		false		          10       traits.				false

		790						LN		30		11		false		          11  A.   Okay.				false

		791						LN		30		12		false		          12  Q.   I meant, like, where -- what behavior did you see				false

		792						LN		30		13		false		          13       from those dogs?				false

		793						LN		30		14		false		          14  A.   Aggression.				false

		794						LN		30		15		false		          15  Q.   Okay.  And tell me about that.				false

		795						LN		30		16		false		          16  A.   The aggression is -- is exhibited several different				false

		796						LN		30		17		false		          17       ways.  They'll either come up and push their --				false

		797						LN		30		18		false		          18       their muzzle against your leg.  Or if you want				false

		798						LN		30		19		false		          19       to -- if you want to go to approach them, they turn				false

		799						LN		30		20		false		          20       sideways and don't look at you, which is kind of				false

		800						LN		30		21		false		          21       one of their traits, you know, of before they				false

		801						LN		30		22		false		          22       attack.  You don't know what they're gonna' do.				false

		802						LN		30		23		false		          23           The other things would be growling.  But				false

		803						LN		30		24		false		          24       usually they didn't -- they did not say much.  They				false

		804						LN		30		25		false		          25       either pushed against you or they hid under chairs				false

		805						PG		31		0		false		page 31				false

		806						LN		31		1		false		           1       or they stood sideways.  And then as you tried to				false

		807						LN		31		2		false		           2       do things like put a leash around them, then they				false

		808						LN		31		3		false		           3       start spinning and snapping.  They up the game.				false

		809						LN		31		4		false		           4           And I might mention that with these dogs come				false

		810						LN		31		5		false		           5       owners, which I would like to talk about a little				false

		811						LN		31		6		false		           6       bit.				false

		812						LN		31		7		false		           7  Q.   Okay.  Were these traits -- so, you know, pushing				false

		813						LN		31		8		false		           8       against you, hiding under a chair, standing				false

		814						LN		31		9		false		           9       sideways --				false

		815						LN		31		10		false		          10  A.   Uh-huh.				false

		816						LN		31		11		false		          11  Q.   -- did every one of the 300 exhibit one or more of				false

		817						LN		31		12		false		          12       those traits or --				false

		818						LN		31		13		false		          13  A.   I would say a significant number.  I would -- we				false

		819						LN		31		14		false		          14       don't like to see them come in.				false

		820						LN		31		15		false		          15           I had one clinic I worked at.  And she went to				false

		821						LN		31		16		false		          16       put the dog up after he muzzled, put it up on the				false

		822						LN		31		17		false		          17       table.  And of course every demographics has				false

		823						LN		31		18		false		          18       different staff.  This particular staff member,				false

		824						LN		31		19		false		          19       she's physical, very pretty.  Just went to pick him				false

		825						LN		31		20		false		          20       up on the table, and he started scratching and				false

		826						LN		31		21		false		          21       clawed her right across the face.  And she goes, I				false

		827						LN		31		22		false		          22       wish I ran that f-ing shelter; I wouldn't adopt				false

		828						LN		31		23		false		          23       these out to anybody.  Nobody knows how to handle				false

		829						LN		31		24		false		          24       them.				false

		830						LN		31		25		false		          25  Q.   Okay.				false

		831						PG		32		0		false		page 32				false

		832						LN		32		1		false		           1  A.   And that's -- I work at a clinic that,				false

		833						LN		32		2		false		           2       que sera sera, they welcome the pit bulls.  They				false

		834						LN		32		3		false		           3       muzzle them but they welcome them.  But they muzzle				false

		835						LN		32		4		false		           4       them.				false

		836						LN		32		5		false		           5  Q.   Are these --				false

		837						LN		32		6		false		           6  A.   That you won't find in the stats.				false

		838						LN		32		7		false		           7  Q.   Are these traits traits that you see in other				false

		839						LN		32		8		false		           8       breeds of dogs?				false

		840						LN		32		9		false		           9  A.   Not that near percentage, no.				false

		841						LN		32		10		false		          10  Q.   I'm sorry?				false

		842						LN		32		11		false		          11  A.   Not even close to that percent.  In other words,				false

		843						LN		32		12		false		          12       how many do we need to muzzle and how many give us				false

		844						LN		32		13		false		          13       a hard time?  And we try to go slow.  But we have				false

		845						LN		32		14		false		          14       to worry about getting bit ourselves or the staff				false

		846						LN		32		15		false		          15       or the owner.  Because those are a liability.				false

		847						LN		32		16		false		          16  Q.   Uh-huh.				false

		848						LN		32		17		false		          17  A.   You know, those are expensive things to handle.  So				false

		849						LN		32		18		false		          18       we have to err on the side of caution.  Most of the				false

		850						LN		32		19		false		          19       other dogs that we see -- I would think all the				false

		851						LN		32		20		false		          20       other dogs combined are maybe half of what pits				false

		852						LN		32		21		false		          21       are, maybe at the most.  All the other breeds				false

		853						LN		32		22		false		          22       combined give us as much trouble as the pits.				false

		854						LN		32		23		false		          23  Q.   Okay.				false

		855						LN		32		24		false		          24  A.   There would be clinics that don't have that.  There				false

		856						LN		32		25		false		          25       would be clinics that deny it.  I've worked a lot				false

		857						PG		33		0		false		page 33				false

		858						LN		33		1		false		           1       of them.				false

		859						LN		33		2		false		           2  Q.   And then you said that there were owner issues as				false

		860						LN		33		3		false		           3       well.				false

		861						LN		33		4		false		           4  A.   Uh-huh.				false

		862						LN		33		5		false		           5  Q.   So tell me about those.				false

		863						LN		33		6		false		           6  A.   Owners' issues will revolve around three things.				false

		864						LN		33		7		false		           7       They'll deny, they'll blame and they'll be				false

		865						LN		33		8		false		           8       deceitful.				false

		866						LN		33		9		false		           9  Q.   Okay.				false

		867						LN		33		10		false		          10  A.   And that's where you -- when you have these				false

		868						LN		33		11		false		          11       particular dogs that I think in my clinical				false

		869						LN		33		12		false		          12       experience, and I've seen the trend, when I -- when				false

		870						LN		33		13		false		          13       I see these dogs with these people, it's like a				false

		871						LN		33		14		false		          14       perfect storm for something ready to happen.				false

		872						LN		33		15		false		          15           The average dog owner does not know anything				false

		873						LN		33		16		false		          16       about training a dog.  Okay?  They think they do.				false

		874						LN		33		17		false		          17       Oh, I've raised -- I've been around dogs all my				false

		875						LN		33		18		false		          18       life.  Oh, he won't hurt you.  Okay.  They are				false

		876						LN		33		19		false		          19       the -- they are not to be trusted.  And I'm just				false

		877						LN		33		20		false		          20       advising you of that personally.  Just be careful.				false

		878						LN		33		21		false		          21           What happens is they will come in and they				false

		879						LN		33		22		false		          22       will say, He's -- he won't bite anybody; he's a				false

		880						LN		33		23		false		          23       good dog.  Not all of them are pets.  I'm just				false

		881						LN		33		24		false		          24       talking about owners now.				false

		882						LN		33		25		false		          25  Q.   Uh-huh.				false

		883						PG		34		0		false		page 34				false

		884						LN		34		1		false		           1  A.   And one of them is a Saint Bernard.  And I go in --				false

		885						LN		34		2		false		           2       this is in the last year.  And I look at the				false

		886						LN		34		3		false		           3       record.  And on the outside it said, Tried to bite				false

		887						LN		34		4		false		           4       Dr. Vincent, who's a woman.  And tried to do this,				false

		888						LN		34		5		false		           5       must muzzle, be careful, all over the front of the				false

		889						LN		34		6		false		           6       card.  Okay?				false

		890						LN		34		7		false		           7           So I go -- and I know what's gonna' happen;				false

		891						LN		34		8		false		           8       it's not my first rodeo.  So I go in and I go, Hi,				false

		892						LN		34		9		false		           9       Mr. Whatever.  How's Brutus today?  Oh, he's fine.				false

		893						LN		34		10		false		          10       I go, Are we going to have any trouble with him?				false

		894						LN		34		11		false		          11       No, no, no; he loves people.  I got the card.				false

		895						LN		34		12		false		          12       Okay?				false

		896						LN		34		13		false		          13           And so I said, Okay, that's fine.  And I -- I				false

		897						LN		34		14		false		          14       knew what was coming.  I try to be polite, try to				false

		898						LN		34		15		false		          15       see -- gradually work into, Why don't we muzzle				false

		899						LN		34		16		false		          16       him.  And I give the dog a chance to maybe do				false

		900						LN		34		17		false		          17       something.  All I say is, How are you today,				false

		901						LN		34		18		false		          18       Brutus?  And the dog leaps at me, jumps up.  I'm --				false

		902						LN		34		19		false		          19       the exam table is here.  Jumps at me and is				false

		903						LN		34		20		false		          20       snapping and biting at me.  So I give the man an				false

		904						LN		34		21		false		          21       education in -- in responsibility.  We go ahead and				false

		905						LN		34		22		false		          22       see the dog.  And he's bound and determined that				false

		906						LN		34		23		false		          23       that dog's a good dog, and he's gonna' be -- be				false

		907						LN		34		24		false		          24       able to get a heartworm test on it and everything.				false

		908						LN		34		25		false		          25       And so that's an instance.				false

		909						PG		35		0		false		page 35				false

		910						LN		35		1		false		           1           I have another instance where I saw 110-pound				false

		911						LN		35		2		false		           2       Mastiff on Saturday, I believe it was, 130-pound				false

		912						LN		35		3		false		           3       one.  And he was in a muzzle.  Thank you very much,				false

		913						LN		35		4		false		           4       sir; I appreciate that.  That doesn't mean he's not				false

		914						LN		35		5		false		           5       going to be nice when he goes home, but in my world				false

		915						LN		35		6		false		           6       the man was responsible.				false

		916						LN		35		7		false		           7           I saw 110-pound female, probably 45 minutes				false

		917						LN		35		8		false		           8       later, very fearful, lowered her head, get in the				false

		918						LN		35		9		false		           9       corner.  You don't want to corner them.  You know,				false

		919						LN		35		10		false		          10       there's a sixth sense you develop.  You can't				false

		920						LN		35		11		false		          11       statistically put it.  But in 45 years I've only				false

		921						LN		35		12		false		          12       been bitten once, and that was by a kitten.  Okay?				false

		922						LN		35		13		false		          13       And I handled all the dogs because I don't want my				false

		923						LN		35		14		false		          14       girl getting bit.				false

		924						LN		35		15		false		          15           So what happens is, as I'm looking at the				false

		925						LN		35		16		false		          16       dog -- I find out later -- the dog's fearful, and I				false

		926						LN		35		17		false		          17       go out of the room.  And the girl says the man had				false

		927						LN		35		18		false		          18       a shock collar on it and was shocking it as I was				false

		928						LN		35		19		false		          19       looking at it.  It's idiot.  It's idiot.				false

		929						LN		35		20		false		          20           I had another one who told the staff, Make				false

		930						LN		35		21		false		          21       sure the doctor knocks the pit bull -- make sure				false

		931						LN		35		22		false		          22       the doctor knocks on the door before he comes in				false

		932						LN		35		23		false		          23       because I'm afraid the dog will attack him.  That's				false

		933						LN		35		24		false		          24       not a way to live.				false

		934						LN		35		25		false		          25  Q.   Right.				false

		935						PG		36		0		false		page 36				false

		936						LN		36		1		false		           1  A.   It's not a way to practice.  Reverse it with you.				false

		937						LN		36		2		false		           2       You know, in your profession what would be, you				false

		938						LN		36		3		false		           3       know, physical harm if you went in a room or				false

		939						LN		36		4		false		           4       something.  And maybe you have and it's not fun.				false

		940						LN		36		5		false		           5           And that's the tip of the iceberg.  Okay?  Not				false

		941						LN		36		6		false		           6       laying it all on pits.  This part's owners and				false

		942						LN		36		7		false		           7       owners don't know anything.  Owners don't know				false

		943						LN		36		8		false		           8       anything.  If you want to have an owner train a				false

		944						LN		36		9		false		           9       dog, get a good trainer.  Who's a good trainer?				false

		945						LN		36		10		false		          10           You know, America's been on a diet for				false

		946						LN		36		11		false		          11       50 years, and they've gained 30 pounds.  People				false

		947						LN		36		12		false		          12       don't have the discipline to follow through with a				false

		948						LN		36		13		false		          13       dog that comes out of a shelter, that's antisocial,				false

		949						LN		36		14		false		          14       who doesn't have socialization skills, that has the				false

		950						LN		36		15		false		          15       power and the jaws that some of these dogs have,				false

		951						LN		36		16		false		          16       pit bull or whatever, and -- and be trusted to				false

		952						LN		36		17		false		          17       train them.				false

		953						LN		36		18		false		          18           It's -- it's -- you have to be dedicated, and				false

		954						LN		36		19		false		          19       the dog and the owner both have to be motivated.  I				false

		955						LN		36		20		false		          20       don't know what motivates a dog.  You know, you				false

		956						LN		36		21		false		          21       can't talk to him.  You can't communicate with him.				false

		957						LN		36		22		false		          22       There's no dog whisperer.  And so now what happens,				false

		958						LN		36		23		false		          23       you have an awful lot of moving parts there.				false

		959						LN		36		24		false		          24       Something's gonna' happen.				false

		960						LN		36		25		false		          25  Q.   Okay.  The -- so when you say, you know, we				false

		961						PG		37		0		false		page 37				false

		962						LN		37		1		false		           1       identified three owner issues, deny, blame,				false

		963						LN		37		2		false		           2       deceitful, are these owner issues that are just				false

		964						LN		37		3		false		           3       related to pit bull owners?  Or are these owner				false

		965						LN		37		4		false		           4       issues generally, no matter what the breed?				false

		966						LN		37		5		false		           5  A.   I -- I see them across the board.  But I see more				false

		967						LN		37		6		false		           6       pits that have aggressive or fearful behavior.  And				false

		968						LN		37		7		false		           7       I see a lot of people making excuses for them;				false

		969						LN		37		8		false		           8       that's where we come into denial.				false

		970						LN		37		9		false		           9           Deceit was when the man was shocking the dog				false

		971						LN		37		10		false		          10       as I was looking at it.  And, you know, there's --				false

		972						LN		37		11		false		          11       I -- I deal with it three or four times a day.				false

		973						LN		37		12		false		          12       Cats or dogs or whatever.  So, no, it's not -- I'm				false

		974						LN		37		13		false		          13       not laying it all on pit bulls.  But their owners				false

		975						LN		37		14		false		          14       tend to be a bit more denial.  It's like they have				false

		976						LN		37		15		false		          15       a chip on their shoulder a little bit almost when				false

		977						LN		37		16		false		          16       you question them about it.				false

		978						LN		37		17		false		          17  Q.   Okay.  You've never been bitten by a pit bull?				false

		979						LN		37		18		false		          18  A.   Huh-uh.				false

		980						LN		37		19		false		          19  Q.   Have any of your staff?				false

		981						LN		37		20		false		          20  A.   I haven't been bit by anything.  And I did -- and I				false

		982						LN		37		21		false		          21       did all the work for 25 years.  I would not let the				false

		983						LN		37		22		false		          22       staff get any cat or dog out of a cage except me.				false

		984						LN		37		23		false		          23       And, of course, back then, that first 25 years,				false

		985						LN		37		24		false		          24       there weren't as many pit bulls.  Okay?  And we				false

		986						LN		37		25		false		          25       didn't have technicians.  So I handled all that so				false

		987						PG		38		0		false		page 38				false

		988						LN		38		1		false		           1       nobody would get bit.  I didn't want anybody to get				false

		989						LN		38		2		false		           2       bit.				false

		990						LN		38		3		false		           3           When I sold and when I went into relief				false

		991						LN		38		4		false		           4       practice, there were more veterinary technicians				false

		992						LN		38		5		false		           5       who could do basic handling of cats and dog.  The				false

		993						LN		38		6		false		           6       pits came on the scene and I go, I'm not getting				false

		994						LN		38		7		false		           7       bit.  So I let them handle them.  I let them get				false

		995						LN		38		8		false		           8       scratched.  That's their job.  That's what they				false

		996						LN		38		9		false		           9       went to school for is to handle the animals and				false

		997						LN		38		10		false		          10       basically nursing and care.				false

		998						LN		38		11		false		          11           And the -- when, 25 years ago, we -- we didn't				false

		999						LN		38		12		false		          12       have the technicians.				false

		1000						LN		38		13		false		          13  Q.   Okay.  So other than what you've told me so far,				false

		1001						LN		38		14		false		          14       based on your personal experience of dealing with				false

		1002						LN		38		15		false		          15       pit bulls, are there any other things that --				false

		1003						LN		38		16		false		          16  A.   There are other experiences.  There are --				false

		1004						LN		38		17		false		          17  Q.   -- that you plan to testify to?				false

		1005						LN		38		18		false		          18  A.   I'm sorry?				false

		1006						LN		38		19		false		          19  Q.   Other experiences that you plan to testify to?				false

		1007						LN		38		20		false		          20  A.   Oh, no.  I'm sorry.  I interrupted you.  No.  Other				false

		1008						LN		38		21		false		          21       experiences that -- that I had with pit bulls, yes.				false

		1009						LN		38		22		false		          22  Q.   Okay.  So tell me about those.				false

		1010						LN		38		23		false		          23  A.   Okay.  And that would be on your notes.  One is,				false

		1011						LN		38		24		false		          24       and this was in the last year, was an 18-week-old				false

		1012						LN		38		25		false		          25       pit bull that was biting and very viscous, very --				false

		1013						PG		39		0		false		page 39				false

		1014						LN		39		1		false		           1       very hard to handle.  And I don't think we allowed				false

		1015						LN		39		2		false		           2       it to come back where I was working.  Because it				false

		1016						LN		39		3		false		           3       was aggressive, trying to bite you.  And there was				false

		1017						LN		39		4		false		           4       nothing we could do for it.				false

		1018						LN		39		5		false		           5           When -- when I had a -- a litter of ten Chows,				false

		1019						LN		39		6		false		           6       which is another breed that gets a wrap, at six				false

		1020						LN		39		7		false		           7       weeks of age -- and this kind of dispelling a				false

		1021						LN		39		8		false		           8       little bit, that that's how you raise them -- and				false

		1022						LN		39		9		false		           9       all -- every one of the ten tried to bite me at six				false

		1023						LN		39		10		false		          10       weeks of age.				false

		1024						LN		39		11		false		          11           We just had a -- 200 yards from where I worked				false

		1025						LN		39		12		false		          12       in one particular town where two pit bulls attacked				false

		1026						LN		39		13		false		          13       and killed a miniature horse -- this was, like, in				false

		1027						LN		39		14		false		          14       the last three weeks -- that was, I believe, taken				false

		1028						LN		39		15		false		          15       care of the veterinarian I work for, where I do				false

		1029						LN		39		16		false		          16       relief work.				false

		1030						LN		39		17		false		          17           We had a -- just had a recent neck injury of a				false

		1031						LN		39		18		false		          18       pit bull attacking a dog in the neck.  I had an				false

		1032						LN		39		19		false		          19       open chest wound to die in front of the little girl				false

		1033						LN		39		20		false		          20       where the chest was just ripped open.  That was,				false

		1034						LN		39		21		false		          21       you know, about 15 years ago.				false

		1035						LN		39		22		false		          22           I had another dog, pit bull -- this is just				false

		1036						LN		39		23		false		          23       like in the '90s when they were starting to come				false

		1037						LN		39		24		false		          24       around.  And it attacked a dog that my clients were				false

		1038						LN		39		25		false		          25       walking.  They were -- they were mentally slow				false

		1039						PG		40		0		false		page 40				false

		1040						LN		40		1		false		           1       people.  They weren't -- they're the ones we should				false

		1041						LN		40		2		false		           2       look after, the ones we should take care of.  And				false

		1042						LN		40		3		false		           3       their dog got attacked by a pit bull.  And I had to				false

		1043						LN		40		4		false		           4       clean it up and help them with the bill.  And then				false

		1044						LN		40		5		false		           5       I went to the Town of Beech Grove and said, We need				false

		1045						LN		40		6		false		           6       to get that pit bull out of town, which they did.				false

		1046						LN		40		7		false		           7       And they enacted the vicious dog law, which is part				false

		1047						LN		40		8		false		           8       of Indianapolis.				false

		1048						LN		40		9		false		           9           I mentioned the Saint Bernard.  Boy, I might				false

		1049						LN		40		10		false		          10       -- I might have to have you help me with some of				false

		1050						LN		40		11		false		          11       this reading.				false

		1051						LN		40		12		false		          12  Q.   I think it's apartment letter below that?				false

		1052						LN		40		13		false		          13  A.   Let's see here.  Oh, yeah, yeah.  I'm sorry, yeah.				false

		1053						LN		40		14		false		          14       I had summarized a bit in the back.				false

		1054						LN		40		15		false		          15           What we do is -- is we get a -- people coming				false

		1055						LN		40		16		false		          16       in and they want us to sign off that the dog				false

		1056						LN		40		17		false		          17       doesn't have pit bull in it.  And on the form it				false

		1057						LN		40		18		false		          18       says, The apartment building assumes no liability				false

		1058						LN		40		19		false		          19       for this identification; the veterinarian does.  So				false

		1059						LN		40		20		false		          20       what they're doing, they're coming in and trying to				false

		1060						LN		40		21		false		          21       get veterinarians to sign off that this is not a				false

		1061						LN		40		22		false		          22       pit bull or have any pit bull in it, leaving us --				false
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		1136						LN		43		19		false		          19  Q.   So you don't -- you don't know --				false

		1137						LN		43		20		false		          20  A.   We don't do DNA testing, no.				false

		1138						LN		43		21		false		          21  Q.   We can't talk at the same time.				false
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		1155						LN		44		12		false		          12  Q.   So answer that question first.  Have you ever --				false

		1156						LN		44		13		false		          13  A.   No --				false

		1157						LN		44		14		false		          14  Q.   -- done that?				false

		1158						LN		44		15		false		          15  A.   -- no, I have not.				false

		1159						LN		44		16		false		          16  Q.   Okay.  Now give me your explanation.				false

		1160						LN		44		17		false		          17  A.   What has -- the ones that come in that say they're				false

		1161						LN		44		18		false		          18       Pit or Pit mix, those are the ones that probably				false

		1162						LN		44		19		false		          19       are predominant number of those 30 -- of those 300				false

		1163						LN		44		20		false		          20       minimum.				false

		1164						LN		44		21		false		          21  Q.   Okay.				false

		1165						LN		44		22		false		          22  A.   Are owner signed.				false

		1166						LN		44		23		false		          23  Q.   Right.  Owners identify the breed.				false

		1167						LN		44		24		false		          24  A.   Yeah.  But I don't know that they're any better at				false
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		1171						LN		45		2		false		           2       from?  Are they shelter dogs?  Are they rescue				false

		1172						LN		45		3		false		           3       dogs?  Are they purchased?				false

		1173						LN		45		4		false		           4  A.   I'm seeing a lot more shelter dogs now.  And there				false

		1174						LN		45		5		false		           5       are -- there are breeders in Indianapolis.  And my				false

		1175						LN		45		6		false		           6       nephew is a law student and an insurance adjuster,				false

		1176						LN		45		7		false		           7       and also had a pit bull that just bought a -- bit a				false

		1177						LN		45		8		false		           8       lady in the face.  And he had handled the case of				false

		1178						LN		45		9		false		           9       -- of a pit bull breeder.  And -- and -- which I				false

		1179						LN		45		10		false		          10       wasn't aware there were that many in town.				false

		1180						LN		45		11		false		          11           But there are some pit bulls that are just,				false

		1181						LN		45		12		false		          12       like, mega huge.  I don't see anything like that.				false

		1182						LN		45		13		false		          13       But they just almost seem like they're on steroids.				false

		1183						LN		45		14		false		          14       I think I got away if your question.				false

		1184						LN		45		15		false		          15  Q.   Yeah.  Well, that's actually interesting though.				false

		1185						LN		45		16		false		          16       Are you -- so do they appear to be double muscled?				false

		1186						LN		45		17		false		          17  A.   Yeah.  Almost like they're on steroids, almost.				false

		1187						LN		45		18		false		          18  Q.   Do you know what double muscling is as a genetic				false
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		1189						LN		45		20		false		          20  A.   Well, it's a term that they use in weight lifters				false
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		1241						LN		47		20		false		          20       growling; the dog's trying to bite us.  And the				false

		1242						LN		47		21		false		          21       owner keeps going, Good dog, good dog.  You know,				false

		1243						LN		47		22		false		          22       they don't know anything.  They don't -- they --				false

		1244						LN		47		23		false		          23       not only do they not know anything, they don't try.				false
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 1             IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
                FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF IOWA
 2                       WESTERN DIVISION
                       CASE NO. 16-cv-4107
 3
    JANE DOE, an individual, JENNIFER FROST,        )
 4  an individual, and KALI MYERS, an individual,   )
                                                    )
 5          Plaintiffs,                             )
                                                    )
 6  vs.                                             )
                                                    )
 7  THE CITY OF SIOUX CITY IOWA; ROBERT PADMORE,    )
    in his official capacity; and CINDY RARRAT,     )
 8  in her official capacity,                       )
                                                    )
 9          Defendants.                             )
    ________________________________________________
10
11           The deposition upon oral examination of
12       DOUGLAS SKINNER, DVM, a witness produced and sworn
13       before me, Lisa C. Pierce, a Notary Public in and
14       for the County of Hamilton, State of Indiana, taken
15       on behalf of the Plaintiffs at the Purdue
16       University Veterinary Pathology Building, 725
17       Harrison Street, Room 109, West Lafayette,
18       Tippecanoe County, Indiana, on January 25, 2018,
19       commencing at the hour of 1:45 p.m., pursuant to
20       Applicable Rules of Procedure, with written notice
21       as to time and place thereof.
22
23
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 1                    A P P E A R A N C E S
 2  FOR THE PLAINTIFFS:
 3      Gene Summerlin
        HUSCH BLACKWELL
 4      13330 California Street
        Suite 200
 5      Omaha, NE 68154
        P: 402.964.5000
 6      F: 402.964.5050
        E: gene.summerlin@huschblackwell.com
 7
 8
    FOR THE DEFENDANTS:
 9
        Justin Vondrak
10      CITY OF SIOUX CITY, IOWA
        405 6th Street
11      P.O. Box 447
        Sioux City, IA 51101
12      P: 712.279.6318
        F: 712.224.5203
13      E: jvondrak@sioux-cuty.org
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 1                                                 1:45 p.m.
 2                                          January 25, 2018
 3           (Exhibit 1 and 2 marked for identification.)
 4                    DOUGLAS SKINNER, DVM,
 5     having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, the
 6     whole truth, and nothing but the truth relating to
 7     said matter, was examined and testified as follows:
 8           THE WITNESS:  Yes.
 9  DIRECT EXAMINATION,
10  QUESTIONS BY MR. SUMMERLIN:
11  Q.   Dr. Skinner, we met just a moment ago.  My name's
12       Gene Summerlin.  You understand you're here to have
13       your deposition taken today in connection with a
14       lawsuit that was filed in Sioux City.
15  A.   Yes.
16  Q.   Have you ever been deposed before?
17  A.   Do what?  Yes, I have.
18  Q.   Okay.  How many times?
19  A.   I -- it was one time in my clinic where I worked.
20       It was on a case that involved a lawsuit with
21       somebody.  I was deposed then.  I also testified in
22       a court case here in Lafayette but there was no
23       deposition.  We just kind of went straight in.
24  Q.   Went straight to trial?
25  A.   Yeah.
0005
 1  Q.   Okay.  I'm gonna' ask you some questions today
 2       about the opinions you've expressed in this case
 3       and the basis for those opinions.
 4  A.   Uh-huh.
 5  Q.   If I ask you a question that doesn't make any sense
 6       to you, just let me know --
 7  A.   Okay.
 8  Q.   -- that you're not following me, and I'll try and
 9       rephrase it.
10  A.   Fine.
11  Q.   I'm gonna' start by handing you what's been marked
12       as Exhibit 1.  And that is a report that we were
13       provided by the attorneys for Sioux City.
14  A.   Uh-huh.
15  Q.   So take a look at that.  And then let me know
16       whether this contains the opinions that you intend
17       to express.
18  A.   Okay.  I will mention, on the first paragraph, that
19       is based not on living with and training pit bulls.
20       It is on research that I've read --
21  Q.   Okay.
22  A.   -- from different specialists that are, I guess,
23       Ph.D.s or DVMs.  Okay?
24  Q.   Okay.
25  A.   Okay.  Yeah.  I'm -- I'm okay with that, yeah.
0006
 1  Q.   Okay.  And then Exhibit 2 is a copy of your
 2       curriculum vitae.  Is that current?
 3  A.   Three and five are about the same.
 4  Q.   Yeah.
 5  A.   Yes.  I'm okay.
 6  Q.   Okay.  So I want to -- I want to talk to you about
 7       the last paragraph in your CV.
 8  A.   In my what?
 9  Q.   The last paragraph on your CV.
10  A.   Okay.
11  Q.   Says you've taken several dog behavior classes.
12  A.   Uh-huh.
13  Q.   Tell me about those.
14  A.   Those would have been at national meetings; they
15       were quite a few years ago.  And they were geared
16       towards training.  They were abbreviated.  They're
17       not -- not a whole lot to them.
18  Q.   Were these at, like, the AVMA meetings?
19  A.   Yeah.  It was a -- I believe that one was the
20       Florida meeting in Orlando.  And I -- and the other
21       was the Ohio State meeting.
22  Q.   Okay.
23  A.   Okay?  But none of it at the time had to do with
24       pit bulls.
25  Q.   Right.  And those are essentially, like, when you
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 1       go to Orlando, it's a veterinary conference --
 2  A.   Yes.
 3  Q.   -- where you're getting continuing --
 4  A.   Yes.  Continuing education.
 5  Q.   -- education but continuing --
 6  A.   Yeah.
 7  Q.   -- medical education.
 8  A.   Yeah.
 9  Q.   Classes last from an hour to --
10  A.   Right.  Right.
11  Q.   -- maybe half a day?
12  A.   Yeah.  It's nothing that's degreed.
13  Q.   Right.
14  A.   Nothing that's a certificate.
15  Q.   Okay.  It also says that you studied the
16       epidemiology, frequency and severity of dog bites
17       in the US?
18  A.   Yes.
19  Q.   Okay.  Tell me about that.
20  A.   Well, there's a site called dogsbite.org, which is
21       not a official site.  But they have peer-reviewed
22       articles from places like the Annals of -- of
23       Surgery.  They have reports from level-one trauma
24       centers, all peer reviewed.  They have articles in
25       there by Dr. Beck, by Dr. Lockwood and some others
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 1       that talk about -- talk about basically how severe
 2       things are.
 3           And it corresponds with some of the instances
 4       I've seen either in the news reports locally or in
 5       cases that I have seen or in cases I read about in
 6       the newspaper.
 7  Q.   Okay.  Have you had any training as an
 8       epidemiologist?
 9  A.   No.
10  Q.   Okay.
11  A.   And that's why I referred to -- that's why I refer
12       to the -- the results of the specialists, the
13       people who are.  Because I'm not an ophthalmologist
14       either.  But if I go to an ophthalmology class,
15       then I learn more about ophthalmology.
16  Q.   Sure.
17  A.   If I go to a renal -- renal disease, then I learn
18       more about that.  And because in veterinary school
19       we took a curriculum that was -- that covered
20       everything, at that time a lot of large animal as
21       well.  But we'd study virology, bacteriology,
22       ophthalmology, cardiology, soft-tissue surgery,
23       orthopedic surgery, ophthalmology, internal
24       medicine, cardiology maybe.
25           And in -- and in one of the -- one of the
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 1       disciplines we studied was public health.  Because
 2       as a veterinarian we are responsible to the public
 3       for public health.
 4  Q.   Okay.
 5  A.   And therefore to me, as a practitioner, when I
 6       started to see -- let's just say we had mange or --
 7       or some other disease like leptospirosis come into
 8       the area.  And -- and I go to a meeting or I read
 9       about it in the veterinary journals, and I go, So
10       we're starting to see that; maybe we ought to
11       vaccinate for that more.  Maybe we ought to do this
12       more.  Maybe hunting dogs need it, and maybe the
13       other dogs don't.
14           So that does not make me an epidemiologist.
15       But it makes me an aware veterinarian to go -- know
16       what resources to go to so I can protect the public
17       health and the animal's health.  And those diseases
18       I mentioned are diseases that are communicable to
19       humans.
20  Q.   Okay.
21  A.   Leptospirosis.  Dog bites are very important to be
22       knowledgeable of because of my lay staff for
23       workmen's compensation.  You know, if you get a
24       couple dog bites, you can lose your workmen's
25       compensation.  You lose that you may go out of
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 1       business because you just -- you can't self insure.
 2  Q.   Okay.  Let me ask you some more specific questions.
 3  A.   Uh-huh.
 4  Q.   Have you authored any peer-reviewed
 5       epidemiological --
 6  A.   No, no.
 7  Q.   I should explain.  Because the court reporter's
 8       writing everything --
 9  A.   Sure.
10  Q.   -- that we say down and we're going to use that
11       transcript --
12  A.   Sure.
13  Q.   -- for some purposes, it's important that you let
14       me finish my question --
15  A.   Absolutely.
16  Q.   -- before you state your answer --
17  A.   Yeah.
18  Q.   -- so that when we read it it's not like --
19  A.   Talk, talk.
20  Q.   -- doob, doob, blah, blah, yeah.
21  A.   Okay.
22  Q.   Okay?
23  A.   All right.
24           MR. SUMMERLIN:  And, now, do you have write
25       down doob, doob, blah, blah.
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 1           MR. VONDRAK:  Did you get that?
 2           THE WITNESS:  I thought you were finished.
 3           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Do you need me to spell that?
 4           THE REPORTER:  You're killing me.
 5  QUESTIONS BY MR. SUMMERLIN:
 6  Q.   Have you authored any peer-reviewed epidemiological
 7       papers addressing dog bites?
 8  A.   No.
 9  Q.   When you were in vet school -- let's see, what
10       years was that?
11  A.   I was -- graduated '72.  So I've been here for '68
12       to '72.
13  Q.   How old are you?
14  A.   Seventy.
15  Q.   You look great.
16  A.   Next week.
17  Q.   I don't look that good and I'm 20 years younger.
18       I'm going home.
19  A.   Shouldn't have been a lawyer.  Thank you.
20  Q.   Actually -- well, I was an animal science major.
21       And I planned to go to vet school --
22  A.   Uh-huh.
23  Q.   -- and then had to take --
24  A.   Well --
25  Q.   -- an organic chemistry and --
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 1  A.   -- I wanted to go to law school.  I wanted to go to
 2       law school, but I couldn't stand IU.  So --
 3  Q.   You state that you belong to two groups whose
 4       purpose is to stop human deaths and injuries by
 5       vicious, large-breed dogs.  What are those groups?
 6  A.   One of them was The Pit Bull Propaganda Machine
 7       Exposed.  And the other one I can -- they keep
 8       adding more names to it.  I can't remember the name
 9       right now.  I can get it to you.  But they're just
10       Facebook groups.
11  Q.   Oh, okay.
12  A.   Yeah.
13  Q.   These aren't, like, official organizations.
14  A.   No, no.
15  Q.   All right.
16  A.   Although I've been contacted by a group of
17       pediatric surgeons to -- to start a group.
18  Q.   Okay.  You say that you've testified in court
19       regarding the dangers of pit bulls.
20  A.   Uh-huh.
21  Q.   What case was that?
22  A.   That was in this city, in Lafayette.  And it was a
23       child custody case.  And the child, they didn't
24       like -- the mother did not like the daughter being
25       around the pit bull.  It played rough with her,
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 1       scratched her a couple times.  So I presented
 2       information to the Court.
 3           And at the end of the day the Court said,
 4       Well, we can't tell from Dr. Skinner's testimony
 5       whether or not this dog is gonna' bite.  But as --
 6       but the ex-husband was supposed to keep the dog
 7       away from the child and had not done that.  So he
 8       said, Since you broke that rule, you've got to
 9       kennel the dog.  And, of course, the child did get
10       a bad face scratch in the interim.
11  Q.   All right.  What courses have you taken on
12       behavioral genetics?
13  A.   None.
14  Q.   Okay.  What courses have you taken on genetics at
15       all?
16  A.   Nothing except college.  Nothing to do with this.
17  Q.   Okay.  All right.  I may have asked you this
18       already, but what courses have you taken on
19       epidemiology?
20  A.   None.
21  Q.   What courses have you taken on animal behavior?
22  A.   I took them here in -- at veterinary school for a
23       semester taught by Dr. Clinghammer.
24  Q.   So one course, one semester?
25  A.   One semester, yes.
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 1  Q.   And that covered all breeds?
 2  A.   Well, that covered all -- all species.
 3  Q.   All species.
 4  A.   Yes.
 5  Q.   Okay.
 6  A.   Dog behavior wasn't such a -- a big deal then
 7       because we weren't seeing some of the controversy
 8       we're seeing now.
 9  Q.   Okay.
10  A.   And you have to admit there is a controversy.
11  Q.   And other than -- what was your undergrad?
12  A.   I got in at two years.  So I didn't have --
13  Q.   What was your degree in?  Oh, you didn't get a --
14  A.   I didn't get a degree before I went in.
15  Q.   Okay.
16  A.   I got in in two years.
17  Q.   Okay.  So your only degree is --
18  A.   DVM.
19  Q.   -- DVM?
20  A.   Uh-huh.
21  Q.   Where you say state that you've studied the
22       epidemiology, frequency and severity of dog bites
23       in the United States, I believe what you said is
24       you've reviewed articles that you found on
25       dogbites --
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 1  A.   Yes.
 2  Q.   -- .org.
 3  A.   Yes.
 4  Q.   How many articles do you think you've read?
 5  A.   Oh, I'll bet twenty.
 6  Q.   Twenty?
 7  A.   Yeah.  Some of them were peer-reviewed medical, as
 8       far as how severe bites were, what percent were pit
 9       bulls, what percent were something else, what
10       percent resulted in death, what percent --
11  Q.   Sure.
12  A.   You know, all that.  So --
13  Q.   Have you reviewed any articles that you obtained
14       from sites other than dogbite.org?
15  A.   Yeah.  I can't remember what they were;
16       dogbites.org is one of them because it just -- it
17       covered a large spectrum.  I also went to the
18       pro-pit site which seemed to be less scientific or
19       not scientific at all, a lot more emotional.  Not
20       anything that --
21  Q.   Yeah, I --
22  A.   -- that was -- that seemed credible.
23  Q.   I -- I'm talking not Facebook groups or things like
24       that or -- or --
25  A.   Google, right.
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 1  Q.   Yeah.  I'm asking whether you've conducted a
 2       thorough literature research to review all of the
 3       epidemiological articles related to dog bites, not
 4       just those from dogbite.org.
 5  A.   Yes.  I -- I even talked to the AVMA, Emily Kane,
 6       K-a-n-e, who made the AVMA proposal or made -- she
 7       did the research for the AVMA stance on pit bulls.
 8       So I actually corresponded with her after reading
 9       her material.  Which, as far as the AVMA position,
10       it just doesn't get any higher than talking to her
11       because she is the one that authored the research.
12  Q.   Okay.  I'm not being very clear.
13  A.   Well, I mean, I haven't answered that area.  So I'm
14       just trying to get you something that might be
15       similar.
16  Q.   Okay.  Have you ever published any peer-reviewed,
17       scientific articles?
18  A.   No.
19  Q.   Okay.  Are you familiar with the technical
20       definition of a literature review?
21  A.   No.
22  Q.   Okay.  Have you done anything to ensure that you
23       have reviewed all of the epidemiological
24       peer-reviewed studies on dog bites?
25  A.   No.
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 1  Q.   Okay.
 2  A.   I would say that they're constantly changing.  And
 3       I would say that what I have read from some points
 4       of view to others seem to vary --
 5  Q.   Okay.
 6  A.   -- all over the place.  Seems to be some
 7       consistency when I read the medical, as far as
 8       injuries and as far as the breed.
 9  Q.   Okay.
10  A.   And --
11  Q.   What are your -- what research have you done into
12       the accuracy of visual identification of breeds?
13  A.   I have two that I did.  One of them was by
14       University of Florida, Gainesville.  If you want to
15       take a university review.  And it said that
16       17.6 percent of the time you can identify a pit
17       bull.  I also read one that was by the ASPCA.  And
18       it said -- and they used the Wisdom Panel, which is
19       by the Mars Company.
20           The Mars Company now has expanded from candy
21       into being the largest owner of veterinary clinics
22       in the world.  And they also are doing a DNA tests
23       called the Wisdom test.  And they used the Wisdom
24       test and compared that to what the lay staff felt
25       was pit versus what really were.  And -- and the
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 1       results, they were 96 percent.  And that was by an
 2       ASPCA facility.
 3  Q.   Where was that study published?
 4  A.   I think I have it down here.
 5  Q.   Yeah.  Would you grab it?
 6  A.   Okay.  Which I thought was very different from what
 7       Dr. Lockwood said of 17 percent.  And -- Vice
 8       President of Equine Welfare.  And -- and you may
 9       get a different take on that than I did.  But that
10       is what I took from it.
11  Q.   So it appears that this was printed off of a Web
12       site.  And it's just a report from someone at the
13       ASPCA and --
14  A.   Fairly high up.  Fairly high up.  Vice president.
15  Q.   Yeah.  This is --
16  A.   The Wisdom test also is -- okay.  Yeah, I know it's
17       not peer reviewed.  I know it's not --
18  Q.   Yeah, it's garbage.
19  A.   Is what?
20  Q.   Never mind.
21  A.   Okay.  All right.
22  Q.   Um --
23  A.   Listen, I don't like the mocking, number one.
24       Number two, I came here as a veterinary
25       practitioner, so what I have seen in clinical
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 1       practice --
 2  Q.   Okay.
 3  A.   -- not as an -- not as an epidemiologist.
 4  Q.   All right.  Let's go through your report, this one.
 5  A.   Okay.
 6  Q.   Where did you get your information about the
 7       history of the two Staffordshire breeds?
 8  A.   I probably got that from the AKC.  And I probably
 9       got it from other reports online that seem to be
10       credible sites.
11  Q.   Like?
12  A.   I can't remember right now.  I don't know of any
13       peer-reviewed articles or anything that has to do
14       with the background of the breed.  These peer
15       reviews have been researched.  I do know, from
16       Dr. Lockwood's reading, that they are a very
17       aggressive breed that don't know when to stop.
18  Q.   Okay.  And where did you find that in a publication
19       by Dr. Lockwood?
20  A.   I have it over there.
21  Q.   Okay.  Let's grab that one.
22  A.   (Witness complies.)
23  Q.   Thank you.
24  A.   I believe he's one of your expert witnesses.
25  Q.   He is.  And this is a chapter of a book that he
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 1       wrote.  I was just looking to see if -- do you know
 2       what edition this one is?
 3  A.   No.
 4  Q.   Okay.
 5  A.   Do you want a copy or you --
 6  Q.   I've got it.
 7  A.   Okay.
 8  Q.   Do you recall when you obtained that?
 9  A.   I'm sorry?
10  Q.   Do you recall when you obtained that?
11  A.   Oh, about four days ago I copied it off.  But I'd
12       read it before.
13  Q.   Okay.
14  A.   I didn't know what all would be required.  So --
15  Q.   And the document that we were referring to was a
16       chapter in The Domestic Dog:  Its Evolution,
17       Behavior and Interactions with People.  It was
18       written by -- that particular chapter on the
19       ethe -- ethology, ecology and epidemiology of
20       canine aggression was written by Dr. Lockwood.
21           So -- and, you know, I apologize.  I didn't
22       mean to be mocking you --
23  A.   We're good.
24  Q.   -- when I --
25  A.   But -- but those --
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 1  Q.   -- out there.
 2  A.   Yeah.
 3  Q.   But here's what I -- I want to be very careful
 4       about.  When you're offered as an expert witness --
 5  A.   Uh-huh.
 6  Q.   -- you know, certainly if we were talking about
 7       standards of practice for veterinarians --
 8  A.   Uh-huh.  Right.
 9  Q.   -- or what meets the standard of care in the
10       treatment of a given disease or injury, there's no
11       question that you're qualified for that.
12           My concern is that you're being offered to
13       give opinions about behavior, genetics, behavioral
14       traits related to specific breeds.  And it doesn't
15       appear that you have an education or a background
16       that uniquely qualifies you to know more about that
17       area than any other intelligent individual that's
18       read a number of studies.  Would you agree with
19       that?
20  A.   I agree with that.
21  Q.   Okay.  And so I want to --
22           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Actually, can we -- could we
23       take a two-minute break and let you and I talk?
24           THE WITNESS:  Can I -- can I disagree with
25       that for one small point?  And that is, some of the
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 1   things I see in this here is mirrored in -- in the
 2   medical practice --
 3       MR. SUMMERLIN:  Sure.
 4       THE WITNESS:  -- that I see.
 5       MR. SUMMERLIN:  I understand.
 6       THE WITNESS:  The public health part.
 7       MR. SUMMERLIN:  Yeah.  Got you.
 8       (After a recess from 2:12 p.m. to 2:13 p.m.,
 9        the following proceedings were had:)
10       MR. VONDRAK:  Back on the record?  Okay.
11   We're back on the record.  I'll just go on the
12   record to state that Mr. Skinner's testimony merely
13   is being offered for his 40-plus years of
14   experience in the real world of treating many, many
15   animals, many of which were pit bulls.  I believe
16   Mr. Skinner has a wealth of knowledge from the
17   clinical side of that, and that is what his
18   testimony we will portray to show.
19       He is not here to testify that he has had any
20   training or any educational background regarding
21   genetic testing of pit bulls or anything along the
22   lines of the genomic testing of dogs.
23       MR. SUMMERLIN:  So I'm -- he is solely going
24   to be talking about his own personal experience in
25   handling pit bull dogs as part of his veterinary
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 1       practice.
 2           MR. VONDRAK:  Exactly.
 3           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Got you.
 4           THE WITNESS:  That's what I thought it was
 5       coming in.  But still I have to -- I -- I -- if I
 6       see an ophthalmology case, if I see a -- I have to
 7       go somewhere to get the information.  And -- and
 8       the amount of information out there boils down to
 9       statistics.  And what I'm seeing are bite wounds
10       and -- and killings and that type of thing.
11           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Okay.
12           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.
13  QUESTIONS BY MR. SUMMERLIN:
14  Q.   So let's start off with that.  From your clinical
15       experience, what information do you have?
16  A.   From my clinical experience with pit bulls first
17       started back in the 1990s.  There were not very
18       many pit bulls around.  And I read about two pit
19       bulls attacking a woman in Indianapolis.  With it
20       being a dog and an attack case, it kind of piqued
21       my interest.
22           And then I had several come in to my clinic.
23       One of them I remember very well, Susie, which is
24       just a beautiful, sweet, nice dog.  There was
25       another owned by a Mr. Goldman.  I believe it was a
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 1       Staffordshire Terrier.  Nice dog, white dog.  And
 2       the man would dress up as George Patton and go to
 3       the air shows with his white dog.  White dog turned
 4       on him and bit the hell out of him.  That just kind
 5       of awakened me a little bit more.
 6           Then I had an Asian man who was supposed to
 7       come in to the clinic.  And he had two no-shows.
 8       The next thing I know he's in the paper because the
 9       city dog pound had confiscated his dog, and he
10       threatened to burn the place down and cut off the
11       manager's head.
12           And then the next incidence was a dog in the
13       parking lot that was a client of mine.  And he had
14       a pit bull.  And had people come in and complain
15       that they couldn't get out of their car because the
16       man was walking around with this dog intimidating
17       all of them.  So it seemed to be a status thing.
18       And it seemed to be like something that I didn't
19       want in my clinic, neither the people nor the dogs.
20           So based on my computer, I could go in and
21       pick out pit bulls.  And I sent all -- every pit
22       bull I had, which probably weren't very many, that
23       we will no longer see you.
24  Q.   Okay.  And so that was -- again, this is all taking
25       place sometime in the '90s?
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 1  A.   Yeah.
 2  Q.   And if my notes are correct, you had the pit bull
 3       Susie that was a nice dog.  You had the
 4       Staffordshire Terrier, that was a white dog, that
 5       ended up biting its owner.
 6  A.   Severely, yeah.
 7  Q.   Another client who had a pit bull and threatened to
 8       cut off the manager's head.  And then a client that
 9       had a pit bull who used it to essentially threaten
10       other people?
11  A.   Yeah.  And on the Asian man, I remember him.  But
12       he had made two appointments; he never showed up.
13  Q.   Yeah.
14  A.   So he was never a client.  But they just stuck
15       out --
16  Q.   So --
17  A.   -- pretty strongly.
18  Q.   -- were those the only pit bulls that you treated
19       as a -- as a veterinarian?
20  A.   Those were until I sold my practice in 2000.
21  Q.   Okay.
22  A.   And then, you know, the new boss came into town,
23       and we did what they said.  And I really didn't see
24       that many pit bulls --
25  Q.   Okay.
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 1  A.   -- at that time.
 2  Q.   Just over the course of your career could you
 3       estimate for me the number of pit bulls that you
 4       treated?
 5  A.   Well, most of them have been in the last six years.
 6  Q.   Okay.
 7  A.   I've seen an explosion.  And, once again, we're
 8       talking my identification.  Okay?
 9  Q.   Okay.
10  A.   Which I think is fairly accurate.  And I would
11       think probably 300.  Sometimes if I work at certain
12       clinics, I might see five a day that are mixes,
13       pits or mixes.
14  Q.   Okay.  You think total number 300?
15  A.   I'd say that would be minimum.
16  Q.   Oh, I'm sorry.  Did I miss-hear you?  Did you say a
17       different number?
18  A.   I'd say 300 would probably be --
19  Q.   Okay.
20  A.   -- yeah, a minimum.
21  Q.   Okay.
22  A.   What happened was, when I sold my practice, or my
23       last practice, I took a year off for medical
24       reasons, cancer and that type of thing.  And so
25       when I came back to practice in two years, I was
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 1       doing relief work.  I was working different --
 2       different demographics.
 3  Q.   Yeah.
 4  A.   Rural, suburban, urban.  And in that period of
 5       time, when I had left practice, the no-kill thing
 6       was coming up at that time.  And now it just seems
 7       to be an explosion of them in the past six years.
 8  Q.   Yeah.  It's a breed that's grown in popularity --
 9  A.   Yeah.
10  Q.   -- in your, I guess, geographic area where you --
11       where you see animals?
12  A.   I'm sorry?
13  Q.   In your geographic area where you see animals.
14  A.   Areas.
15  Q.   Areas.
16  A.   Okay.  Well --
17  Q.   Where do you practice?
18  A.   Well, primarily I'm in -- in Central Indiana.  And
19       I will do a rural community, and I will do a
20       suburban community and an urban community in the
21       Indianapolis area.  One of them is even a -- then
22       one is a rural community east of Indianapolis.  And
23       then one of them was up in the Mishawaka area,
24       which is completely different demographics.  All --
25       all of them are different demographics.
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 1  Q.   All right.  Of the animals that you've seen, do you
 2       know what percentage of those were purebred and
 3       registered --
 4  A.   No.
 5  Q.   -- the pit bull animals?
 6  A.   No.  They don't -- they don't bring the
 7       registration with them when they come.
 8  Q.   Okay.  And that's not something that you would --
 9  A.   No.
10  Q.   -- typically ask.
11  A.   No.  And there's UKC and there's AKC.  And then
12       there's the American Bulldog, which I think is only
13       registered with the UKC.  And so, no, we don't ask
14       for registration.
15  Q.   Okay.  When you use the term "pit bull," what
16       breeds or mixes are you including within that
17       designation?
18  A.   Well, first of all, like I say, pit bulls aren't
19       the only breed that are a problem.  Okay?  But they
20       seem to be predominant, what we're seeing now.  And
21       I would say that -- you know, I would say most of
22       them are -- or go ahead and ask the question again
23       'cause I --
24  Q.   Okay.  When you use the term "pit bull" --
25  A.   Uh-huh.
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 1  Q.   -- what breeds --
 2  A.   Okay.
 3  Q.   -- or mixes are you including within that
 4       designation?
 5  A.   I would say American Bulldog, Staffordshire
 6       Terrier, American Staffordshire Terrier.  And I
 7       believe there's one that's actually called American
 8       Pit Bull.
 9  Q.   Okay.  And you've already testified you don't ask
10       the registration status --
11  A.   No.
12  Q.   -- of the animals that your clients bring in.
13  A.   No.
14  Q.   But based on your visual inspection of the dogs
15       that you've treated, these 300 --
16  A.   Uh-huh.
17  Q.   -- do you have a sense of what percentage of those
18       were mixed breeds versus what would appear to be
19       more --
20  A.   I -- I would --
21  Q.   -- purebred type?
22  A.   -- I would think that most of them were mix.
23  Q.   Okay.
24  A.   The American Bulldog is one that stands out far
25       away from the others.
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 1  Q.   Yeah.  So are there -- what traits did you see in
 2       the animals that -- the pit bull animals that you
 3       provided clinical services to?
 4  A.   Well, a lot of them I saw -- if you looked at a
 5       American Pit Bull, not the big ones that are bred
 6       for big musculature, but the ones who weigh in the
 7       45- to 55-pound range, they all had a sleek body.
 8       They all had big jowls.  They all had eyes that --
 9  Q.   I'm sorry.  I didn't -- I didn't mean physical
10       traits.
11  A.   Okay.
12  Q.   I meant, like, where -- what behavior did you see
13       from those dogs?
14  A.   Aggression.
15  Q.   Okay.  And tell me about that.
16  A.   The aggression is -- is exhibited several different
17       ways.  They'll either come up and push their --
18       their muzzle against your leg.  Or if you want
19       to -- if you want to go to approach them, they turn
20       sideways and don't look at you, which is kind of
21       one of their traits, you know, of before they
22       attack.  You don't know what they're gonna' do.
23           The other things would be growling.  But
24       usually they didn't -- they did not say much.  They
25       either pushed against you or they hid under chairs
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 1       or they stood sideways.  And then as you tried to
 2       do things like put a leash around them, then they
 3       start spinning and snapping.  They up the game.
 4           And I might mention that with these dogs come
 5       owners, which I would like to talk about a little
 6       bit.
 7  Q.   Okay.  Were these traits -- so, you know, pushing
 8       against you, hiding under a chair, standing
 9       sideways --
10  A.   Uh-huh.
11  Q.   -- did every one of the 300 exhibit one or more of
12       those traits or --
13  A.   I would say a significant number.  I would -- we
14       don't like to see them come in.
15           I had one clinic I worked at.  And she went to
16       put the dog up after he muzzled, put it up on the
17       table.  And of course every demographics has
18       different staff.  This particular staff member,
19       she's physical, very pretty.  Just went to pick him
20       up on the table, and he started scratching and
21       clawed her right across the face.  And she goes, I
22       wish I ran that f-ing shelter; I wouldn't adopt
23       these out to anybody.  Nobody knows how to handle
24       them.
25  Q.   Okay.
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 1  A.   And that's -- I work at a clinic that,
 2       que sera sera, they welcome the pit bulls.  They
 3       muzzle them but they welcome them.  But they muzzle
 4       them.
 5  Q.   Are these --
 6  A.   That you won't find in the stats.
 7  Q.   Are these traits traits that you see in other
 8       breeds of dogs?
 9  A.   Not that near percentage, no.
10  Q.   I'm sorry?
11  A.   Not even close to that percent.  In other words,
12       how many do we need to muzzle and how many give us
13       a hard time?  And we try to go slow.  But we have
14       to worry about getting bit ourselves or the staff
15       or the owner.  Because those are a liability.
16  Q.   Uh-huh.
17  A.   You know, those are expensive things to handle.  So
18       we have to err on the side of caution.  Most of the
19       other dogs that we see -- I would think all the
20       other dogs combined are maybe half of what pits
21       are, maybe at the most.  All the other breeds
22       combined give us as much trouble as the pits.
23  Q.   Okay.
24  A.   There would be clinics that don't have that.  There
25       would be clinics that deny it.  I've worked a lot
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 1       of them.
 2  Q.   And then you said that there were owner issues as
 3       well.
 4  A.   Uh-huh.
 5  Q.   So tell me about those.
 6  A.   Owners' issues will revolve around three things.
 7       They'll deny, they'll blame and they'll be
 8       deceitful.
 9  Q.   Okay.
10  A.   And that's where you -- when you have these
11       particular dogs that I think in my clinical
12       experience, and I've seen the trend, when I -- when
13       I see these dogs with these people, it's like a
14       perfect storm for something ready to happen.
15           The average dog owner does not know anything
16       about training a dog.  Okay?  They think they do.
17       Oh, I've raised -- I've been around dogs all my
18       life.  Oh, he won't hurt you.  Okay.  They are
19       the -- they are not to be trusted.  And I'm just
20       advising you of that personally.  Just be careful.
21           What happens is they will come in and they
22       will say, He's -- he won't bite anybody; he's a
23       good dog.  Not all of them are pets.  I'm just
24       talking about owners now.
25  Q.   Uh-huh.
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 1  A.   And one of them is a Saint Bernard.  And I go in --
 2       this is in the last year.  And I look at the
 3       record.  And on the outside it said, Tried to bite
 4       Dr. Vincent, who's a woman.  And tried to do this,
 5       must muzzle, be careful, all over the front of the
 6       card.  Okay?
 7           So I go -- and I know what's gonna' happen;
 8       it's not my first rodeo.  So I go in and I go, Hi,
 9       Mr. Whatever.  How's Brutus today?  Oh, he's fine.
10       I go, Are we going to have any trouble with him?
11       No, no, no; he loves people.  I got the card.
12       Okay?
13           And so I said, Okay, that's fine.  And I -- I
14       knew what was coming.  I try to be polite, try to
15       see -- gradually work into, Why don't we muzzle
16       him.  And I give the dog a chance to maybe do
17       something.  All I say is, How are you today,
18       Brutus?  And the dog leaps at me, jumps up.  I'm --
19       the exam table is here.  Jumps at me and is
20       snapping and biting at me.  So I give the man an
21       education in -- in responsibility.  We go ahead and
22       see the dog.  And he's bound and determined that
23       that dog's a good dog, and he's gonna' be -- be
24       able to get a heartworm test on it and everything.
25       And so that's an instance.
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 1           I have another instance where I saw 110-pound
 2       Mastiff on Saturday, I believe it was, 130-pound
 3       one.  And he was in a muzzle.  Thank you very much,
 4       sir; I appreciate that.  That doesn't mean he's not
 5       going to be nice when he goes home, but in my world
 6       the man was responsible.
 7           I saw 110-pound female, probably 45 minutes
 8       later, very fearful, lowered her head, get in the
 9       corner.  You don't want to corner them.  You know,
10       there's a sixth sense you develop.  You can't
11       statistically put it.  But in 45 years I've only
12       been bitten once, and that was by a kitten.  Okay?
13       And I handled all the dogs because I don't want my
14       girl getting bit.
15           So what happens is, as I'm looking at the
16       dog -- I find out later -- the dog's fearful, and I
17       go out of the room.  And the girl says the man had
18       a shock collar on it and was shocking it as I was
19       looking at it.  It's idiot.  It's idiot.
20           I had another one who told the staff, Make
21       sure the doctor knocks the pit bull -- make sure
22       the doctor knocks on the door before he comes in
23       because I'm afraid the dog will attack him.  That's
24       not a way to live.
25  Q.   Right.
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 1  A.   It's not a way to practice.  Reverse it with you.
 2       You know, in your profession what would be, you
 3       know, physical harm if you went in a room or
 4       something.  And maybe you have and it's not fun.
 5           And that's the tip of the iceberg.  Okay?  Not
 6       laying it all on pits.  This part's owners and
 7       owners don't know anything.  Owners don't know
 8       anything.  If you want to have an owner train a
 9       dog, get a good trainer.  Who's a good trainer?
10           You know, America's been on a diet for
11       50 years, and they've gained 30 pounds.  People
12       don't have the discipline to follow through with a
13       dog that comes out of a shelter, that's antisocial,
14       who doesn't have socialization skills, that has the
15       power and the jaws that some of these dogs have,
16       pit bull or whatever, and -- and be trusted to
17       train them.
18           It's -- it's -- you have to be dedicated, and
19       the dog and the owner both have to be motivated.  I
20       don't know what motivates a dog.  You know, you
21       can't talk to him.  You can't communicate with him.
22       There's no dog whisperer.  And so now what happens,
23       you have an awful lot of moving parts there.
24       Something's gonna' happen.
25  Q.   Okay.  The -- so when you say, you know, we
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 1       identified three owner issues, deny, blame,
 2       deceitful, are these owner issues that are just
 3       related to pit bull owners?  Or are these owner
 4       issues generally, no matter what the breed?
 5  A.   I -- I see them across the board.  But I see more
 6       pits that have aggressive or fearful behavior.  And
 7       I see a lot of people making excuses for them;
 8       that's where we come into denial.
 9           Deceit was when the man was shocking the dog
10       as I was looking at it.  And, you know, there's --
11       I -- I deal with it three or four times a day.
12       Cats or dogs or whatever.  So, no, it's not -- I'm
13       not laying it all on pit bulls.  But their owners
14       tend to be a bit more denial.  It's like they have
15       a chip on their shoulder a little bit almost when
16       you question them about it.
17  Q.   Okay.  You've never been bitten by a pit bull?
18  A.   Huh-uh.
19  Q.   Have any of your staff?
20  A.   I haven't been bit by anything.  And I did -- and I
21       did all the work for 25 years.  I would not let the
22       staff get any cat or dog out of a cage except me.
23       And, of course, back then, that first 25 years,
24       there weren't as many pit bulls.  Okay?  And we
25       didn't have technicians.  So I handled all that so
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 1       nobody would get bit.  I didn't want anybody to get
 2       bit.
 3           When I sold and when I went into relief
 4       practice, there were more veterinary technicians
 5       who could do basic handling of cats and dog.  The
 6       pits came on the scene and I go, I'm not getting
 7       bit.  So I let them handle them.  I let them get
 8       scratched.  That's their job.  That's what they
 9       went to school for is to handle the animals and
10       basically nursing and care.
11           And the -- when, 25 years ago, we -- we didn't
12       have the technicians.
13  Q.   Okay.  So other than what you've told me so far,
14       based on your personal experience of dealing with
15       pit bulls, are there any other things that --
16  A.   There are other experiences.  There are --
17  Q.   -- that you plan to testify to?
18  A.   I'm sorry?
19  Q.   Other experiences that you plan to testify to?
20  A.   Oh, no.  I'm sorry.  I interrupted you.  No.  Other
21       experiences that -- that I had with pit bulls, yes.
22  Q.   Okay.  So tell me about those.
23  A.   Okay.  And that would be on your notes.  One is,
24       and this was in the last year, was an 18-week-old
25       pit bull that was biting and very viscous, very --
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 1   very hard to handle.  And I don't think we allowed
 2   it to come back where I was working.  Because it
 3   was aggressive, trying to bite you.  And there was
 4   nothing we could do for it.
 5       When -- when I had a -- a litter of ten Chows,
 6   which is another breed that gets a wrap, at six
 7   weeks of age -- and this kind of dispelling a
 8   little bit, that that's how you raise them -- and
 9   all -- every one of the ten tried to bite me at six
10   weeks of age.
11       We just had a -- 200 yards from where I worked
12   in one particular town where two pit bulls attacked
13   and killed a miniature horse -- this was, like, in
14   the last three weeks -- that was, I believe, taken
15   care of the veterinarian I work for, where I do
16   relief work.
17       We had a -- just had a recent neck injury of a
18   pit bull attacking a dog in the neck.  I had an
19   open chest wound to die in front of the little girl
20   where the chest was just ripped open.  That was,
21   you know, about 15 years ago.
22       I had another dog, pit bull -- this is just
23   like in the '90s when they were starting to come
24   around.  And it attacked a dog that my clients were
25   walking.  They were -- they were mentally slow
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 1       people.  They weren't -- they're the ones we should
 2       look after, the ones we should take care of.  And
 3       their dog got attacked by a pit bull.  And I had to
 4       clean it up and help them with the bill.  And then
 5       I went to the Town of Beech Grove and said, We need
 6       to get that pit bull out of town, which they did.
 7       And they enacted the vicious dog law, which is part
 8       of Indianapolis.
 9           I mentioned the Saint Bernard.  Boy, I might
10       -- I might have to have you help me with some of
11       this reading.
12  Q.   I think it's apartment letter below that?
13  A.   Let's see here.  Oh, yeah, yeah.  I'm sorry, yeah.
14       I had summarized a bit in the back.
15           What we do is -- is we get a -- people coming
16       in and they want us to sign off that the dog
17       doesn't have pit bull in it.  And on the form it
18       says, The apartment building assumes no liability
19       for this identification; the veterinarian does.  So
20       what they're doing, they're coming in and trying to
21       get veterinarians to sign off that this is not a
22       pit bull or have any pit bull in it, leaving us --
23  Q.   Uh-huh.
24  A.   -- hanging.  Once again, I'm going to err on the
25       side of caution.  That's why, you know, I had one
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 1       or two work comp claims in a couple -- in all those
 2       years.  I've had people -- dogs bite me.  Basically
 3       I thought he would bite is what they said.  We had,
 4       you know, a number of newspaper cases in the area.
 5  Q.   Okay.  I'm only interested in what you --
 6  A.   When -- within --
 7  Q.   -- personally know of.
 8  A.   -- the clinic, within the clinic.  I had a dog at
 9       my house and stayed there for a while.  It was part
10       pit bull; looked almost all pit bull.  And I raise
11       German Short-Hair Pointers; they're German
12       Short-Hair Pointer mixes.  I have German Short-Hair
13       Pointers that really have a lot of those traits.
14           He bit a neurosurgeon friend of mine on the
15       hand without warning.  He attacked my dog's throat,
16       my German Short-Hair Pointer, without warning --
17       although there probably was a standoff -- and
18       grabbed him by the throat.  And my wife could
19       barely get him to go.  And then my wife took him
20       out to walk one day on the leash.  He kept pulling
21       to the yard worker that was helping me like he
22       wanted to play and meet him.  The guy bends down to
23       meet him, and he lunges at his face.  My wife jerks
24       back just in time or he would have bit his face.
25  Q.   Okay.
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 1  A.   I've seen enough.
 2  Q.   All right.  And with those dogs that you've just
 3       described --
 4  A.   Uh-huh.
 5  Q.   -- did you know the breed of the dog based on
 6       genetic verification?
 7  A.   I did not, no.
 8  Q.   Just based on visual identification.
 9  A.   Visual ID, yeah.
10  Q.   Okay.
11  A.   And there seemed to be a consistency.  If you see
12       enough Chows, they look like Chows.  If you see
13       enough Labradors -- if I'm -- if I'm allowed to
14       identify a Lab mix, I think I can be allowed to
15       identify a Pit mix based on my --
16  Q.   Yeah.
17  A.   -- think.  And the reason why that's important,
18       because some breeds have certain anesthetic or
19       whatever qualities or -- or heart problems or
20       something like that that we need to look for.
21  Q.   Okay.  And you feel confident in your ability -- in
22       your ability to identify had breeds of a
23       mixed-breed dog based --
24  A.   Not -- but I feel very comfortable.  Because it
25       seems like phenotype, which is the way they look,
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 1       versus genotype --
 2  Q.   Right.
 3  A.   Phenotype, of what I see, tends to correlate with
 4       this action.
 5  Q.   Okay.
 6  A.   That's not saying they're all pit bulls I have
 7       trouble with.
 8  Q.   Right.
 9  A.   Not saying that all pit bull owners I have trouble
10       with.  But the owners of any dog, be it a pit bull
11       or anything that's an aggressive, unsocialized
12       breed, is an accident waiting to happen.
13  Q.   Okay.  So when -- when you make a visual
14       identification of a dog's breed, recognizing that
15       you feel confident to do that --
16  A.   Uh-huh.  Uh-huh.
17  Q.   Have you ever tested the accuracy of --
18  A.   No.  No.
19  Q.   So you don't -- you don't know --
20  A.   We don't do DNA testing, no.
21  Q.   We can't talk at the same time.
22           Although you feel confident to identify a
23       dog's primary breed based on visual identification,
24       you've never tested whether you're actually correct
25       in that breed determination.
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 1  A.   I have not.  But some of the owners put -- a large
 2       majority of them put Pit or Pit mix on the
 3       registration form when they sign in.
 4  Q.   Okay.  Okay.  But, again, in terms of your
 5       identification of the primary breed of a
 6       mixed-breed dog, you've never said, Okay, I -- I
 7       think it's this, and now I'm gonna' get a Wisdom
 8       Panel test and see --
 9  A.   No.
10  Q.   -- what is the actual genetic makeup of that dog?
11  A.   No.  But the ones that I --
12  Q.   So answer that question first.  Have you ever --
13  A.   No --
14  Q.   -- done that?
15  A.   -- no, I have not.
16  Q.   Okay.  Now give me your explanation.
17  A.   What has -- the ones that come in that say they're
18       Pit or Pit mix, those are the ones that probably
19       are predominant number of those 30 -- of those 300
20       minimum.
21  Q.   Okay.
22  A.   Are owner signed.
23  Q.   Right.  Owners identify the breed.
24  A.   Yeah.  But I don't know that they're any better at
25       identifying than I am.
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 1  Q.   Right.  Do you know where those dogs are coming
 2       from?  Are they shelter dogs?  Are they rescue
 3       dogs?  Are they purchased?
 4  A.   I'm seeing a lot more shelter dogs now.  And there
 5       are -- there are breeders in Indianapolis.  And my
 6       nephew is a law student and an insurance adjuster,
 7       and also had a pit bull that just bought a -- bit a
 8       lady in the face.  And he had handled the case of
 9       -- of a pit bull breeder.  And -- and -- which I
10       wasn't aware there were that many in town.
11           But there are some pit bulls that are just,
12       like, mega huge.  I don't see anything like that.
13       But they just almost seem like they're on steroids.
14       I think I got away if your question.
15  Q.   Yeah.  Well, that's actually interesting though.
16       Are you -- so do they appear to be double muscled?
17  A.   Yeah.  Almost like they're on steroids, almost.
18  Q.   Do you know what double muscling is as a genetic
19       condition?
20  A.   Well, it's a term that they use in weight lifters
21       and a term that they use in cattle.
22  Q.   Well, no.  I'm -- I'm talking about the genetic
23       condition --
24  A.   No.
25  Q.   -- of double muscling.
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 1  A.   No.  No.
 2  Q.   Okay.  Are you aware of a breed of dogs that has
 3       that genetic double-muscling condition --
 4  A.   No, I do not.
 5  Q.   -- that is a -- roughly looks like a pit bull?
 6  A.   I do not.
 7  Q.   Okay.
 8  A.   No.  They look like a dog that would have anabolic
 9       steroids given to them.
10  Q.   That's exactly what they look like.  Let' see.
11       Okay.  Are there other examples of your personal
12       experience dealing with pit bulls that we haven't
13       talked about?
14  A.   Well, there's one I just mentioned there which was
15       my -- my nephew who adopted a what the shelter
16       called a pit bull mix.  And I advised him against
17       it.  And he got it.  And within a week it got into
18       a fight with his mother's dog.  And, once again,
19       denial.  Well, they were fighting over food.  Okay.
20       Food aggression.  And then about two weeks later he
21       bit some woman in the face.  And from what he told
22       me, you know, she filed a claim on his insurance.
23       And he continued to keep the dog.
24           See if there's any others here.  I had the
25       neighbor dog.  Did I mention that one, the American
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 1       Bulldog come over?
 2  Q.   Yeah.
 3  A.   Okay.  So that would be it -- that would be it on
 4       the personal.
 5  Q.   Based on your experience and as a -- as a
 6       clinician, how important is owner behavior and
 7       training of a dog to result in an animal that is
 8       well socialized with humans?
 9  A.   Well, the -- the only shot they have, and that
10       certainly is very important.  But I think there's
11       nature and -- and there's nurture.  And I don't
12       know that the -- even the above-average pet owner
13       is intelligent enough or dedicated enough or aware
14       enough to overcome anything with nature that might
15       be -- that might be aggressive tendencies.
16           I think that when -- I can give an example of
17       when I'm -- usually you do good dog as a reward.
18       And you're talking.  And then so we're on the
19       table.  The dog's on the table.  And the dog's
20       growling; the dog's trying to bite us.  And the
21       owner keeps going, Good dog, good dog.  You know,
22       they don't know anything.  They don't -- they --
23       not only do they not know anything, they don't try.
24       They're not gonna' go to class.
25           If they do go to class, there's all different
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 1       kinds of dog trainers out there.  Whether it's for
 2       obedience or socialization or hunting or anything
 3       like that.  All kinds of trainers out there.  And
 4       -- and eventually you find a good one, which I did,
 5       for a hunting dog.  Eventually you find one.  And
 6       there's a lot of -- a lot of bad ones.
 7           So I -- I think that if you even could get the
 8       owner to the training class, then that's dependent
 9       on how good the trainer is.
10  Q.   Okay.  Are you familiar with the pit bull
11       population in Sioux City, Iowa?
12  A.   In where.
13  Q.   Sioux City, Iowa?
14  A.   No.  I'm sorry.  I didn't -- I honestly didn't --
15  Q.   No.  I said, Are you familiar with the pit bull
16       population in Sioux City, Iowa?
17  A.   No.
18  Q.   Okay.  And I take it that's true for both the pit
19       bull population prior to the enactment of their
20       breed-specific ban and after?
21  A.   I would not have that.
22  Q.   Okay.  Have you ever personally observed or
23       interacted with any pit bulls in Sioux City, Iowa?
24  A.   No.
25  Q.   Okay.  This is kind of out of left field here.  But
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 1       based on your experience, do dog owners, or people
 2       that are gonna' get a dog, tend to get a dog from,
 3       you know, some geographic radius that's fairly
 4       close to where they live?
 5  A.   It -- I get a lot of feedback on that.  And if
 6       they're pure breads, they go where the pure breads
 7       are.
 8  Q.   Right.
 9  A.   Okay?  And that's -- that's it.  And if they are
10       shelter dogs, you know, which a lot of people now,
11       it's -- it's the promotion to get a shelter dog,
12       save a dog instead of getting a purebred.  And --
13       and I've had both, and they're both nice.  I
14       haven't had a shelter dog, but I've had a -- you
15       know, mutts.  But I find that there are some number
16       of them that are looking for a particular type
17       dog --
18  Q.   Sure.
19  A.   -- that will -- and with the availability of the
20       internet might go to Louisville and get one.  Or --
21       or they may just go local.  There tends to seem to
22       be a little bit that they want the -- the boy look.
23  Q.   Yeah.  And I get it.  You know, if I'm looking for
24       a specific kind of hunting dog, I may go to a
25       breeder that's done field trials and go wherever.
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 1       But for -- for someone looking for the average
 2       family pet, mixed-breed family pet --
 3  A.   Well --
 4  Q.   -- are they -- are they going to tend to get that
 5       dog locally?
 6  A.   They're going to tend to.  But people buy dogs for,
 7       like, four reasons.  You know, hunting or use.
 8       Okay?  Protection, status and love.
 9           And I -- I don't know how you can love a dog
10       online other than looking at its eyes.  You know
11       what I mean, make you fall in love.  I mean, I fell
12       in love two weeks ago with a dog that I just -- I
13       really wanted it.  I just wanted that dog.  And
14       they may -- that may catch them and they're willing
15       to drive that far for it.  But I think most of them
16       are going to be local.
17  Q.   Okay.  And so there's no reason to think that the
18       specific lines of pit bull mixes that you see in
19       Central Indiana are gonna' be genetically the same
20       lines that you would see in --
21  A.   Oh, they certainly could be.  Yeah.  Yeah.  With
22       the no-kill shelters, they move them all over the
23       state, all over the country.  Some of them from
24       Martinsville, Indiana were going out to Vermont or
25       Connecticut.
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 1  Q.   Okay.
 2  A.   So if the shelter gets full, they'll take them
 3       wherever they -- wherever they've got room for
 4       them.
 5  Q.   Are you aware of any dogs from -- pit bull mixes
 6       from Central Indiana being sent to --
 7  A.   No.  But I work with --
 8  Q.   -- Sioux City, Iowa?
 9  A.   No.
10  Q.   Okay.
11  A.   Sorry.  I almost interrupted.
12  Q.   All right.  So -- and I think I may be about done
13       here.
14  A.   Okay.
15  Q.   I just want to make sure that I haven't
16       misunderstood anything that you've said.
17           Your personal knowledge about the behavior of
18       pit bulls and pit bull mixes is based on your
19       experience as a veterinarian since 19 -- well, you
20       said roughly --
21  A.   Mid '90s.
22  Q.   -- mid '90s is when you started seeing pit bulls.
23       And involves about 300 animals that you've treated.
24  A.   Minimum.
25  Q.   Okay.  And for those animals that you've treated
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 1       that you've identified as pit bull or pit bull
 2       mixes, you don't know whether they're pure breads,
 3       correct?
 4  A.   Correct.
 5  Q.   And you've never had them genetically tested to
 6       determine their breed --
 7  A.   Correct.
 8  Q.   You've got to let me finish -- to determine their
 9       breed makeup.
10  A.   Correct.
11  Q.   And I don't think I've asked you this.  But other
12       than your interaction with those owners while
13       they're at the clinic, you don't know the
14       environment those dogs are kept in.
15  A.   Most of them are house dogs --
16  Q.   Okay.
17  A.   -- they tell me.  Or -- or fenced, most of them.
18  Q.   Okay.  And you found that among the group of owners
19       that own the pit bull mixes they tend to deny,
20       blame other things on their dog's behavior, and
21       they're deceitful.
22  A.   I would say that's across the board for any dog
23       that's unsocial or aggressive.
24  Q.   Okay.
25  A.   Okay?  He's never done that before.  He doesn't
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 1       like you, you know.
 2           Among the pit bull owners I -- I think there
 3       is a bit more of that because they may have a --
 4       maybe think they have to explain themselves.  You
 5       know, you go out and buy a Kia, and your dad works
 6       for GM, you've kind of got to defend yourself.  And
 7       some of them just won't hear that they're anything
 8       but great.
 9           And I tell you what, I've been around a pit
10       bull and he was fantastic.  He was great.  He was
11       loving.  But I'd never let him get on the sofa with
12       me and get on top of me.  I would never let him do
13       that.  Okay?  And there's just certain things
14       that -- there's a sixth sense about behavior.  And
15       they're great dogs until they're not.  And he was a
16       great dog until he bit a neurosurgeon on the hand.
17       He was a great dog until he grabbed my dog by the
18       throat.  He was a great dog until he lunged at the
19       gardener.
20  Q.   Okay.  What -- how did you end up with that dog?
21  A.   A client privilege.  But it was my son's dog and --
22       and he came to live with us for a while.
23  Q.   Okay.
24           MR. SUMMERLIN:  I think that's all I've got.
25           THE WITNESS:  Okay.
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 1       MR. VONDRAK:  I have no follow up.
 2       (An off-the-record discussion was held.)
 3       THE REPORTER:  Signature?
 4       MR. VONDRAK:  Yes.  You will have the
 5   opportunity, Doctor, to review this deposition,
 6   make any corrections or any changes --
 7       THE WITNESS:  Okay.
 8       MR. VONDRAK:  -- as you see fit.  And then
 9   have the ability to sign it.
10       THE WITNESS:  Okay.
11       MR. VONDRAK:  So I will get that to you for
12   your review.
13       THE WITNESS:  And you depose me any today or
14   just -- just him?
15       MR. SUMMERLIN:  Just me.
16       THE WITNESS:  Okay.
17       THE REPORTER:  Same orders as the other one?
18       MR. SUMMERLIN:  Yes.
19       MR. VONDRAK:  Yes.
20
21
22
23
24
25
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 1   AND FURTHER DEPONENT SAITH NOT.
 2                             (2:55 p.m.)
 3
 4                ________________________
 5                  DOUGLAS SKINNER, DVM
 6
 7
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 1  STATE OF INDIANA    )
 2                      ) SS:
 3  COUNTY OF HAMILTON  )
 4
 5           I, Lisa C. Pierce, a Notary Public in and for
 6       the County of Hamilton, State of Indiana at large,
 7       do hereby certify that DOUGLAS SKINNER, DVM, the
 8       deponent herein, was by me first duly sworn to tell
 9       the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
10       truth in the aforementioned matter;
11           That the foregoing deposition was taken on
12       behalf of the Plaintiffs at the Purdue University
13       Veterinary Pathology Building, 725 Harrison Street,
14       Room 109, West Lafayette, Tippecanoe County,
15       Indiana, on January 25, 2018, commencing at the
16       hour of 1:45 p.m., pursuant to Rules of Applicable
17       Procedure;
18           That said deposition was taken down in
19       stenographic notes and afterwards reduced to
20       typewriting under my direction, and that the
21       typewritten transcript is a true record of the
22       testimony given by said deponent; and thereafter
23       presented to said deponent for his signature;
24           That the parties were represented by their
25       aforementioned counsel.
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 1           I do further certify that I am a disinterested
 2       person in this cause of action; that I am not a
 3       relative or attorney of any party, or otherwise
 4       interested in the event of this action, and am not
 5       in the employ of the attorneys for any party.
 6           IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
 7       hand and affixed my notarial seal this _____ day of
 8       __________, 2018.
 9
10
11
12
13                        ____________________________
14                          N O T A R Y  P U B L I C
15
16
17  My Commission Expires:
    March 14, 2021
18
19  County of Residence:
    Hamilton
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           1                                                 1:45 p.m.

           2                                          January 25, 2018

           3           (Exhibit 1 and 2 marked for identification.)

           4                    DOUGLAS SKINNER, DVM,

           5     having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, the

           6     whole truth, and nothing but the truth relating to

           7     said matter, was examined and testified as follows:

           8           THE WITNESS:  Yes.

           9  DIRECT EXAMINATION,

          10  QUESTIONS BY MR. SUMMERLIN:

          11  Q.   Dr. Skinner, we met just a moment ago.  My name's

          12       Gene Summerlin.  You understand you're here to have

          13       your deposition taken today in connection with a

          14       lawsuit that was filed in Sioux City.

          15  A.   Yes.

          16  Q.   Have you ever been deposed before?

          17  A.   Do what?  Yes, I have.

          18  Q.   Okay.  How many times?

          19  A.   I -- it was one time in my clinic where I worked.

          20       It was on a case that involved a lawsuit with

          21       somebody.  I was deposed then.  I also testified in

          22       a court case here in Lafayette but there was no

          23       deposition.  We just kind of went straight in.

          24  Q.   Went straight to trial?

          25  A.   Yeah.
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           1  Q.   Okay.  I'm gonna' ask you some questions today

           2       about the opinions you've expressed in this case

           3       and the basis for those opinions.

           4  A.   Uh-huh.

           5  Q.   If I ask you a question that doesn't make any sense

           6       to you, just let me know --

           7  A.   Okay.

           8  Q.   -- that you're not following me, and I'll try and

           9       rephrase it.

          10  A.   Fine.

          11  Q.   I'm gonna' start by handing you what's been marked

          12       as Exhibit 1.  And that is a report that we were

          13       provided by the attorneys for Sioux City.

          14  A.   Uh-huh.

          15  Q.   So take a look at that.  And then let me know

          16       whether this contains the opinions that you intend

          17       to express.

          18  A.   Okay.  I will mention, on the first paragraph, that

          19       is based not on living with and training pit bulls.

          20       It is on research that I've read --

          21  Q.   Okay.

          22  A.   -- from different specialists that are, I guess,

          23       Ph.D.s or DVMs.  Okay?

          24  Q.   Okay.

          25  A.   Okay.  Yeah.  I'm -- I'm okay with that, yeah.
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           1  Q.   Okay.  And then Exhibit 2 is a copy of your

           2       curriculum vitae.  Is that current?

           3  A.   Three and five are about the same.

           4  Q.   Yeah.

           5  A.   Yes.  I'm okay.

           6  Q.   Okay.  So I want to -- I want to talk to you about

           7       the last paragraph in your CV.

           8  A.   In my what?

           9  Q.   The last paragraph on your CV.

          10  A.   Okay.

          11  Q.   Says you've taken several dog behavior classes.

          12  A.   Uh-huh.

          13  Q.   Tell me about those.

          14  A.   Those would have been at national meetings; they

          15       were quite a few years ago.  And they were geared

          16       towards training.  They were abbreviated.  They're

          17       not -- not a whole lot to them.

          18  Q.   Were these at, like, the AVMA meetings?

          19  A.   Yeah.  It was a -- I believe that one was the

          20       Florida meeting in Orlando.  And I -- and the other

          21       was the Ohio State meeting.

          22  Q.   Okay.

          23  A.   Okay?  But none of it at the time had to do with

          24       pit bulls.

          25  Q.   Right.  And those are essentially, like, when you
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           1       go to Orlando, it's a veterinary conference --

           2  A.   Yes.

           3  Q.   -- where you're getting continuing --

           4  A.   Yes.  Continuing education.

           5  Q.   -- education but continuing --

           6  A.   Yeah.

           7  Q.   -- medical education.

           8  A.   Yeah.

           9  Q.   Classes last from an hour to --

          10  A.   Right.  Right.

          11  Q.   -- maybe half a day?

          12  A.   Yeah.  It's nothing that's degreed.

          13  Q.   Right.

          14  A.   Nothing that's a certificate.

          15  Q.   Okay.  It also says that you studied the

          16       epidemiology, frequency and severity of dog bites

          17       in the US?

          18  A.   Yes.

          19  Q.   Okay.  Tell me about that.

          20  A.   Well, there's a site called dogsbite.org, which is

          21       not a official site.  But they have peer-reviewed

          22       articles from places like the Annals of -- of

          23       Surgery.  They have reports from level-one trauma

          24       centers, all peer reviewed.  They have articles in

          25       there by Dr. Beck, by Dr. Lockwood and some others
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           1       that talk about -- talk about basically how severe

           2       things are.

           3           And it corresponds with some of the instances

           4       I've seen either in the news reports locally or in

           5       cases that I have seen or in cases I read about in

           6       the newspaper.

           7  Q.   Okay.  Have you had any training as an

           8       epidemiologist?

           9  A.   No.

          10  Q.   Okay.

          11  A.   And that's why I referred to -- that's why I refer

          12       to the -- the results of the specialists, the

          13       people who are.  Because I'm not an ophthalmologist

          14       either.  But if I go to an ophthalmology class,

          15       then I learn more about ophthalmology.

          16  Q.   Sure.

          17  A.   If I go to a renal -- renal disease, then I learn

          18       more about that.  And because in veterinary school

          19       we took a curriculum that was -- that covered

          20       everything, at that time a lot of large animal as

          21       well.  But we'd study virology, bacteriology,

          22       ophthalmology, cardiology, soft-tissue surgery,

          23       orthopedic surgery, ophthalmology, internal

          24       medicine, cardiology maybe.

          25           And in -- and in one of the -- one of the
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           1       disciplines we studied was public health.  Because

           2       as a veterinarian we are responsible to the public

           3       for public health.

           4  Q.   Okay.

           5  A.   And therefore to me, as a practitioner, when I

           6       started to see -- let's just say we had mange or --

           7       or some other disease like leptospirosis come into

           8       the area.  And -- and I go to a meeting or I read

           9       about it in the veterinary journals, and I go, So

          10       we're starting to see that; maybe we ought to

          11       vaccinate for that more.  Maybe we ought to do this

          12       more.  Maybe hunting dogs need it, and maybe the

          13       other dogs don't.

          14           So that does not make me an epidemiologist.

          15       But it makes me an aware veterinarian to go -- know

          16       what resources to go to so I can protect the public

          17       health and the animal's health.  And those diseases

          18       I mentioned are diseases that are communicable to

          19       humans.

          20  Q.   Okay.

          21  A.   Leptospirosis.  Dog bites are very important to be

          22       knowledgeable of because of my lay staff for

          23       workmen's compensation.  You know, if you get a

          24       couple dog bites, you can lose your workmen's

          25       compensation.  You lose that you may go out of
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           1       business because you just -- you can't self insure.

           2  Q.   Okay.  Let me ask you some more specific questions.

           3  A.   Uh-huh.

           4  Q.   Have you authored any peer-reviewed

           5       epidemiological --

           6  A.   No, no.

           7  Q.   I should explain.  Because the court reporter's

           8       writing everything --

           9  A.   Sure.

          10  Q.   -- that we say down and we're going to use that

          11       transcript --

          12  A.   Sure.

          13  Q.   -- for some purposes, it's important that you let

          14       me finish my question --

          15  A.   Absolutely.

          16  Q.   -- before you state your answer --

          17  A.   Yeah.

          18  Q.   -- so that when we read it it's not like --

          19  A.   Talk, talk.

          20  Q.   -- doob, doob, blah, blah, yeah.

          21  A.   Okay.

          22  Q.   Okay?

          23  A.   All right.

          24           MR. SUMMERLIN:  And, now, do you have write

          25       down doob, doob, blah, blah.
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           1           MR. VONDRAK:  Did you get that?

           2           THE WITNESS:  I thought you were finished.

           3           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Do you need me to spell that?

           4           THE REPORTER:  You're killing me.

           5  QUESTIONS BY MR. SUMMERLIN:

           6  Q.   Have you authored any peer-reviewed epidemiological

           7       papers addressing dog bites?

           8  A.   No.

           9  Q.   When you were in vet school -- let's see, what

          10       years was that?

          11  A.   I was -- graduated '72.  So I've been here for '68

          12       to '72.

          13  Q.   How old are you?

          14  A.   Seventy.

          15  Q.   You look great.

          16  A.   Next week.

          17  Q.   I don't look that good and I'm 20 years younger.

          18       I'm going home.

          19  A.   Shouldn't have been a lawyer.  Thank you.

          20  Q.   Actually -- well, I was an animal science major.

          21       And I planned to go to vet school --

          22  A.   Uh-huh.

          23  Q.   -- and then had to take --

          24  A.   Well --

          25  Q.   -- an organic chemistry and --
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           1  A.   -- I wanted to go to law school.  I wanted to go to

           2       law school, but I couldn't stand IU.  So --

           3  Q.   You state that you belong to two groups whose

           4       purpose is to stop human deaths and injuries by

           5       vicious, large-breed dogs.  What are those groups?

           6  A.   One of them was The Pit Bull Propaganda Machine

           7       Exposed.  And the other one I can -- they keep

           8       adding more names to it.  I can't remember the name

           9       right now.  I can get it to you.  But they're just

          10       Facebook groups.

          11  Q.   Oh, okay.

          12  A.   Yeah.

          13  Q.   These aren't, like, official organizations.

          14  A.   No, no.

          15  Q.   All right.

          16  A.   Although I've been contacted by a group of

          17       pediatric surgeons to -- to start a group.

          18  Q.   Okay.  You say that you've testified in court

          19       regarding the dangers of pit bulls.

          20  A.   Uh-huh.

          21  Q.   What case was that?

          22  A.   That was in this city, in Lafayette.  And it was a

          23       child custody case.  And the child, they didn't

          24       like -- the mother did not like the daughter being

          25       around the pit bull.  It played rough with her,
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           1       scratched her a couple times.  So I presented

           2       information to the Court.

           3           And at the end of the day the Court said,

           4       Well, we can't tell from Dr. Skinner's testimony

           5       whether or not this dog is gonna' bite.  But as --

           6       but the ex-husband was supposed to keep the dog

           7       away from the child and had not done that.  So he

           8       said, Since you broke that rule, you've got to

           9       kennel the dog.  And, of course, the child did get

          10       a bad face scratch in the interim.

          11  Q.   All right.  What courses have you taken on

          12       behavioral genetics?

          13  A.   None.

          14  Q.   Okay.  What courses have you taken on genetics at

          15       all?

          16  A.   Nothing except college.  Nothing to do with this.

          17  Q.   Okay.  All right.  I may have asked you this

          18       already, but what courses have you taken on

          19       epidemiology?

          20  A.   None.

          21  Q.   What courses have you taken on animal behavior?

          22  A.   I took them here in -- at veterinary school for a

          23       semester taught by Dr. Clinghammer.

          24  Q.   So one course, one semester?

          25  A.   One semester, yes.
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           1  Q.   And that covered all breeds?

           2  A.   Well, that covered all -- all species.

           3  Q.   All species.

           4  A.   Yes.

           5  Q.   Okay.

           6  A.   Dog behavior wasn't such a -- a big deal then

           7       because we weren't seeing some of the controversy

           8       we're seeing now.

           9  Q.   Okay.

          10  A.   And you have to admit there is a controversy.

          11  Q.   And other than -- what was your undergrad?

          12  A.   I got in at two years.  So I didn't have --

          13  Q.   What was your degree in?  Oh, you didn't get a --

          14  A.   I didn't get a degree before I went in.

          15  Q.   Okay.

          16  A.   I got in in two years.

          17  Q.   Okay.  So your only degree is --

          18  A.   DVM.

          19  Q.   -- DVM?

          20  A.   Uh-huh.

          21  Q.   Where you say state that you've studied the

          22       epidemiology, frequency and severity of dog bites

          23       in the United States, I believe what you said is

          24       you've reviewed articles that you found on

          25       dogbites --
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           1  A.   Yes.

           2  Q.   -- .org.

           3  A.   Yes.

           4  Q.   How many articles do you think you've read?

           5  A.   Oh, I'll bet twenty.

           6  Q.   Twenty?

           7  A.   Yeah.  Some of them were peer-reviewed medical, as

           8       far as how severe bites were, what percent were pit

           9       bulls, what percent were something else, what

          10       percent resulted in death, what percent --

          11  Q.   Sure.

          12  A.   You know, all that.  So --

          13  Q.   Have you reviewed any articles that you obtained

          14       from sites other than dogbite.org?

          15  A.   Yeah.  I can't remember what they were;

          16       dogbites.org is one of them because it just -- it

          17       covered a large spectrum.  I also went to the

          18       pro-pit site which seemed to be less scientific or

          19       not scientific at all, a lot more emotional.  Not

          20       anything that --

          21  Q.   Yeah, I --

          22  A.   -- that was -- that seemed credible.

          23  Q.   I -- I'm talking not Facebook groups or things like

          24       that or -- or --

          25  A.   Google, right.
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           1  Q.   Yeah.  I'm asking whether you've conducted a

           2       thorough literature research to review all of the

           3       epidemiological articles related to dog bites, not

           4       just those from dogbite.org.

           5  A.   Yes.  I -- I even talked to the AVMA, Emily Kane,

           6       K-a-n-e, who made the AVMA proposal or made -- she

           7       did the research for the AVMA stance on pit bulls.

           8       So I actually corresponded with her after reading

           9       her material.  Which, as far as the AVMA position,

          10       it just doesn't get any higher than talking to her

          11       because she is the one that authored the research.

          12  Q.   Okay.  I'm not being very clear.

          13  A.   Well, I mean, I haven't answered that area.  So I'm

          14       just trying to get you something that might be

          15       similar.

          16  Q.   Okay.  Have you ever published any peer-reviewed,

          17       scientific articles?

          18  A.   No.

          19  Q.   Okay.  Are you familiar with the technical

          20       definition of a literature review?

          21  A.   No.

          22  Q.   Okay.  Have you done anything to ensure that you

          23       have reviewed all of the epidemiological

          24       peer-reviewed studies on dog bites?

          25  A.   No.
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           1  Q.   Okay.

           2  A.   I would say that they're constantly changing.  And

           3       I would say that what I have read from some points

           4       of view to others seem to vary --

           5  Q.   Okay.

           6  A.   -- all over the place.  Seems to be some

           7       consistency when I read the medical, as far as

           8       injuries and as far as the breed.

           9  Q.   Okay.

          10  A.   And --

          11  Q.   What are your -- what research have you done into

          12       the accuracy of visual identification of breeds?

          13  A.   I have two that I did.  One of them was by

          14       University of Florida, Gainesville.  If you want to

          15       take a university review.  And it said that

          16       17.6 percent of the time you can identify a pit

          17       bull.  I also read one that was by the ASPCA.  And

          18       it said -- and they used the Wisdom Panel, which is

          19       by the Mars Company.

          20           The Mars Company now has expanded from candy

          21       into being the largest owner of veterinary clinics

          22       in the world.  And they also are doing a DNA tests

          23       called the Wisdom test.  And they used the Wisdom

          24       test and compared that to what the lay staff felt

          25       was pit versus what really were.  And -- and the
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           1       results, they were 96 percent.  And that was by an

           2       ASPCA facility.

           3  Q.   Where was that study published?

           4  A.   I think I have it down here.

           5  Q.   Yeah.  Would you grab it?

           6  A.   Okay.  Which I thought was very different from what

           7       Dr. Lockwood said of 17 percent.  And -- Vice

           8       President of Equine Welfare.  And -- and you may

           9       get a different take on that than I did.  But that

          10       is what I took from it.

          11  Q.   So it appears that this was printed off of a Web

          12       site.  And it's just a report from someone at the

          13       ASPCA and --

          14  A.   Fairly high up.  Fairly high up.  Vice president.

          15  Q.   Yeah.  This is --

          16  A.   The Wisdom test also is -- okay.  Yeah, I know it's

          17       not peer reviewed.  I know it's not --

          18  Q.   Yeah, it's garbage.

          19  A.   Is what?

          20  Q.   Never mind.

          21  A.   Okay.  All right.

          22  Q.   Um --

          23  A.   Listen, I don't like the mocking, number one.

          24       Number two, I came here as a veterinary

          25       practitioner, so what I have seen in clinical
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           1       practice --

           2  Q.   Okay.

           3  A.   -- not as an -- not as an epidemiologist.

           4  Q.   All right.  Let's go through your report, this one.

           5  A.   Okay.

           6  Q.   Where did you get your information about the

           7       history of the two Staffordshire breeds?

           8  A.   I probably got that from the AKC.  And I probably

           9       got it from other reports online that seem to be

          10       credible sites.

          11  Q.   Like?

          12  A.   I can't remember right now.  I don't know of any

          13       peer-reviewed articles or anything that has to do

          14       with the background of the breed.  These peer

          15       reviews have been researched.  I do know, from

          16       Dr. Lockwood's reading, that they are a very

          17       aggressive breed that don't know when to stop.

          18  Q.   Okay.  And where did you find that in a publication

          19       by Dr. Lockwood?

          20  A.   I have it over there.

          21  Q.   Okay.  Let's grab that one.

          22  A.   (Witness complies.)

          23  Q.   Thank you.

          24  A.   I believe he's one of your expert witnesses.

          25  Q.   He is.  And this is a chapter of a book that he
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           1       wrote.  I was just looking to see if -- do you know

           2       what edition this one is?

           3  A.   No.

           4  Q.   Okay.

           5  A.   Do you want a copy or you --

           6  Q.   I've got it.

           7  A.   Okay.

           8  Q.   Do you recall when you obtained that?

           9  A.   I'm sorry?

          10  Q.   Do you recall when you obtained that?

          11  A.   Oh, about four days ago I copied it off.  But I'd

          12       read it before.

          13  Q.   Okay.

          14  A.   I didn't know what all would be required.  So --

          15  Q.   And the document that we were referring to was a

          16       chapter in The Domestic Dog:  Its Evolution,

          17       Behavior and Interactions with People.  It was

          18       written by -- that particular chapter on the

          19       ethe -- ethology, ecology and epidemiology of

          20       canine aggression was written by Dr. Lockwood.

          21           So -- and, you know, I apologize.  I didn't

          22       mean to be mocking you --

          23  A.   We're good.

          24  Q.   -- when I --

          25  A.   But -- but those --
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           1  Q.   -- out there.

           2  A.   Yeah.

           3  Q.   But here's what I -- I want to be very careful

           4       about.  When you're offered as an expert witness --

           5  A.   Uh-huh.

           6  Q.   -- you know, certainly if we were talking about

           7       standards of practice for veterinarians --

           8  A.   Uh-huh.  Right.

           9  Q.   -- or what meets the standard of care in the

          10       treatment of a given disease or injury, there's no

          11       question that you're qualified for that.

          12           My concern is that you're being offered to

          13       give opinions about behavior, genetics, behavioral

          14       traits related to specific breeds.  And it doesn't

          15       appear that you have an education or a background

          16       that uniquely qualifies you to know more about that

          17       area than any other intelligent individual that's

          18       read a number of studies.  Would you agree with

          19       that?

          20  A.   I agree with that.

          21  Q.   Okay.  And so I want to --

          22           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Actually, can we -- could we

          23       take a two-minute break and let you and I talk?

          24           THE WITNESS:  Can I -- can I disagree with

          25       that for one small point?  And that is, some of the
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           1       things I see in this here is mirrored in -- in the

           2       medical practice --

           3           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Sure.

           4           THE WITNESS:  -- that I see.

           5           MR. SUMMERLIN:  I understand.

           6           THE WITNESS:  The public health part.

           7           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Yeah.  Got you.

           8           (After a recess from 2:12 p.m. to 2:13 p.m.,

           9            the following proceedings were had:)

          10           MR. VONDRAK:  Back on the record?  Okay.

          11       We're back on the record.  I'll just go on the

          12       record to state that Mr. Skinner's testimony merely

          13       is being offered for his 40-plus years of

          14       experience in the real world of treating many, many

          15       animals, many of which were pit bulls.  I believe

          16       Mr. Skinner has a wealth of knowledge from the

          17       clinical side of that, and that is what his

          18       testimony we will portray to show.

          19           He is not here to testify that he has had any

          20       training or any educational background regarding

          21       genetic testing of pit bulls or anything along the

          22       lines of the genomic testing of dogs.

          23           MR. SUMMERLIN:  So I'm -- he is solely going

          24       to be talking about his own personal experience in

          25       handling pit bull dogs as part of his veterinary
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           1       practice.

           2           MR. VONDRAK:  Exactly.

           3           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Got you.

           4           THE WITNESS:  That's what I thought it was

           5       coming in.  But still I have to -- I -- I -- if I

           6       see an ophthalmology case, if I see a -- I have to

           7       go somewhere to get the information.  And -- and

           8       the amount of information out there boils down to

           9       statistics.  And what I'm seeing are bite wounds

          10       and -- and killings and that type of thing.

          11           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Okay.

          12           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.

          13  QUESTIONS BY MR. SUMMERLIN:

          14  Q.   So let's start off with that.  From your clinical

          15       experience, what information do you have?

          16  A.   From my clinical experience with pit bulls first

          17       started back in the 1990s.  There were not very

          18       many pit bulls around.  And I read about two pit

          19       bulls attacking a woman in Indianapolis.  With it

          20       being a dog and an attack case, it kind of piqued

          21       my interest.

          22           And then I had several come in to my clinic.

          23       One of them I remember very well, Susie, which is

          24       just a beautiful, sweet, nice dog.  There was

          25       another owned by a Mr. Goldman.  I believe it was a
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           1       Staffordshire Terrier.  Nice dog, white dog.  And

           2       the man would dress up as George Patton and go to

           3       the air shows with his white dog.  White dog turned

           4       on him and bit the hell out of him.  That just kind

           5       of awakened me a little bit more.

           6           Then I had an Asian man who was supposed to

           7       come in to the clinic.  And he had two no-shows.

           8       The next thing I know he's in the paper because the

           9       city dog pound had confiscated his dog, and he

          10       threatened to burn the place down and cut off the

          11       manager's head.

          12           And then the next incidence was a dog in the

          13       parking lot that was a client of mine.  And he had

          14       a pit bull.  And had people come in and complain

          15       that they couldn't get out of their car because the

          16       man was walking around with this dog intimidating

          17       all of them.  So it seemed to be a status thing.

          18       And it seemed to be like something that I didn't

          19       want in my clinic, neither the people nor the dogs.

          20           So based on my computer, I could go in and

          21       pick out pit bulls.  And I sent all -- every pit

          22       bull I had, which probably weren't very many, that

          23       we will no longer see you.

          24  Q.   Okay.  And so that was -- again, this is all taking

          25       place sometime in the '90s?
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           1  A.   Yeah.

           2  Q.   And if my notes are correct, you had the pit bull

           3       Susie that was a nice dog.  You had the

           4       Staffordshire Terrier, that was a white dog, that

           5       ended up biting its owner.

           6  A.   Severely, yeah.

           7  Q.   Another client who had a pit bull and threatened to

           8       cut off the manager's head.  And then a client that

           9       had a pit bull who used it to essentially threaten

          10       other people?

          11  A.   Yeah.  And on the Asian man, I remember him.  But

          12       he had made two appointments; he never showed up.

          13  Q.   Yeah.

          14  A.   So he was never a client.  But they just stuck

          15       out --

          16  Q.   So --

          17  A.   -- pretty strongly.

          18  Q.   -- were those the only pit bulls that you treated

          19       as a -- as a veterinarian?

          20  A.   Those were until I sold my practice in 2000.

          21  Q.   Okay.

          22  A.   And then, you know, the new boss came into town,

          23       and we did what they said.  And I really didn't see

          24       that many pit bulls --

          25  Q.   Okay.
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           1  A.   -- at that time.

           2  Q.   Just over the course of your career could you

           3       estimate for me the number of pit bulls that you

           4       treated?

           5  A.   Well, most of them have been in the last six years.

           6  Q.   Okay.

           7  A.   I've seen an explosion.  And, once again, we're

           8       talking my identification.  Okay?

           9  Q.   Okay.

          10  A.   Which I think is fairly accurate.  And I would

          11       think probably 300.  Sometimes if I work at certain

          12       clinics, I might see five a day that are mixes,

          13       pits or mixes.

          14  Q.   Okay.  You think total number 300?

          15  A.   I'd say that would be minimum.

          16  Q.   Oh, I'm sorry.  Did I miss-hear you?  Did you say a

          17       different number?

          18  A.   I'd say 300 would probably be --

          19  Q.   Okay.

          20  A.   -- yeah, a minimum.

          21  Q.   Okay.

          22  A.   What happened was, when I sold my practice, or my

          23       last practice, I took a year off for medical

          24       reasons, cancer and that type of thing.  And so

          25       when I came back to practice in two years, I was
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           1       doing relief work.  I was working different --

           2       different demographics.

           3  Q.   Yeah.

           4  A.   Rural, suburban, urban.  And in that period of

           5       time, when I had left practice, the no-kill thing

           6       was coming up at that time.  And now it just seems

           7       to be an explosion of them in the past six years.

           8  Q.   Yeah.  It's a breed that's grown in popularity --

           9  A.   Yeah.

          10  Q.   -- in your, I guess, geographic area where you --

          11       where you see animals?

          12  A.   I'm sorry?

          13  Q.   In your geographic area where you see animals.

          14  A.   Areas.

          15  Q.   Areas.

          16  A.   Okay.  Well --

          17  Q.   Where do you practice?

          18  A.   Well, primarily I'm in -- in Central Indiana.  And

          19       I will do a rural community, and I will do a

          20       suburban community and an urban community in the

          21       Indianapolis area.  One of them is even a -- then

          22       one is a rural community east of Indianapolis.  And

          23       then one of them was up in the Mishawaka area,

          24       which is completely different demographics.  All --

          25       all of them are different demographics.
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           1  Q.   All right.  Of the animals that you've seen, do you

           2       know what percentage of those were purebred and

           3       registered --

           4  A.   No.

           5  Q.   -- the pit bull animals?

           6  A.   No.  They don't -- they don't bring the

           7       registration with them when they come.

           8  Q.   Okay.  And that's not something that you would --

           9  A.   No.

          10  Q.   -- typically ask.

          11  A.   No.  And there's UKC and there's AKC.  And then

          12       there's the American Bulldog, which I think is only

          13       registered with the UKC.  And so, no, we don't ask

          14       for registration.

          15  Q.   Okay.  When you use the term "pit bull," what

          16       breeds or mixes are you including within that

          17       designation?

          18  A.   Well, first of all, like I say, pit bulls aren't

          19       the only breed that are a problem.  Okay?  But they

          20       seem to be predominant, what we're seeing now.  And

          21       I would say that -- you know, I would say most of

          22       them are -- or go ahead and ask the question again

          23       'cause I --

          24  Q.   Okay.  When you use the term "pit bull" --

          25  A.   Uh-huh.
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           1  Q.   -- what breeds --

           2  A.   Okay.

           3  Q.   -- or mixes are you including within that

           4       designation?

           5  A.   I would say American Bulldog, Staffordshire

           6       Terrier, American Staffordshire Terrier.  And I

           7       believe there's one that's actually called American

           8       Pit Bull.

           9  Q.   Okay.  And you've already testified you don't ask

          10       the registration status --

          11  A.   No.

          12  Q.   -- of the animals that your clients bring in.

          13  A.   No.

          14  Q.   But based on your visual inspection of the dogs

          15       that you've treated, these 300 --

          16  A.   Uh-huh.

          17  Q.   -- do you have a sense of what percentage of those

          18       were mixed breeds versus what would appear to be

          19       more --

          20  A.   I -- I would --

          21  Q.   -- purebred type?

          22  A.   -- I would think that most of them were mix.

          23  Q.   Okay.

          24  A.   The American Bulldog is one that stands out far

          25       away from the others.
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           1  Q.   Yeah.  So are there -- what traits did you see in

           2       the animals that -- the pit bull animals that you

           3       provided clinical services to?

           4  A.   Well, a lot of them I saw -- if you looked at a

           5       American Pit Bull, not the big ones that are bred

           6       for big musculature, but the ones who weigh in the

           7       45- to 55-pound range, they all had a sleek body.

           8       They all had big jowls.  They all had eyes that --

           9  Q.   I'm sorry.  I didn't -- I didn't mean physical

          10       traits.

          11  A.   Okay.

          12  Q.   I meant, like, where -- what behavior did you see

          13       from those dogs?

          14  A.   Aggression.

          15  Q.   Okay.  And tell me about that.

          16  A.   The aggression is -- is exhibited several different

          17       ways.  They'll either come up and push their --

          18       their muzzle against your leg.  Or if you want

          19       to -- if you want to go to approach them, they turn

          20       sideways and don't look at you, which is kind of

          21       one of their traits, you know, of before they

          22       attack.  You don't know what they're gonna' do.

          23           The other things would be growling.  But

          24       usually they didn't -- they did not say much.  They

          25       either pushed against you or they hid under chairs
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           1       or they stood sideways.  And then as you tried to

           2       do things like put a leash around them, then they

           3       start spinning and snapping.  They up the game.

           4           And I might mention that with these dogs come

           5       owners, which I would like to talk about a little

           6       bit.

           7  Q.   Okay.  Were these traits -- so, you know, pushing

           8       against you, hiding under a chair, standing

           9       sideways --

          10  A.   Uh-huh.

          11  Q.   -- did every one of the 300 exhibit one or more of

          12       those traits or --

          13  A.   I would say a significant number.  I would -- we

          14       don't like to see them come in.

          15           I had one clinic I worked at.  And she went to

          16       put the dog up after he muzzled, put it up on the

          17       table.  And of course every demographics has

          18       different staff.  This particular staff member,

          19       she's physical, very pretty.  Just went to pick him

          20       up on the table, and he started scratching and

          21       clawed her right across the face.  And she goes, I

          22       wish I ran that f-ing shelter; I wouldn't adopt

          23       these out to anybody.  Nobody knows how to handle

          24       them.

          25  Q.   Okay.
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           1  A.   And that's -- I work at a clinic that,

           2       que sera sera, they welcome the pit bulls.  They

           3       muzzle them but they welcome them.  But they muzzle

           4       them.

           5  Q.   Are these --

           6  A.   That you won't find in the stats.

           7  Q.   Are these traits traits that you see in other

           8       breeds of dogs?

           9  A.   Not that near percentage, no.

          10  Q.   I'm sorry?

          11  A.   Not even close to that percent.  In other words,

          12       how many do we need to muzzle and how many give us

          13       a hard time?  And we try to go slow.  But we have

          14       to worry about getting bit ourselves or the staff

          15       or the owner.  Because those are a liability.

          16  Q.   Uh-huh.

          17  A.   You know, those are expensive things to handle.  So

          18       we have to err on the side of caution.  Most of the

          19       other dogs that we see -- I would think all the

          20       other dogs combined are maybe half of what pits

          21       are, maybe at the most.  All the other breeds

          22       combined give us as much trouble as the pits.

          23  Q.   Okay.

          24  A.   There would be clinics that don't have that.  There

          25       would be clinics that deny it.  I've worked a lot
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           1       of them.

           2  Q.   And then you said that there were owner issues as

           3       well.

           4  A.   Uh-huh.

           5  Q.   So tell me about those.

           6  A.   Owners' issues will revolve around three things.

           7       They'll deny, they'll blame and they'll be

           8       deceitful.

           9  Q.   Okay.

          10  A.   And that's where you -- when you have these

          11       particular dogs that I think in my clinical

          12       experience, and I've seen the trend, when I -- when

          13       I see these dogs with these people, it's like a

          14       perfect storm for something ready to happen.

          15           The average dog owner does not know anything

          16       about training a dog.  Okay?  They think they do.

          17       Oh, I've raised -- I've been around dogs all my

          18       life.  Oh, he won't hurt you.  Okay.  They are

          19       the -- they are not to be trusted.  And I'm just

          20       advising you of that personally.  Just be careful.

          21           What happens is they will come in and they

          22       will say, He's -- he won't bite anybody; he's a

          23       good dog.  Not all of them are pets.  I'm just

          24       talking about owners now.

          25  Q.   Uh-huh.
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           1  A.   And one of them is a Saint Bernard.  And I go in --

           2       this is in the last year.  And I look at the

           3       record.  And on the outside it said, Tried to bite

           4       Dr. Vincent, who's a woman.  And tried to do this,

           5       must muzzle, be careful, all over the front of the

           6       card.  Okay?

           7           So I go -- and I know what's gonna' happen;

           8       it's not my first rodeo.  So I go in and I go, Hi,

           9       Mr. Whatever.  How's Brutus today?  Oh, he's fine.

          10       I go, Are we going to have any trouble with him?

          11       No, no, no; he loves people.  I got the card.

          12       Okay?

          13           And so I said, Okay, that's fine.  And I -- I

          14       knew what was coming.  I try to be polite, try to

          15       see -- gradually work into, Why don't we muzzle

          16       him.  And I give the dog a chance to maybe do

          17       something.  All I say is, How are you today,

          18       Brutus?  And the dog leaps at me, jumps up.  I'm --

          19       the exam table is here.  Jumps at me and is

          20       snapping and biting at me.  So I give the man an

          21       education in -- in responsibility.  We go ahead and

          22       see the dog.  And he's bound and determined that

          23       that dog's a good dog, and he's gonna' be -- be

          24       able to get a heartworm test on it and everything.

          25       And so that's an instance.
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           1           I have another instance where I saw 110-pound

           2       Mastiff on Saturday, I believe it was, 130-pound

           3       one.  And he was in a muzzle.  Thank you very much,

           4       sir; I appreciate that.  That doesn't mean he's not

           5       going to be nice when he goes home, but in my world

           6       the man was responsible.

           7           I saw 110-pound female, probably 45 minutes

           8       later, very fearful, lowered her head, get in the

           9       corner.  You don't want to corner them.  You know,

          10       there's a sixth sense you develop.  You can't

          11       statistically put it.  But in 45 years I've only

          12       been bitten once, and that was by a kitten.  Okay?

          13       And I handled all the dogs because I don't want my

          14       girl getting bit.

          15           So what happens is, as I'm looking at the

          16       dog -- I find out later -- the dog's fearful, and I

          17       go out of the room.  And the girl says the man had

          18       a shock collar on it and was shocking it as I was

          19       looking at it.  It's idiot.  It's idiot.

          20           I had another one who told the staff, Make

          21       sure the doctor knocks the pit bull -- make sure

          22       the doctor knocks on the door before he comes in

          23       because I'm afraid the dog will attack him.  That's

          24       not a way to live.

          25  Q.   Right.
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           1  A.   It's not a way to practice.  Reverse it with you.

           2       You know, in your profession what would be, you

           3       know, physical harm if you went in a room or

           4       something.  And maybe you have and it's not fun.

           5           And that's the tip of the iceberg.  Okay?  Not

           6       laying it all on pits.  This part's owners and

           7       owners don't know anything.  Owners don't know

           8       anything.  If you want to have an owner train a

           9       dog, get a good trainer.  Who's a good trainer?

          10           You know, America's been on a diet for

          11       50 years, and they've gained 30 pounds.  People

          12       don't have the discipline to follow through with a

          13       dog that comes out of a shelter, that's antisocial,

          14       who doesn't have socialization skills, that has the

          15       power and the jaws that some of these dogs have,

          16       pit bull or whatever, and -- and be trusted to

          17       train them.

          18           It's -- it's -- you have to be dedicated, and

          19       the dog and the owner both have to be motivated.  I

          20       don't know what motivates a dog.  You know, you

          21       can't talk to him.  You can't communicate with him.

          22       There's no dog whisperer.  And so now what happens,

          23       you have an awful lot of moving parts there.

          24       Something's gonna' happen.

          25  Q.   Okay.  The -- so when you say, you know, we
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           1       identified three owner issues, deny, blame,

           2       deceitful, are these owner issues that are just

           3       related to pit bull owners?  Or are these owner

           4       issues generally, no matter what the breed?

           5  A.   I -- I see them across the board.  But I see more

           6       pits that have aggressive or fearful behavior.  And

           7       I see a lot of people making excuses for them;

           8       that's where we come into denial.

           9           Deceit was when the man was shocking the dog

          10       as I was looking at it.  And, you know, there's --

          11       I -- I deal with it three or four times a day.

          12       Cats or dogs or whatever.  So, no, it's not -- I'm

          13       not laying it all on pit bulls.  But their owners

          14       tend to be a bit more denial.  It's like they have

          15       a chip on their shoulder a little bit almost when

          16       you question them about it.

          17  Q.   Okay.  You've never been bitten by a pit bull?

          18  A.   Huh-uh.

          19  Q.   Have any of your staff?

          20  A.   I haven't been bit by anything.  And I did -- and I

          21       did all the work for 25 years.  I would not let the

          22       staff get any cat or dog out of a cage except me.

          23       And, of course, back then, that first 25 years,

          24       there weren't as many pit bulls.  Okay?  And we

          25       didn't have technicians.  So I handled all that so
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           1       nobody would get bit.  I didn't want anybody to get

           2       bit.

           3           When I sold and when I went into relief

           4       practice, there were more veterinary technicians

           5       who could do basic handling of cats and dog.  The

           6       pits came on the scene and I go, I'm not getting

           7       bit.  So I let them handle them.  I let them get

           8       scratched.  That's their job.  That's what they

           9       went to school for is to handle the animals and

          10       basically nursing and care.

          11           And the -- when, 25 years ago, we -- we didn't

          12       have the technicians.

          13  Q.   Okay.  So other than what you've told me so far,

          14       based on your personal experience of dealing with

          15       pit bulls, are there any other things that --

          16  A.   There are other experiences.  There are --

          17  Q.   -- that you plan to testify to?

          18  A.   I'm sorry?

          19  Q.   Other experiences that you plan to testify to?

          20  A.   Oh, no.  I'm sorry.  I interrupted you.  No.  Other

          21       experiences that -- that I had with pit bulls, yes.

          22  Q.   Okay.  So tell me about those.

          23  A.   Okay.  And that would be on your notes.  One is,

          24       and this was in the last year, was an 18-week-old

          25       pit bull that was biting and very viscous, very --
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           1       very hard to handle.  And I don't think we allowed

           2       it to come back where I was working.  Because it

           3       was aggressive, trying to bite you.  And there was

           4       nothing we could do for it.

           5           When -- when I had a -- a litter of ten Chows,

           6       which is another breed that gets a wrap, at six

           7       weeks of age -- and this kind of dispelling a

           8       little bit, that that's how you raise them -- and

           9       all -- every one of the ten tried to bite me at six

          10       weeks of age.

          11           We just had a -- 200 yards from where I worked

          12       in one particular town where two pit bulls attacked

          13       and killed a miniature horse -- this was, like, in

          14       the last three weeks -- that was, I believe, taken

          15       care of the veterinarian I work for, where I do

          16       relief work.

          17           We had a -- just had a recent neck injury of a

          18       pit bull attacking a dog in the neck.  I had an

          19       open chest wound to die in front of the little girl

          20       where the chest was just ripped open.  That was,

          21       you know, about 15 years ago.

          22           I had another dog, pit bull -- this is just

          23       like in the '90s when they were starting to come

          24       around.  And it attacked a dog that my clients were

          25       walking.  They were -- they were mentally slow
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           1       people.  They weren't -- they're the ones we should

           2       look after, the ones we should take care of.  And

           3       their dog got attacked by a pit bull.  And I had to

           4       clean it up and help them with the bill.  And then

           5       I went to the Town of Beech Grove and said, We need

           6       to get that pit bull out of town, which they did.

           7       And they enacted the vicious dog law, which is part

           8       of Indianapolis.

           9           I mentioned the Saint Bernard.  Boy, I might

          10       -- I might have to have you help me with some of

          11       this reading.

          12  Q.   I think it's apartment letter below that?

          13  A.   Let's see here.  Oh, yeah, yeah.  I'm sorry, yeah.

          14       I had summarized a bit in the back.

          15           What we do is -- is we get a -- people coming

          16       in and they want us to sign off that the dog

          17       doesn't have pit bull in it.  And on the form it

          18       says, The apartment building assumes no liability

          19       for this identification; the veterinarian does.  So

          20       what they're doing, they're coming in and trying to

          21       get veterinarians to sign off that this is not a

          22       pit bull or have any pit bull in it, leaving us --

          23  Q.   Uh-huh.

          24  A.   -- hanging.  Once again, I'm going to err on the

          25       side of caution.  That's why, you know, I had one
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           1       or two work comp claims in a couple -- in all those

           2       years.  I've had people -- dogs bite me.  Basically

           3       I thought he would bite is what they said.  We had,

           4       you know, a number of newspaper cases in the area.

           5  Q.   Okay.  I'm only interested in what you --

           6  A.   When -- within --

           7  Q.   -- personally know of.

           8  A.   -- the clinic, within the clinic.  I had a dog at

           9       my house and stayed there for a while.  It was part

          10       pit bull; looked almost all pit bull.  And I raise

          11       German Short-Hair Pointers; they're German

          12       Short-Hair Pointer mixes.  I have German Short-Hair

          13       Pointers that really have a lot of those traits.

          14           He bit a neurosurgeon friend of mine on the

          15       hand without warning.  He attacked my dog's throat,

          16       my German Short-Hair Pointer, without warning --

          17       although there probably was a standoff -- and

          18       grabbed him by the throat.  And my wife could

          19       barely get him to go.  And then my wife took him

          20       out to walk one day on the leash.  He kept pulling

          21       to the yard worker that was helping me like he

          22       wanted to play and meet him.  The guy bends down to

          23       meet him, and he lunges at his face.  My wife jerks

          24       back just in time or he would have bit his face.

          25  Q.   Okay.
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           1  A.   I've seen enough.

           2  Q.   All right.  And with those dogs that you've just

           3       described --

           4  A.   Uh-huh.

           5  Q.   -- did you know the breed of the dog based on

           6       genetic verification?

           7  A.   I did not, no.

           8  Q.   Just based on visual identification.

           9  A.   Visual ID, yeah.

          10  Q.   Okay.

          11  A.   And there seemed to be a consistency.  If you see

          12       enough Chows, they look like Chows.  If you see

          13       enough Labradors -- if I'm -- if I'm allowed to

          14       identify a Lab mix, I think I can be allowed to

          15       identify a Pit mix based on my --

          16  Q.   Yeah.

          17  A.   -- think.  And the reason why that's important,

          18       because some breeds have certain anesthetic or

          19       whatever qualities or -- or heart problems or

          20       something like that that we need to look for.

          21  Q.   Okay.  And you feel confident in your ability -- in

          22       your ability to identify had breeds of a

          23       mixed-breed dog based --

          24  A.   Not -- but I feel very comfortable.  Because it

          25       seems like phenotype, which is the way they look,
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           1       versus genotype --

           2  Q.   Right.

           3  A.   Phenotype, of what I see, tends to correlate with

           4       this action.

           5  Q.   Okay.

           6  A.   That's not saying they're all pit bulls I have

           7       trouble with.

           8  Q.   Right.

           9  A.   Not saying that all pit bull owners I have trouble

          10       with.  But the owners of any dog, be it a pit bull

          11       or anything that's an aggressive, unsocialized

          12       breed, is an accident waiting to happen.

          13  Q.   Okay.  So when -- when you make a visual

          14       identification of a dog's breed, recognizing that

          15       you feel confident to do that --

          16  A.   Uh-huh.  Uh-huh.

          17  Q.   Have you ever tested the accuracy of --

          18  A.   No.  No.

          19  Q.   So you don't -- you don't know --

          20  A.   We don't do DNA testing, no.

          21  Q.   We can't talk at the same time.

          22           Although you feel confident to identify a

          23       dog's primary breed based on visual identification,

          24       you've never tested whether you're actually correct

          25       in that breed determination.
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           1  A.   I have not.  But some of the owners put -- a large

           2       majority of them put Pit or Pit mix on the

           3       registration form when they sign in.

           4  Q.   Okay.  Okay.  But, again, in terms of your

           5       identification of the primary breed of a

           6       mixed-breed dog, you've never said, Okay, I -- I

           7       think it's this, and now I'm gonna' get a Wisdom

           8       Panel test and see --

           9  A.   No.

          10  Q.   -- what is the actual genetic makeup of that dog?

          11  A.   No.  But the ones that I --

          12  Q.   So answer that question first.  Have you ever --

          13  A.   No --

          14  Q.   -- done that?

          15  A.   -- no, I have not.

          16  Q.   Okay.  Now give me your explanation.

          17  A.   What has -- the ones that come in that say they're

          18       Pit or Pit mix, those are the ones that probably

          19       are predominant number of those 30 -- of those 300

          20       minimum.

          21  Q.   Okay.

          22  A.   Are owner signed.

          23  Q.   Right.  Owners identify the breed.

          24  A.   Yeah.  But I don't know that they're any better at

          25       identifying than I am.
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           1  Q.   Right.  Do you know where those dogs are coming

           2       from?  Are they shelter dogs?  Are they rescue

           3       dogs?  Are they purchased?

           4  A.   I'm seeing a lot more shelter dogs now.  And there

           5       are -- there are breeders in Indianapolis.  And my

           6       nephew is a law student and an insurance adjuster,

           7       and also had a pit bull that just bought a -- bit a

           8       lady in the face.  And he had handled the case of

           9       -- of a pit bull breeder.  And -- and -- which I

          10       wasn't aware there were that many in town.

          11           But there are some pit bulls that are just,

          12       like, mega huge.  I don't see anything like that.

          13       But they just almost seem like they're on steroids.

          14       I think I got away if your question.

          15  Q.   Yeah.  Well, that's actually interesting though.

          16       Are you -- so do they appear to be double muscled?

          17  A.   Yeah.  Almost like they're on steroids, almost.

          18  Q.   Do you know what double muscling is as a genetic

          19       condition?

          20  A.   Well, it's a term that they use in weight lifters

          21       and a term that they use in cattle.

          22  Q.   Well, no.  I'm -- I'm talking about the genetic

          23       condition --

          24  A.   No.

          25  Q.   -- of double muscling.
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           1  A.   No.  No.

           2  Q.   Okay.  Are you aware of a breed of dogs that has

           3       that genetic double-muscling condition --

           4  A.   No, I do not.

           5  Q.   -- that is a -- roughly looks like a pit bull?

           6  A.   I do not.

           7  Q.   Okay.

           8  A.   No.  They look like a dog that would have anabolic

           9       steroids given to them.

          10  Q.   That's exactly what they look like.  Let' see.

          11       Okay.  Are there other examples of your personal

          12       experience dealing with pit bulls that we haven't

          13       talked about?

          14  A.   Well, there's one I just mentioned there which was

          15       my -- my nephew who adopted a what the shelter

          16       called a pit bull mix.  And I advised him against

          17       it.  And he got it.  And within a week it got into

          18       a fight with his mother's dog.  And, once again,

          19       denial.  Well, they were fighting over food.  Okay.

          20       Food aggression.  And then about two weeks later he

          21       bit some woman in the face.  And from what he told

          22       me, you know, she filed a claim on his insurance.

          23       And he continued to keep the dog.

          24           See if there's any others here.  I had the

          25       neighbor dog.  Did I mention that one, the American
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           1       Bulldog come over?

           2  Q.   Yeah.

           3  A.   Okay.  So that would be it -- that would be it on

           4       the personal.

           5  Q.   Based on your experience and as a -- as a

           6       clinician, how important is owner behavior and

           7       training of a dog to result in an animal that is

           8       well socialized with humans?

           9  A.   Well, the -- the only shot they have, and that

          10       certainly is very important.  But I think there's

          11       nature and -- and there's nurture.  And I don't

          12       know that the -- even the above-average pet owner

          13       is intelligent enough or dedicated enough or aware

          14       enough to overcome anything with nature that might

          15       be -- that might be aggressive tendencies.

          16           I think that when -- I can give an example of

          17       when I'm -- usually you do good dog as a reward.

          18       And you're talking.  And then so we're on the

          19       table.  The dog's on the table.  And the dog's

          20       growling; the dog's trying to bite us.  And the

          21       owner keeps going, Good dog, good dog.  You know,

          22       they don't know anything.  They don't -- they --

          23       not only do they not know anything, they don't try.

          24       They're not gonna' go to class.

          25           If they do go to class, there's all different
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           1       kinds of dog trainers out there.  Whether it's for

           2       obedience or socialization or hunting or anything

           3       like that.  All kinds of trainers out there.  And

           4       -- and eventually you find a good one, which I did,

           5       for a hunting dog.  Eventually you find one.  And

           6       there's a lot of -- a lot of bad ones.

           7           So I -- I think that if you even could get the

           8       owner to the training class, then that's dependent

           9       on how good the trainer is.

          10  Q.   Okay.  Are you familiar with the pit bull

          11       population in Sioux City, Iowa?

          12  A.   In where.

          13  Q.   Sioux City, Iowa?

          14  A.   No.  I'm sorry.  I didn't -- I honestly didn't --

          15  Q.   No.  I said, Are you familiar with the pit bull

          16       population in Sioux City, Iowa?

          17  A.   No.

          18  Q.   Okay.  And I take it that's true for both the pit

          19       bull population prior to the enactment of their

          20       breed-specific ban and after?

          21  A.   I would not have that.

          22  Q.   Okay.  Have you ever personally observed or

          23       interacted with any pit bulls in Sioux City, Iowa?

          24  A.   No.

          25  Q.   Okay.  This is kind of out of left field here.  But
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           1       based on your experience, do dog owners, or people

           2       that are gonna' get a dog, tend to get a dog from,

           3       you know, some geographic radius that's fairly

           4       close to where they live?

           5  A.   It -- I get a lot of feedback on that.  And if

           6       they're pure breads, they go where the pure breads

           7       are.

           8  Q.   Right.

           9  A.   Okay?  And that's -- that's it.  And if they are

          10       shelter dogs, you know, which a lot of people now,

          11       it's -- it's the promotion to get a shelter dog,

          12       save a dog instead of getting a purebred.  And --

          13       and I've had both, and they're both nice.  I

          14       haven't had a shelter dog, but I've had a -- you

          15       know, mutts.  But I find that there are some number

          16       of them that are looking for a particular type

          17       dog --

          18  Q.   Sure.

          19  A.   -- that will -- and with the availability of the

          20       internet might go to Louisville and get one.  Or --

          21       or they may just go local.  There tends to seem to

          22       be a little bit that they want the -- the boy look.

          23  Q.   Yeah.  And I get it.  You know, if I'm looking for

          24       a specific kind of hunting dog, I may go to a

          25       breeder that's done field trials and go wherever.
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           1       But for -- for someone looking for the average

           2       family pet, mixed-breed family pet --

           3  A.   Well --

           4  Q.   -- are they -- are they going to tend to get that

           5       dog locally?

           6  A.   They're going to tend to.  But people buy dogs for,

           7       like, four reasons.  You know, hunting or use.

           8       Okay?  Protection, status and love.

           9           And I -- I don't know how you can love a dog

          10       online other than looking at its eyes.  You know

          11       what I mean, make you fall in love.  I mean, I fell

          12       in love two weeks ago with a dog that I just -- I

          13       really wanted it.  I just wanted that dog.  And

          14       they may -- that may catch them and they're willing

          15       to drive that far for it.  But I think most of them

          16       are going to be local.

          17  Q.   Okay.  And so there's no reason to think that the

          18       specific lines of pit bull mixes that you see in

          19       Central Indiana are gonna' be genetically the same

          20       lines that you would see in --

          21  A.   Oh, they certainly could be.  Yeah.  Yeah.  With

          22       the no-kill shelters, they move them all over the

          23       state, all over the country.  Some of them from

          24       Martinsville, Indiana were going out to Vermont or

          25       Connecticut.
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           1  Q.   Okay.

           2  A.   So if the shelter gets full, they'll take them

           3       wherever they -- wherever they've got room for

           4       them.

           5  Q.   Are you aware of any dogs from -- pit bull mixes

           6       from Central Indiana being sent to --

           7  A.   No.  But I work with --

           8  Q.   -- Sioux City, Iowa?

           9  A.   No.

          10  Q.   Okay.

          11  A.   Sorry.  I almost interrupted.

          12  Q.   All right.  So -- and I think I may be about done

          13       here.

          14  A.   Okay.

          15  Q.   I just want to make sure that I haven't

          16       misunderstood anything that you've said.

          17           Your personal knowledge about the behavior of

          18       pit bulls and pit bull mixes is based on your

          19       experience as a veterinarian since 19 -- well, you

          20       said roughly --

          21  A.   Mid '90s.

          22  Q.   -- mid '90s is when you started seeing pit bulls.

          23       And involves about 300 animals that you've treated.

          24  A.   Minimum.

          25  Q.   Okay.  And for those animals that you've treated
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           1       that you've identified as pit bull or pit bull

           2       mixes, you don't know whether they're pure breads,

           3       correct?

           4  A.   Correct.

           5  Q.   And you've never had them genetically tested to

           6       determine their breed --

           7  A.   Correct.

           8  Q.   You've got to let me finish -- to determine their

           9       breed makeup.

          10  A.   Correct.

          11  Q.   And I don't think I've asked you this.  But other

          12       than your interaction with those owners while

          13       they're at the clinic, you don't know the

          14       environment those dogs are kept in.

          15  A.   Most of them are house dogs --

          16  Q.   Okay.

          17  A.   -- they tell me.  Or -- or fenced, most of them.

          18  Q.   Okay.  And you found that among the group of owners

          19       that own the pit bull mixes they tend to deny,

          20       blame other things on their dog's behavior, and

          21       they're deceitful.

          22  A.   I would say that's across the board for any dog

          23       that's unsocial or aggressive.

          24  Q.   Okay.

          25  A.   Okay?  He's never done that before.  He doesn't
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           1       like you, you know.

           2           Among the pit bull owners I -- I think there

           3       is a bit more of that because they may have a --

           4       maybe think they have to explain themselves.  You

           5       know, you go out and buy a Kia, and your dad works

           6       for GM, you've kind of got to defend yourself.  And

           7       some of them just won't hear that they're anything

           8       but great.

           9           And I tell you what, I've been around a pit

          10       bull and he was fantastic.  He was great.  He was

          11       loving.  But I'd never let him get on the sofa with

          12       me and get on top of me.  I would never let him do

          13       that.  Okay?  And there's just certain things

          14       that -- there's a sixth sense about behavior.  And

          15       they're great dogs until they're not.  And he was a

          16       great dog until he bit a neurosurgeon on the hand.

          17       He was a great dog until he grabbed my dog by the

          18       throat.  He was a great dog until he lunged at the

          19       gardener.

          20  Q.   Okay.  What -- how did you end up with that dog?

          21  A.   A client privilege.  But it was my son's dog and --

          22       and he came to live with us for a while.

          23  Q.   Okay.

          24           MR. SUMMERLIN:  I think that's all I've got.

          25           THE WITNESS:  Okay.
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           1           MR. VONDRAK:  I have no follow up.

           2           (An off-the-record discussion was held.)

           3           THE REPORTER:  Signature?

           4           MR. VONDRAK:  Yes.  You will have the

           5       opportunity, Doctor, to review this deposition,

           6       make any corrections or any changes --

           7           THE WITNESS:  Okay.

           8           MR. VONDRAK:  -- as you see fit.  And then

           9       have the ability to sign it.

          10           THE WITNESS:  Okay.

          11           MR. VONDRAK:  So I will get that to you for

          12       your review.

          13           THE WITNESS:  And you depose me any today or

          14       just -- just him?

          15           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Just me.

          16           THE WITNESS:  Okay.

          17           THE REPORTER:  Same orders as the other one?

          18           MR. SUMMERLIN:  Yes.

          19           MR. VONDRAK:  Yes.

          20

          21

          22

          23

          24

          25
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           1           AND FURTHER DEPONENT SAITH NOT.

           2                                     (2:55 p.m.)

           3

           4                        ________________________

           5                          DOUGLAS SKINNER, DVM

           6

           7

           8

           9

          10

          11

          12

          13

          14

          15

          16

          17

          18

          19

          20

          21

          22

          23

          24

          25
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           1  STATE OF INDIANA    )

           2                      ) SS:

           3  COUNTY OF HAMILTON  )

           4

           5           I, Lisa C. Pierce, a Notary Public in and for

           6       the County of Hamilton, State of Indiana at large,

           7       do hereby certify that DOUGLAS SKINNER, DVM, the

           8       deponent herein, was by me first duly sworn to tell

           9       the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

          10       truth in the aforementioned matter;

          11           That the foregoing deposition was taken on

          12       behalf of the Plaintiffs at the Purdue University

          13       Veterinary Pathology Building, 725 Harrison Street,

          14       Room 109, West Lafayette, Tippecanoe County,

          15       Indiana, on January 25, 2018, commencing at the

          16       hour of 1:45 p.m., pursuant to Rules of Applicable

          17       Procedure;

          18           That said deposition was taken down in

          19       stenographic notes and afterwards reduced to

          20       typewriting under my direction, and that the

          21       typewritten transcript is a true record of the

          22       testimony given by said deponent; and thereafter

          23       presented to said deponent for his signature;

          24           That the parties were represented by their

          25       aforementioned counsel.
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           1           I do further certify that I am a disinterested

           2       person in this cause of action; that I am not a

           3       relative or attorney of any party, or otherwise

           4       interested in the event of this action, and am not

           5       in the employ of the attorneys for any party.

           6           IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my

           7       hand and affixed my notarial seal this _____ day of

           8       __________, 2018.

           9

          10

          11

          12

          13                        ____________________________

          14                          N O T A R Y  P U B L I C

          15

          16

          17  My Commission Expires:
              March 14, 2021
          18

          19  County of Residence:
              Hamilton
          20

          21

          22

          23

          24

          25












